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AFFIDAVIT OF JOSHUA CHANDLER 
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
RICK AND NATALIE FOELLER, 
individuals, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) SS. 
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County of Bonneville ) 
JOSHUA K. CHANDLER, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I have personal knowledge of the matters attested to in this affidavit, and if I were 
called upon to testify, I could and would testify truthfully thereto. 
2. I am employed by Plaintiff Melaleuca, Inc. as Associate General Counsel. In that 
capacity I have had responsibility for supervising and directing the company's policy 
administration and enforcement. I have been employed by the company for approximately 4 
years, and I have a good understanding of the company's finances, background, history, 
compensation plan, and policies and procedures. 
3. Melaleuca has consistently applied Policy 20 over the years by investigating 
complaints and, when policy violations are discovered, by canceling any existing IMEA with the 
Marketing Executive(s) who violated. For instance, according to records which I reviewed, 
Melaleuca cancelled the IMEAs of 29 Marketing Executives during the first 11 months of 2010 
for violations of Policy 20. 
4. Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibits A and B, respectively are true and correct 
copies, based on Melaleuca's records, of court decisions rendered by Idaho state courts within 
the Seventh Judicial District, in upholding Policy 20 as enforceable-Blood v. Melaleuca, No. 
CV-00-2479 (Idaho J1h Dist. Ct. March 22, 2001) (unpublished memorandum decision granting 
motion for summary judgment) (the "Blood Decision"); and Jordan v. Melaleuca, No. CV-00-
2480 (Idaho Dist. Ct. May 3, 2001) (unpublished memorandum decision granting motion for 
summary judgment) (the "Jordan Decision"). 
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5. Marketing Executives are paid commissions and bonuses from Melaleuca in 
return for their efforts to support and provide leadership to expand Melaleuca's independent 
businesses. This compensation is calculated based on a number of factors, including the 
products purchased within their Melaleuca organization, the number of their personal enrollees, 
their status as a Marketing Executive, the organizational volume of their Melaleuca business, and 
the Leadership Points that they generate through specified activities. Marketing Executives are 
paid monthly, contingent upon whether they were in good standing throughout that entire month. 
See ~~ 11-12, infra. 
6. Melaleuca's Marketing Executives refer customers to Melaleuca and earn 
commissions on purchases made by those customers. In addition to the commissions earned by 
referring customers to Melaleuca, Marketing Executives can also earn commissions by training, 
motivating, and otherwise supporting other Marketing Executives in their efforts to refer 
customers. This is part of Melaleuca's Consumer Direct Marketing business model. 
7. Each Melaleuca Marketing Executive has a "Marketing Organization" that 
consists of the customers referred by that Marketing Executive and the other Marketing 
Executives he or she supports (as well as the customers and Marketing Executives referred 
and/or supported by those Marketing Executives, and so on). The Marketing Organization is 
formatted as a five by seven matrix, where each Marketing Executive has five "front line" or 
"first generation" positions in their Organization, and each of those positions in turn has five 
front line positions (for a total of 25 second generation positions) to a depth of seven generations. 
The total number of possible positions in such a five by seven matrix is 97,655. Except for very 
new Marketing Executives, most of the individuals in a Marketing Executive's Organization at 
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any given time will not have been personally introduced to Melaleuca by the Marketing 
Executive, but will instead have been introduced to the company by someone else. 
8. Melaleuca Preferred Customers (whose purchases are used to calculate Marketing 
Executives' commission) purchase every month from Melaleuca. Typically neither the 
Marketing Executive who introduced him or her to Melaleuca initially nor any of the Marketing 
Executives in the seven generations above a Customer has any involvement in facilitating or 
creating these ongoing purchases. Accordingly, the compensation a Marketing Executive 
receives is based on leadership, training, support, and similar activities, and is generally not tied 
to any specific sales activity undertaken by that Marketing Executive in a particular month. 
Marketing Executives are entitled by contract to receive these (mostly residual) commissions 
only while in good standing, including compliance with all of Melaleuca's Policies, and 
providing the leadership required by, inter alia, Policy 23. 
9. The value of the leadership provided by a Marketing Executive is calculated using 
"Leadership Points." Marketing Executives earn Leadership Points by 1) enrolling Preferred 
Customers themselves; 2) making Melaleuca presentations that assist other Marketing 
Executives in enrolling Preferred Customers; and/or 3) assisting Marketing Executives within 
their organizations to advance to higher status levels quickly. 
10. Minimal Leadership Points are required in order for Marketing Executives to 
qualify for all of the compensation that would otherwise be due to them under the Melaleuca 
Compensation Plan. Marketing Executives who stop working and fail to generate any 
Leadership Points over a three month period will steadily erode their check until it is ultimately 
capped at $250, regardless of any prior success. Leadership points also allow Marketing 
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Executives to increase their earnings by participating in one of several company-sponsored 
bonus pools, in which Marketing Executives share based on their current status with the 
company and the Leadership Points they earned in the most recent month. 
I I. Melaleuca's policies make clear that a Marketing Executive's enrolling of 
customers and otherwise contributing to Melaleuca's success does not, by itself, give a 
Marketing Executive any right to receive compensation from Melaleuca. Any payment to a 
Marketing Executive is based upon, and is contingent upon the Marketing Executive's 
compliance with Melaleuca's policies. Specifically, the Marketing Executive must "qualify for 
compensation" by remaining in good standing with the company vis-a-vis its policies, promoting 
the company and its products, not disparaging the company, and providing leadership and 
support, as provided in Policy 23 and Policy 43 of Melaleuca's Statement of Policies (a true and 
correct copy of the Statement of Policies is attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit C. Policy 23 
states: 
Marketing Executives' compensation is based on sales of product to the End Consumer. 
To qual[fj; for this compensation Marketing l!,xecutives have the ongoing re.sponsibility to 
promote the Melaleuca business opportunity, to support Melaleuca 's policies, programs 
and personnel, and to service, supervise, motivate and train the Marketing Executives in 
their Marketing Organization to sell and market Melaleuca products and promote the 
Melaleuca business opportunity. Any effort by a Marketing Executive to convince or 
entice any Customer or Marketing Executive to discontinue or diminish purchasing 
Melaleuca products, to move from one Melaleuca Marketing Organization to another, to 
discontinue or diminish efforts to promote the Melaleuca business opportunity, or to 
promote or pursue another direct selling opportunity, or to disparage Melaleuca, or its 
products, marketing plan, management team or other personnel is a violation of the 
Marketing Executive's leadership responsibility and a violation of this policy. 
Policy 23 makes clear that if a Marketing Executive fails to support Melaleuca' s policies, for 
example by promoting other companies' products or business opportunities to other Marketing 
Executives, that Marketing Executive is not qualified to be paid commissions and bonuses. 
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12. Melaleuca's policies also make clear that a Marketing Executive has no right to 
receive any compensation from Melaleuca after termination or cancellation of his or her IMEA, 
regardless of any prior work or contributions to Melaleuca' s success. This is made clear not only 
by the language of Policy 20(c)(i) as noted above, but also by Policy 43 of Melaleuca's 
Statement of Policies: 
So long as a Marketing Executive is complying with all policies and terms of the 
Independent Marketing Executive Agreement, Melaleuca is obligated to pay 
commissions and bonuses to such Marketing Executive in accordance with the 
Compensation Plan. A Marketing Executive's commissions and bonuses constitute the 
entire consideration for all of the Marketing Executive's efforts in generating sales, and 
the Marketing Executive's right to receive commissions and bonuses from Melaleuca 
constitutes the entire value attributable to the Marketing Executive's Marketing 
Organization. Following a Marketing Executive's resignation, cancellation for inactivity, 
or voluntary or involuntary cancellation of his/her Independent Marketing Executive 
Agreement, such former ~Marketing Executive shall have no right, title, claim or interest 
to the Marketing Organization. The former Marketing Executive shall have no claim for 
compensation for the Marketing Organization or for bonuses or commissions stemming 
from sales generated within or by the Marketing Organization or for car bonus amounts 
held in escrow by Melaleuca. 
13. Based on the discovery to date in various cases, it appears that Max's t01iious acts 
and conspiracy to unlawfully solicit Melaleuca Marketing Executives harmed Melaleuca 
significantly, luring away hundreds (likely more than 500) of Marketing Executives in different 
Melaleuca Marketing Organizations. Late in 2009, Melaleuca obtained two permanent 
injunctions against four former Melaleuca Marketing Executives - Laraine and Raymond Agren 
and Gwendolyn and Ledell Miles - who were enrolled with and conspiring with Max. However, 
it appears that Max continued to encourage these individuals to recruit in violation of their non-
solicitation obligations under Policy 20. 
14. Based on my review of Melaleuca's records and knowledge of their history, I can 
state that the Miles were the 2007 Marketing Executives of the Year, and had previously reached 
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the status of Executive Director VII with Melaleuca. They earned more than $1.38 million while 
at Melaleuca. The Agrens had been with Melaleuca for 11 years and five months, during which 
they had averaged more than $23,000 per month in earnings-a total of $3.05 million. They had 
reached the status of Executive Director IX with the company, higher than all but a handful of 
other Marketing Executives, and had as many as 5,370 Customers in their Marketing 
Organization. 
15. In November of 2009, Melaleuca filed a complaint in U.S. District Court for the 
District of Idaho in order to put a stop to Max's tortious raiding of Melaleuca' s Marketing 
Executives (Melaleuca, Inc. v. Max International, LLC et. al., No. 4:09-cv-00572-WFD-CWD 
(D. Idaho 2009). Melaleuca obtained a preliminary injunction against Max which specifically 
restricted the Foellers' (and certain others') activities. The injunction prohibits Max from 
enrolling any Melaleuca Marketing Executives into the Max downlines of the Foellers without a 
signed statement from the Marketing Executive that they have not been with Melaleuca in the 
last year and were not recruited by the Foellers. Specifically, the court ruled as follows: 
Max International is hereby ENJOINED from accepting as Max business associates, 
former Marketing Executives of Melaleuca who are in the downlines of any current Max 
associate who is currently or has been in the last twelve months a Melaleuca Marketing 
Executive. It is further ORDERED that for any Max business associate proposed to be 
accepted in the downlines of Rick or Natalie Foeller. .. Defendant Max shall obtain a 
certification from that proposed business associate stating the associate has not been a 
Melaleuca Marketing Executive in the previous twelve months and was not solicited 
directly or indirectly by ... the above named individuals or by any other person who has 
been a Melaleuca Marketing Executive with the previous twelve-month period. 
Injunction, attached as Exhibit D. As part of this ruling, the federal court found that Melaleuca 
had "demonstrated its likelihood to succeed on the merits" of its tortious interference with 
contract claim against Max. Id. Not only were the Foellers themselves specifically involved 
with this tortious interference, they instigated and/or assisted in the recruitment of some of 
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Melaleuca's very most successful Marketing Executives and their Marketing Organizations-
knowing all the while that their activities were illegal. 
16. The Foellers were enrolled as Melaleuca Marketing Executives from 1999 until 
November 2008. During that time, they reached the status of "Executive Directors III," putting 
them in the top 1.5% of Melaleuca business builders. Id. Melaleuca paid the Foellers over $1. 7 
million Canadian dollars in compensation during the nine years that they were Marketing 
Executives. At the time that they terminated their Melaleuca IMEA in July 2008, they had 
approximately 1,400 customers in their Melaleuca Marketing Organization. No doubt because of 
the Foellers' success with Melaleuca, Max and/or its associates paid them $20,000 to leave 
Melaleuca and build a Max business by relying on their Melaleuca business contacts and 
guaranteed them a base commission of $15,000 per month as they built their Max business, in 
large part based upon an understanding that the Foellers would raid other Melaleuca business 
organizations. The Foellers have caused significant damage to Melaleuca and to Melaleuca's 
independent business organizations because of their violations of Policy 20. One couple they 
recruited, the Agrens, later expressed regret about leaving Melaleuea with the Foellers to join 
Max in an email message Other Melaleuca business leaders, particularly in Canada, had their 
businesses decimated through the Foellers' violations of Policy 20. Melaleuca ultimately 
recovered $1.2 million from Max International in settlement of this claim. 
17. Attached hereto as Exhibit Eis a true and correct copy of Max International's 
policies forbidding raiding of customers. I obtained this information from a filing in the federal 
Melaleuca v. Max International, LLC case cited above. Attached as Exhibit F is a true and 
correct copy of a declaration I filed in the federal case noting that the personal enrollment 
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information in our possession at the time of the declaration suggested a substantial majority of 
Mr. and Mrs. Foeller's personal enrollments in Max International were current or former 
Melaleuca customers. 
18. In the course of litigating the federal case against Max International, a match list 
was compiled, noting individuals appearing both in Melaeluca's records and in Rick and Natalie 
Foeller's Max International downline. That match list showed in excess of 500 customers who 
appeared to us to have been taken as a result of Mr. and Mrs. Foeller's breach of Policy 20. 
Attached as Exhibit G are true and correct copies of excerpts from deposition testimony in which 
Defendants admitted having personally enrolled Gwen and Ledell Miles and Laraine Agren into 
Max International in violation of Policy 20 . 
19. Attached as Exhibit H is a true and correct copy of the front and rear of a check 
endorsed and cashed by the Foellers, including language on the rear of the check which 
specifically notes that negotiating the check is a reaffirmation by them of their compliance with 
Melaleuca' s Statement of Policies. 
DATED this 19th day of October, 2011. 
By: 
~~!( ~Public 








, an Idaho 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICL<\L DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN k\fD FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEV1LLE 
DAVID JORDAN, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho 
Corporation; BRIAN CHANDLER, 













Case No. CV-00-2480 
JUDGMENT 
The Court has entered its Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendant Melaleuca, 
Inc. 's request for attorney fees and costs. In accordance with thA.t Order, the Court hereby enters 
judgment against David Jordan, an individual, in the sum of $29,575.12, together with statutory 
interest from die dace hereof until paid in full. Pursuant to statute, additional attorney fees and 
costs may be added at a later date pertaining to effo11s to collect the judgment herein. 
Judgment is hereby entered this~ of~· 2001. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 
DAVID JORDAN, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
LLE 
Case No. CV-00-2480 
vs. 
MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho 
Corporation; BRIAN CHANDLER, an 






Melaleuca, Inc. (hereafter, Melaleuca) prevailed in the 
trial of this matter. Judgment was entered on March 28, 2001, 
providing for an award of reasonable attorney fees and costs to 
Melaleuca in accoEdance with Rule 54, I.R,C.P. On A9ril 9, 2001, 
Melaleuca filed a memorandum of costs and attorney fees with a 
supporting affida~it of couniel and attached itemized billing 
statements. No written objection was filed by Jordan. 
II. ANALYSIS 
A. Costs of Right 
Pursuant to Rule 54 ( d) ( 1) ( C) , I. R. C. P., a prevailing party 
is entitled to the following costs as a matter of right: 
1. Court filing fees. 
1 
., } 




2. Actual fees for service of any pleading or document in 
the action whether served by a public officer or other 
person. 
3. Wicness fees of $20.00 per day for each day in which a 
witness, other than a party or ex~ert, tes t ifies at a 
deposition or in the trial of an action. 
4. Travel expenses of witnesses who t ravel by private 
transportation, other than a party, who te s tify in the 
trial of an action, computed at the rate of $.30 per 
mile, one way, from the place of residence , whether it 
be within or without the state of Idaho; travel expenses 
o f witnesses who travel other than by private 
transportation, other than a party, computed as the 
actual travel expenses of the witness not to exceed $ . 30 
per mile, one way, from the place of residence of the 
witness, whether it be within or without the state of 
Idaho . 
5 . Expenses or charges of certified copies of documents 
admitted as evidence in a hearing or the trial of an 
action. 
6 . Reasonable costs of the preparation of models, maps, 
pictures, photographs, or other exhibits admitted in 
evidence as exhibits in a hearing or trial of an action, 
but not to exceed the sum of $500 for all of such 
exhibits of each party. 
7. Cost of all bond premiums . 
8 . Reasonable expert witness fees for an expert who 
testifies at a deposition or at a trial of an action not 
to exceed the sum of $500 for e a ch expert witness for 
all appec.rances . 
9 . Charges ~or reporting and transcribing of a deposition 
taken in ~reparation for trial of an action, whether or 
nae read into evidence in ~he trial of an action . 
10.Charges for one (1) copy of any deposition taken by any 
of the ~a=c:ies to the action in preparation for trial of 
the act:.i.8n . 
2 
163 
Melaleuca is entitled to the following costs as a matter o f 
1. answer filing fee ($47 .00 ); 2. reporter's fee for 
of Jordan ($447 . 65) , Chandler, Jensen and Gapp 
($623.02), Sondeland and Menholt ($31 7.50 ), and Cook 
(Sl,016 . 40); 3. expert witness fee for Cook to testify at a 
deposition ($500.00); 4. costs for preparation of trial 
exhibits-photocopies ($128 . 28); 5. expert witness fee for Nehra 
to testify at trial ($500.00); 6. expert witness fee for Call to 
tes tify at trial ($500 . 00) ; and 7. travel expense for Nehra 
based on 30 cents per mile one way from Orlando, FL to Idaho 
falls, ID ($745 . 02) . Total costs of right necessarily and 
reasonably incurred are awarded to Melalueca in the amount of 
$4,824.87. 
B . Discretionary Costs 
Pursuant to Rule 54(d) (1) (D), I.R.C . P., a prevailing party 
may be awarded discretionary costs as follows : 
(D) Discretionary Costs . Additional items of cost not 
enumerated in, or in an amount in excess of that listed i n 
subparagraph (C) , may be allowed upon a showing that sa i d 
costs were necessary and exceptional costs reasonably 
incurred, and should in the interest of justice be ~ssessed 
against the adverse party. 
To recover discretionary costs, the moving party has the 
burden of proving that such costs are reasonable, necessary and 
exce2!.i_onal. Beco Constr. Co. v. Haroer Contracting, 130 Ide.ho 
4 / 11 , 9 3 6 p . 2 d 2 0 2 / 2 0 9 (fa.pp • 19 9 7) • 
3 164 
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} ,, 
tvlelaleuca has listed discretionary costs in the sum of 
$17,094 . 1 4. These discretionary costs listed are for air travel, 
parking , taxi, meals and lodging for Melaleuca ' s expert Nehra to 
attend tria l , and for Melaleuca's trial counsel, in house 
counsel and employees to attend discove r y depostions of Jordan's 
wi t nesses taken out of state . Also listed are expert witness 
fees paid to Nehta and Cook in excess of the $500.00 allowable 
as a cost of right, and a mediation fee· . All of the listed 
discretionary costs are ordi nary litigation e~penses, rather 
than exceptional. Therefore, no discr~tionary costs are awarded 
to Melaleuca. 
C . Attorney Fees 
Pursuant to Rule 54 (e) ( 1), I . R. C. P., a prevailing party may 
be awarded attorney fees when provided for by any statute or 
contract, and such fees may include paralegal fees . The claim 
for attorney fees must be supported by.an affidavit of the 
atto r ney stating the basis and method of computation of the 
attorney fees claimed . Rule 54 (e) (5), I.R . C . P. 
I. R . C . P. Rule 54 ( e) ( 3) sets forth the following factors 
which the court must follow in determining the amount cf 
attorney fees to be awarded: 
(A) The ti~e and labor required. 




(CJ The skill requisite to perform the legal service 
properly and the experience and ability of the attorney in the 
particular field of law. 
(D} The prevailing charges for like work . 
(El Whether the fee is fixed or contingent . 
(F} The time limitations imposed by the client or the 
circumstances of the case. 
(G) The amount involved and the results obtained . 
(H) The undesirability of the case. 
(I) The nature and length of the professional relationship 
with the client. 
(J) Awards in simila r cases. 
(Kl The reasonable cost of automated legal research 
(Computer Assisted Legal Res earch) , if the court finds it was 
reasonably necessary in preparing a party's case. 
(L) Any other factor which the court deems appropriate in 
the particular case . 
In Hackett v . Streeter, 109 Idaho 261, 264, 706 P-. 2d 1372, 
1375 (App . 1985), the Court of Appeals stated that the trial 
court must have sufficient information at i t d isposal to 
cons ider t he enumerated factors in Rule 54 (e) (3 ), and tha t this 
information may come from the c ourt's own know l edge and 
experience, from the record of the case, and from the attorn e y 
of the par t y requesting the fee. Attorney fees may be 
only tD the exten t t hat they are reasonable. 
The contract be t we e n 
prevailing ?arty would ~e 
I 
attorney fees, and the gravamen of the cause of action alleged 
in the complaint was for r ecovery of damages a rising out of a 
corrunercial transaction for which Idaho Code §12 120 ( 3) requires 
an award of reasonable attorney fees to the prevailing p arty. 
Melaleuca timely filed an affidavit of its counsel 
itemizing ~24 ,75 0 . 25 in at t orney fees, including paralegal fees, 
basecl on hourly rates of $175 . 00 and $35 . 00, respectively, 
compri s ing 168. 75 total hours for its defense of Jordan's 
complaint . The contract between the attorney and client wa~ for 
payment on an hourly rat e, rather than a contingent fee . The 
agreed hourly rates are within the range of prevailing rates for 
such legal services in southeastern Idaho. Considering t he time 
required to defend the complaint, the difficulty of t he i ssues 
presented, the experience of the attorney and the skil l 
required, the circumstances of the case, t he amount in 
cont roversy, a n d the results obtained, $24,750 . 2 5 is a 
reasonable attorney fee . Me J.alue ca is awa r ded attorney fees in 
the sum of $24,750.25. · 
III. CONCLUSION AND ORDER 
Based on the f oregoing, the Court concludes, anc 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that: 
l. Melaleuca is a1 . ;arded $4,8211 87 in costs of r.i.ght; 
2 . Melaleuca is awarded no d i scretionary c osts; and 
3. Melaleuca is awc.rded $24, 750. 25 in att o r n ey fees. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ANO ORDES. I 
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~--day of May, DATED this 2001. 
____ .,,,,.._,.,,,v4~X ~;ff_ ce~ 
' RD T. ST. CLAIR 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify -:hat on this ~day of May, 2001, I did 
send a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon the 
parties listed below by maili ng , with the correct postage 
thereon; by causing the same to be placed in the respective 
courthouse mailbox; or by causing the same to be hand-delivered . 
Dean C Brandstetter 
I 
Cox Ohman & Brandstetter Chartered 
510 D Street 
-P. 0. Box 51600 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1600 
Scott R Warren 
Brent A Granado 
Wellman & Warren LLP 
24411 Ridg~ Route, Suite 200 
Laguna Hills, CA 92653 
Curt R Thomsen 
Thomsen and Stephens, P.A. 
2635 Channing Way 





Clerk of the District Court 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
168 
HEN".rICA·.rioN OP PAPERS 
STATE OF IDAHO 
ss. 
county of Bonneville 
I, Ronald Longmore, Clerk of the District Court, of the 
seventh Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the 
county of Bonneville, having a seal, hereby certify that by law I 
have the custody of said seal and all the records, books, documents 
and papers of or pertaining to said District Court. 
That the papers hereto annexed are true copies of papers 
appertaining to said Court, and on file and of record in the office 
of the Clerk of said Court. 
That I have compared the foregoing copies with the original 
papers on file in the office of the Clerk of said Court; that the 
same contain a full, true and correct transcript therefrom and the 
whole thereof. 




/~) . \ (1. (\ \ ' 
I, ;IS.i«hi'l.Y'<1 ~)t., . 1-1cC , Judge of the District Court 
of the Seventh Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for 
the county of Bonneville, hereby certify that Ronald Longmore, 
whose signature is affixed to the above certificate, is the Clerk 
of the county of Bonneville, State of Idaho, and is the proper 
certifying officer of said Court and has by law the custody of the 
seal, and ali records, books, documents and papers of or 
appertaining to said Court, and said certificate is in due form as 
used in this State. 
0 
of the Seventh Judicial District 
Of the State of Idaho 
STATE OF IDAHO 
ss. 
County of Bonneville 
I, Ronald Longmore, Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the county of 
Bonneville, which is a Court of record, having a seal, hereby 
certify that the Honorable Judge whose name is subscribed to the 
foregoing certificate of qualification, was, at the date hereof, a 
Judge of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the said county, duly elected and 
qualified; that he is authorized to make such certificates; that 
full faith and credit are due to his official acts as such judge. 
I further certify that I believe that the signature attached 
to said certificate is genuine, and that said certificate is 
executed according to·the laws of the State of Idaho. 
WITNESS My hand an9 the 
hereto affixed this ___i_3_ day 
of said District Court 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
DAVID JORDAN, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
Case No. CV-00 2480 
vs. 
MELALEOCA, INC., an Idaho 
Corporation; BRIAN CHANDLER, an 




The Court having entered its Memorandum Decision and 
Order on the 7th day of March 1 2001, finding that no 
genuine issues of material fact exist in the record and 
that no liability of defendant Melaleuca, Inc. exists as a 
matter of law for the claims alleged in the fouith, fifth, 
sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth causes of action in 
plaintiff David Jordan's complaint on file based on such 
material facts in the record, and having granted the motion 
for partial summary judgment by said defendant; and 
The Court have entered its Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law on the 28th of March, 2001, finding 
and concluding from the evidence tted at rial on March 
JUDGMENT 1 
21 & 22, 2001, that said pla iff did not prove cts by a 
ranee of evidence establishing iabi i y or 
said defendant for breach of contract as alleged 
first, second and third causes of action. 
WHEREFORE, by virtue of the law and by the reasons of 
to Rules 56 and 58(a), I.R.C.P., that the said plaintiff 
David Jordan have and ecover s d fendan 
Melaleuca, Inc. no damages or other relief. The amount of 
any costs and attorney fees shall be determined hereafter 
under Rule 54, I.R.C.P. 
DATED this 
g f!J_ __ . 
day of March, 200 . 
"'· 
DISTRICT ,JUDGE'. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SE RVI CE 
,, ofi'• 
I hereby certify th<;il: on th i s ~-.'..Jday of March, 2001, 
I d i d s end a tr u e and co r rect co p y o f t h e f ore go i ng 
document upon t h e parties list ed below by ma i ling, with the 
correct postage thereon; by causing the same to be placed 
in the re spective courthou s e mailbox; o r b y c au s i ng the 
s ame to b e hand - delivered . 
De an C Brandstetter 
Cox Ohman & Brandstetter Chartered 
510 D St r eet. 
P. 0 . Box 51600 
Idaho Fa lls, ID 83405 - 1600 
Sc o t t R Warren 
Brent A Granado 
We llman & Wa rre n LLP 
24411 Ridge Route, Suite 200 
Laguna Hills, CA 92653 
Curt R Thomsen 
Thomsen and St e phens, P_A . 
2 635 Cha nni n g Wa y 
(COURTH OUS E BO>'..) 
(MAIL) 
Idah6 fa l ls ID 83404 (COURTH OUS2 BOX) 
..JUDGMENT 
EONALD L 0 l'1GMOPE 
Clerk o f the Dis~ r ict Court 








IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF Tf1!~ SEVENTH JUDICIA.L DISTRICT Of 
THE STATE Of IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
DAV D ~TORDAN, an i.ndividua , 
Pld ntiff, 
vs. 
Case No. CV-00 480 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
MELALEUCAr INC., an Idaho CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Corpora Uon i BRIAN CHANDLER, an 
individua ; Does 1-15, 
J. rl C 1 U S .L V (". / 
Defendants. 
I . PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
On May _;_i, ~>.000, P aintiff David Jordan (lierC:;c:if c; , 
"Jordan") fi ed a verif ed complaint against Melaleuca, 
nc., (hereafter, "Melaleuca"); Brian Chandler 1 an 
i iv duo. (neu:oaf e \\Chand.I.er") and Do,~s -15. The 
complaint alJ.eges the foll causes of a i n n t:. 
Me1aleuca: ( l) breach o exp re s contrac ; i.e. / an 
n ndent Marketing Ex ive reement ricpn y dated 
in June 1994i (2) breach cf lied contract erms not t 
te nate without cause i ( 3) breach of implied 
contract terms of fa th and fair de l ngi (4) 
neg igent interference with prospective economic advan age; 
( 5) J..ntent onal incerference wi.Lh cont.:::-act:ual re a ionsi 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 1 
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( 6) udulent represencat on f intent not to t na l.e 
t e greeme t withou a use; ( 7) convecs and (8) 
untawfu business practi es in viol tion I.C. 48 603. 
On March, 7, 2001, a memorandum decision and order was 
entered denyin9 Melaleuca' s motion for suJTL'nary j as 
to he first, second, and thi caus s ot t Oll 
granting parti summary j nt~ dismis ir:q U1t:0 fcurth 1 
vc;n h 1 ei_ th and nin h e o: action 
with prejucLi.ce. 
l\ court trial wa held on March 21 & 22 1 2001. 
Testifying on Jordan 1 s behalf were David Jocdan, Cook, 
Don Gapp, G.i:: ant ,Jensen (by sit o ), David Sondeland (by 
sition), and Bet y Menholt (by it: on). Testi ng 
behalf ce Ge 1d Neh n Shepard, 
Andrea Johnson, Nick Bowden, Joe , and Brian Chandl r 
sit.ion) . Pla nL ff 1 s Exhibit:: 1 h l and 
defendant's exhibits A th 00, and TT were admitte 
by stipulation at the commencement of trial. Dur the 
trial, defendant's exhibits PP, s :s / and 
were admit ed into evidence. 2zh.l .. t1 t.s are scribed 
follows: ( 1) Mclaleuca I nder1 P1arke i.r19 erncr1t1 
8 /27 /97; ( 2) Melaleuca CustornE;r l\ccount Information, 
8/26/97; (3) Melaleuca Independent Marketing Executive 
t 1 7/11/94 (4) Mel leuca tatement of Policies and 
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Definitions of Terms (5) le ter from pla ntiffr 8/ 9/97i 
( ) letter from plain iff 1/30/97; ) cop es of cornmiss 
checks; (8) business reports, August 19 4 o August: 9~l5 
( ) busine s reports, S ember 19 5 to De r, 19%; 
(10) bus ness ceports, Janua y, 1997 to October, 1998; (11) 
1996 IRS 1099 (12) letter from Andrea Johnson, November 23, 
98; (13) lett:sc from plaint fC Uecernber 1, 1998; (14) 
letter ram plant ff, marked "Received" N vember 2 · l9 fl; 
(15) letter from defendant, December 15 1 L99D; (A) 
Melaleuca I nden Marke inq Exec~tive t dated 
7/11/94; (B) Me1aleuca I ndent Ma ket nq Executi;Je 
r ement dated 13/2/95; Melaleuca I ndent Market ng 
Executive reement dated 8/26/97; (D) Melaleuca Stateme 
of Policies and Definitions revised 3/94; (E) Melaleuca 
Statement of Poli ies and Definit ons revised 1/ 5; (f') 
Me1aleuca St emenL of Fo1icie:::; and in t: ans of Te 
revised 9/96; (C) Melaleuca S tement: of Policies and 
Def nit:ions of Terms revised 9/97; (H) Melaleucd Statement 
of Policies and Definitions of Term'° revised 9/90; (IJ 
Melaleuca Statement of Policies and Definitions of rms 
revised 1/00; (J) letter from Tracy da ec. E/LJ/98; (l< 
l tter fcom J:~ndcea ,Joh on dated 11/2 /98; (Ll ; f- f- Y' '-~ '- .!.. rorn 
Nicki Bowden dated 12/ 5/98; (M) letter from p ainti f date 
st "Received 1', 11/25/98; (N) letter from plainUff 
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date st "Received'', 12/2/98; (0) let er from plain iff 
date st "Heceived 1', 12/4/98 with atta s re 2 st 
Century Col ectiblesi (P) 1997 Jordan business reports; (Q) 
Performance 2 st Century Collectible.::; Ne11sletters
1 9 9 El; ( ) 
Jordan 1998 Business rt from Me aleuca h November 
1998i (S) l099 r Lunsk 994; 10 9 fer Lunski or 
J·ordan, 199') (U) 1099 for Lunski or ~ro ddn, 1996; (V) 1099 
tor ,Jordans, 1997 (W) 1099 for ,Jordans, 1998; (X) le ter 
from Jordan to Downline USA 1 8/26/97; (Y) letter from 
Jordan to Royal Care, 8/:26/97; lette from Jo n 
to Mont:.e (Whittier); (AA) letl.:ec from aordan dated 8/29/97; 
( U!:l) 21 Centu y introduction le t r; Nc:l:1,-1ock 
rtun Lles magazine cover wi h aLl ched t:.cle by 
p.Lainti.ft; (DD) plaintiff 1 s responses to fi.rst s t o 
i rerro9at.or es; (EE) plaint:iff' .'3 re ponse to second 
request for admissions and supplementary interro9a ories; 
(FF)defenclants answers to pla ntiff's f1 st 
1nte 0~1atories; (CC) Jordan clcpn on i ( llf!) 
business reports, l 1994 to July 995; [) cTordan and 
Lunski business reports, t 1995 to December 1995; (J,J) 
J :l } · t 1 9 9 6 (' K K ) 0L .1 5 t Ce r.1 t u _r Y' ,,, eh ·'" .·1· .• t e· orcan Jusiness repor s, - ; - - .. -- . 
information; (LL) 1996 Federal tax re urn for ,Jordan; (MM) 
1')9 6 fE:;deral and North Dakota tax return for Luns ( N) 
19 foderal and No h kc ta x e i.l fo s ; ( ()(J) 
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(PP) defendant's poli n. Issue; sununary; 1998 Federal 
and Nor h Dakota Lax fo ~Tordan.s; l t er 
p a ntift t Ken 
ana ysis r Jordans; (kR9) chart of new group enrollees 
for Jordans; r C ,~ "j 1 2 J st C t·· •• I 8 b } . ~ t. \00 . 1 .• en l.tI} m~m er .. ls (SS2) chart of 
customers in Melaleuca and 21st Century (TT) MLM Inside 
Mac;azine Feb r 1998; 
Upon the co clusion of plainll f's s ! ndan 
moved fer nonsuit on the c;rounds n no proof of damages. 
The motion was denied. 
Based on the admitted at trial, incl the 
Ccmrt' s evaluat1.cn of the Tedib lity of the witnesses 1 
pursuant to Rule 2(a), I.R.C.P. 1 the Co t·. maKe he 
follo"".i.r'.q 5.ndinq o fact no un Ju 1 <'.) !: 
ranee o s11ch evj_dence. 
II. FINDINGS OF' FAC'l' 
1 David Jordan is an ndividua res in Grand 
Forks, North Dakota. 
') 
L • • Melaleuca 1 Inc. is an Idaho corporati.:Jn \-1ith i 
princ pal place of business ln Idaho falls, Idaho. 
(hereafter " reernent") (SX. C) was s David ,Jordan 
and Joyce Jordan on ust: 26 1 1997. The ement was 
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renewed annuall unt l Novembe , 1998 . .1\bove the signature 




this form I apply to become a 
Independent Marketing Executive. I 
0 e that I have carefully read and I 
--~--~-
all the terms and conditions of his 
~--~~-=~-----~" ~~------~--·--··-••••·---·-----•-o-
h e Melaleuca sation Pldn 
Sl dCided) . 
The reverse side of the " ement 11 provides 
pertinent: par 
13. I have carefully reviewed the Melaleuca 
sat on Plan 1 statement of Polic es and 
Definitions o rms and acknow 
ncorporated as part of this 
pre ent f~)rm and as mocLi.f ed 
Ylelaleu al its sole discretion 
e that hey 
Ln hei 
t to t i:ne 
15. My viola ti on oE any oE the teDns of this 
Agre~nent or the Statement of Policies may result, at 
Melaleuca's discretion, in forfeiture of co~nission 
and bonus checks or other from Melaleuca on 
all or part of my Marketing Organization, cancellat on 
of this t, or other correct:i .. v<'.: action as 
fied in the St:.atement of Policies. ( s 
origina - ) 
4. The 1997 Statement cf Poli ies & Defini ions of 
Terms (Ex. G), made a part of the reement, sets forth the 
fol owing pertinent provisions: 
20. An and Conflicts of Interest 
This Policy is designed o rote t t 
efforts of Market: E:xecuti,1es in bu ld n9 and 
maint:ain ng t:he r ~ar i 
bases. Ma ket E:xecut ves 
bu sines 
Organ z ions and s ome 
rck'l'/ be act ve in o her 
Marke ng Executives and 
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l rrternbe s of their Irnmcdi te Household are 
p bited from he fol ow ng: 
Mela le 
Customers other bu::0ine8s 
·-~-----~ 
Th s 
d i in the p er: 
or ventures o any Me aleuca 
Executive or icitly or e 
Melaleuca Customer or Market 
icitly encourag ny 
Execu ive to join 
other business ventures. It is a violation of his 
pol y to recruit o nrol a Melaleuca Cu Lamer or 
Ma keti.ng Exe ive or anot 
Market Executive does not 
also a Melaleuca Customer or 
bus nes ven if L 
know that the prospe -
Markel ng t::><:ecDtive. It 
is the Marketing Execu 
determi whether : 
v·e' re 
pros peel 
or Macke in9 Exec1ni bef 
r.:ne p pe l: Eor anot:her bus:Ln(c; s ventu 
added) 
(b) l terature, tapes or 
romotional material of a 
-----·······~·······~--····-~-
bu:3 ines s venture v.1hich the: Markc:;ting 
Executi_ve or any hird rson to 
Customer::; or Market.ing Executive 
venture; ( add d). 
Re ruit: Mel l ca 
or t. t bus ne 
cons t:.i tut.es a Marketin9 E:xecuti ve 1 s voluota 
re on and cancellation o h s/her I 
Marketing Execut.ive l\greernent, ffec:tive_2_1_s of he_ 
dat:.e _of U~e viol tioI1_, and the forfeitu_re by thE? 
Marketing ExecL1 t: :i. ve of al !~omm.L_.:s.~i~?X!.::? _ ___<2_ ____ l'2cnusE'..:o. 
er the calendar mo th. 
dded) . 
Violations o 
detrimental to the rowt 
} .• r :LL 
an(~ 
Exe ive's Independent Me a 
po i y 
:::;ales 
Mel.aleuca's business. If 
~-·----······-··-~c ........... __ _ 
~irhi. L:ration 
bonuse.s or 
t"INO NCS OF' f'/\C'T I»ND CONCLUSION 0 Ll\f/\i 
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Lo an award of atto 
s s added) 
42. Corrective Measures 
A Mar tin9 E>:ecu ive's 
violation of any of the erms and condi ions o y () J: 
these agreements or the Stacement of Pol cies or. 
y resul.t. at Melaleuca's scretion, in one o mo 
of the follow corrective measure:;:;:. . (e) 
cancellation of his or her ent Market 
Executive ement; or . 
to withhold from a 
he ."i .. 11ve st i 
::ri£:h.:.'.tiv':' _ _<:ond1::1.~.~-.... of the Marketi.ng Execu ive. 
Market Executi.ve 1 s I nc!er1t Marketing 
eement is cancel eel due to a violdtion receding 
he i nves ga t on 1 t:he Mar. inq ut t be 
ent: tled to dny commis ion u v./J. h 
Mel leuca dur 
add<:: cl) . 
U:c invesr.icJation pe od. 
43. Forfeiture of 
Commissions 
E'ollowi 
ts to Bonuses and 
resignation, 
or involunt:a 
cancellat on for Jnactivi 
ncellation 
I::xecut: i 'le 1 
·or volun 
Market ng Executive 
Cxe ut ivc:; hall 
:itt::re t the Mar 
---·--~~~--·-·-··.-··---···-····-·----·-""··---·-
Market: ng Cxecut ve shall have 
compensation for the Marke ing Organization 
Market 
5. The 1997 Statemenc of Policies & De j_nitions o 
s 
Terms sets forth the following pect nent deEini _ s used 
in pa qra 20 f 4 1 




Customer: A person who s an Enro 
completed, exe uced and do 
cu~:>t:c)rne reement nd has 
approp ia e enrollment fee. Cu tome s are eit r 
Direct Customer or Preferred Custome s. 
Enroll: To enlist, sponsor or 
individual or entity into a 
nization. ( asis added) 
Marketing Executive: A person who has enrolled as 
a Cus omer1 has an Enroll / has cornpl. r 
executed and del vered to Mel. 
Independent Marketing Cxe 
purchased Bu ness f\it, has dl: 
Customer and has received his/her first 
con®ission check: 
as 
Marketing Organization: The Customers and 
Market .i ng Executives that. comprise the 9roup of 
individuals or ent ties from whi he Market 
~xecutive is en it.led to c~e i 'Te c:o1nITti s ions 
ba cd upon the coll cLi ve s 1 voL,1me of t:he 
g Loup and l. he s tat u ::3 of c er L 1: g 
ecut i.ve c-rith n th Croup pu he n 
0 f s .i..on .. 
Hecruit. 1) Tu st, or 
-----~---~·--·····--····------
solic t, an ndividual or entity o jo a 
business, program or organization; o 2) to 
attempt to promote, influence or encourage an 
individual 6r entity co jo n a bus ness, program 
or organization; or 3) to sent, or partic ate 
or assist in the pr_esentation of, a. _ _l?_lls_:_~nes~, 
program, organization or its produ ts. T 
constitute recruiting, such effo s or attemp 
may be performed e ther directly hro persona 
con ta t or indirect: y th a th :eel part"/. 
sis added). 
6. From and after 1997, Jordan had read he 
foregoing policy paragraphs and definitions incorporated 
in o the reemenL. 
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7. Under the reement, Jordan was an i nt 
f Melaleuca 
8. Since ely 1983, Jordan a 
involved 1 a bu~i .i. nes ell ng sports cards. In bru ry, 
998, Jordan started a business called 2 t Century 
Collectlbles, with its princ l office located in Grand 
E'ork.s, Minnesota. 21st Centu.ry was a multi leve marketinq 
se ler of comic books, beanie babies and sport cards. 
Under its business and compensation plan t.here were f 
front ine distr.ibutors e rn commissions on he own 
sales and from distributors for ive levels below t he 
bus nes cosed n late 1998. 
0 
j, In February, JC)r)g, Gran Jensen 1 fr end of 
Jon::lan's, invesLed $50,000.00 or $60,000.00 in 21 t ntury 
and was enrolled as a front li ( .. ,) ·' ribu tor. l\ o in 
Lu.a y 1 998, Don Ca nother fr nd of Jo 
invested approximately $7,000.00 and was enrol ed as a 
front line distributor for 21 9 Century. As front 1 ne 
distributors, Jensen and were enti led to enroll other 
product d st.ribut:ors under them::; lves and to earn 
commissions on products s cl by thE::mst:~lves and cl L::;t:r1-butors 
.Jp t f \J Le WO 
1:J1s rLbuto.cs l o 2l"c Century. app tal d to n before 
21st Century sta ted and was told that he was to on. the 
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t line and r~2cc:. 5t :c and 
would be a recruiter for the company Du n 1998, h 
30 people enrolled under him. 
10. At the time Jensen and v1ere enrolled in 21 t 
Century, both were markeU.ng execuci ves .i.n Mel. leuca. 
Jordan personally pr1:::;(';nted the 21st Cen ury bus ss 
opportunit es to both Jen en nd 
11. In ea y November, 1998, Andre Johnson of 
Melaleuca received a te call rom Tracy, and 
letter from Tracy dated November 3, 1998, complaining t t 
J'ordan had be(:;n sol i.ci ting and. recru ting Me L l e:.1ca 
marke inq ex cut ve for his 21 t ~entu y busin (Cx. 
"f \ 
u) . cev's le tr s ted th n 
'l l . .. . t . ~e aieuca execu:tves, including but not limilc_;d to, Dave 
Sondeland, Betty Menholt and Don . enclosed wit the 
letter was a copy of a 21st Century newsl tter sta ing ha 
Gapp was the winner of 100,000 sports cards n a l t 
Century contest and describing a. 2l 5 t ntury 
distributor. (E:x. Q). 
2. On November 1998, Andrea Johnson spoke by 
tel with Mr. Sondeland. Sondeland told Andrea Johnson 
that he \vould send ,Jordan's 2 .st entury recru trnent 
pac , whJ.C::it he had received from dordan. (Ex. Pl?). 
Sande and did eceive from rdan a pac 0 nformatio 
F NO NGS OF FACT AND CONCLUS ONS 0 LAW 
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Cent 1 nd 9\ 
An Johnson received w it en informa on sent to he 
Sondeland, v1h.ich she described as a business ki l c 
Centu y. 
l~ On December 1, 1998, Andrea Johnsen tel 
Don to determine his re lJ)nS Cf:~ L1 
refs d to answe any of Johnson's qu s 
14. On November 9 8 / Andrea c.Tohnson s t a 
letter to Jordan explai.ning that Melalouca was 
.invesi qat.inq a complaint thilL he had been vi.olat ng poljcy 
20 of he Me aleuca ernent / and reques eel t (}tl 
l 
. . 
xp anat1on concernJnq the comp Jn d.i ll eel in racey 1 s 
N<Jven~be r· l u, e er. 9 El, l\n 
Jordan and que ted n rrnat on 
concerning the relationsh of Gapp o 21 t ntury. Jordan 
stat.eel tlia approached him o Em roll n 21 t Century. A 
fevv' days lat:er, Johnson received a lett r rom Jordan (E:z. 
0), wh ch stated that y Me aleuca c 1,.,/ho hacl 
j inecl ury came o him iL Llu d 
personally sol cit them. 
15. Shortly before December 15,1998, Andrea Johnson/ 
and r upervisor Nicki Bowden took the informa on 
assemb ed on tc Ken Shepard, General Counsel 
Melaleuca. The hree Me uca emp e co 1:h t 
flND NGS Of fACT AND CONCLUSLONS Of LAW 2 
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Jordan had violated policy 20 f the reement. rd 
e he 
enrolled Melaleuca Market ng Executive into 21st Century. 
The deci L:m to cancel the a reement w s bas upon the 
information from Sondeland, 's refusal to cooperate in 
the investigation, the news ette identi ng 
cU.str b tor for ;?1st: Century (Sx.Q) / and 
and stdtements. 
16" On December 1998, Bowde w te Jo a 
let er cdn i.ing he n t: , e f f c t 1. v f.:; No \J f:; rnb e q ,.., I 
1998. (Ex. 0). 
17. The purpose of Melaleuca's ant raiding poli y 20 
i o p Leet Melaleuca Market Exe u i. ves VJ ho have no 
djrect contractual recourse against other cut ve 1c1no 
ra d oc <ik up the U.me ancJ CV C o Exe "Lt vc 
enr lJed b neath them (refec:rc:d to as U1c2ir do1·J n the 
testimony at trial). The anti raiding proh ts a Meli:::d.euca 
Marketing Executive from both enrolling ther Marketing 
Executives to wo k as dis ributors in other multi leve 
market businesses, or solicit them by providing 
business l terature. Hcwever, po cv 0 doe n o il) t a 
Melaleuca Market ng Executive from engaging in another 
business, or so iciting and enrolling persons who are not 
Melaleuca Marketing Executives or customers. 
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8 Po cy 0 0 t reement v1hen re v; th the 
definitions ed above is not ambi9uous as ied t he 
facts of this case. 
III. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
There was a valid contract between Jordan and 
Mela le a and the r:errns o th s contrac ar se or h n 
the Melaleuca y reemen (Ex.C) and 
the Melaleuca Sta ement of Policies & Definit ons of Terms 
(Ex. G) 
2. The law is well established that whether a 
contract is ambiguous is a question o 1aw. 




Idaho 228 1 970 P.2d 2 L 997) . In the abs nee o 
2 
amb ity, the contract must be construed in its p ain, 
ordinary and proper sense, according to the meaning de ved 
Erom the plain wording o the contract:. Juker: v. Amer can 
637 P. d 7 2, 793 
( 1981) . 
3. By enrolling then Melaleuca Market Sxecutives 
and Jensen as front line distributors in 21st Century 
in February, 1998, and showing the business 
opportunity for 21•t Cen ury, Jordan violated pol cy 20 of 
the reement. 
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4. I-i.lt h the Idaho reme Court has not 
specifically ruled on the enEorc:eabi ity of an anti ·· 
raiding S lCJD a multilevel market con ract1 
courts in her states have enfo ed such sions t.o 
exte t the prov s on s rP on ab e l~ enn v, DiafJe. tes 
.---~---·---··-·--··----·-·~"- "·-·~-·-~~-~~-·'-·-
Supp 2d 109 
( S. D. Iowa 2000) . In Glenn the federal d td.ct court: for 
Iowa stated: 
An anti ra CCC to the 
same strict time and geog 
covenant r10 t·. to cornpe t . 
i c area l as a 
he 
provision is not per se unreasonable r subJect Lu 
y pn:sumpt_ion of un as 
The a:son h ne f th b<·: 
de ermined with retercn Lo qene cs. Iowa 
has ted the 'rule o E i by 
the United States Supreme Court in cases under the 
Sherman !".ct ( ci tati.ons orni t ted) . Reasonableness 
res an nation of [t]he facts peculiar to the 
bus ness to wh ch the restraint i applied; 
cond tion before and after the res ra n 





. The balanc 
essrnent of c 
of Lhe qc; .i-:,· r: .L 
s i no y () 
jury. 
4. Idaho cases dea.Linq 1,; h n~str:Lctive covenant:-; in 
empl nt or agency type situations rec ze a rule that 
the restrictions be reasonable, subject to var ng es 
of scrutiny. See McCandless v. Ca 1~~3 Tdah.o 386, 
390 391 1 848 P.2d 444 1993) (Ru1.inq on a covenant not 
to compete n a emp oymen 
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Dased upon the evidence dmi t in t e l ut 
th1.s matter, policy 0 of the reement between Jordan 
Melaleuca l ' <' ~' not overbroad or reasonable as app icable to 
tho facts of this case. Jensen and 1-1ere not mere 
passive investors who l: stock in 1st Century ng t:O 
receive dividends from corporate ne profit:, or ram 
cap tal gain from appreciation on sal f such s 1.uck, They 
were front l ne distributors engaging in me tings run 
the business 0£ 2 CentLlry anci to earn commissions 
from the sale of products by themselves or distr t:ors 
enro led uncle them, much tlh:: same a.s a Melaleuca Marketing 
Executive or distributor does. 
6 Pursuant to po.I icy 4 0 the emen I Mel 1 u a 
ha cl the express ri ;- c Vv l:.hhold ,Jordan / E,, comm 1 s ions for c. 
November 1 1998, while investigating Tracey's int that 
Jordan had been violating policy 20 conduct of plaintif . 
-, 
I. 2ursuant icy 43 of t:he reemr:::nt, Me laleuca 
had the expre s ri. t to cancel all of J~rdan's ri. s 0 
be a Marke ng xe utive and ri ts to the Novemb r, 1998 
withheld commissions on December 15, igr391 bccaus 
information that Jordan had violat:ed policy 20 enrolling 
Gapp and Jensen into 21st Century in February, 1998. 
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8. Me aleuca did not breach the express terms of the 
rdan did not prove t f rst use of action 
for breach of express contract. 
9. An i endent contractor agr emenr no 
eel covenant of faith and air deal ng. Os rander 
v. Farm Bureau Mut. Ins. Co. of Idaho •I 23 Idaho 650, 
653r 851 P.2d 946 1 949 (1993) 
l 0 The covenant of faj h and fair dealing 
lied j_n other contract: cannot be 0 y 
duly which is cont ry he e 
Universit 1 12 Idaho 365 1 369, 8/0 P. cl L324 1 328 (1994) i 
ClemenL v. 
d 7 6t3 r no (19f38); l.rsl~ Sec1iril~ Idaho v. 
r: . udl_ 
11. 
15 Idaho 172, 179 1 765 P.2cl 6f3 , 
Even i the: reernent. beU·J n .Jo 
f3 7 CJ 8 8) 
n ncl 
Melaleuca had lied covenants of faith dnd fa r 
1 or not to terminate the reement withou an 
te nvestigation, since Melaleuca acted under the 
express covenants in policies 20, 42 and 43, Melaleuca 
cannot be found co have violated any such implied venants 
as all.eged in he second nd th rd cau s of ac ion. 
Further, t:.he fact.s de ermined uy f\ndrea .Johnson's 
investigation which constituted the basis for Melaleuca' 
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a ior1s under poli 
trial. 
s +-n LV rue a 
12. Melaleuca did not breach any implied terms of the 
. Jordan did not prove the second and third causes 
of action for breach of lied covenants of a tract. 
14. Mela euca is the prevai.l ng party i this t on 
to recover comrru ss1.ons and s 1 and ent Led to 
ceasonc:J.b e attorney's fees and expen::.;es under pol.icy 20. 
15. Judgment should be enter n favor of 
Melaleuca, Inc. and inst David Jordan. Reasonable cos s 
and attorney fees may be awarded to Mel leuca i.n accordance 
with Rules 54 (d) (1), and 54 (e) ( ) , . f\. c. p .. 
DATED his 28th day o March, 200 . 
DISTRICT JlJDC;E 
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I he certi. that on this y of March, 200 , 
I did send a true and correct copy of the for 
document upon the parties l sted below 1 \<J th he 
correct postage thereon; by causing the 
in the respective courthouse mailbox; o 
same to be hand-delivered. 
Dean C Brandstetter 
Cox Ohman & Brandstetter Chartered 
510 D Street 
P. O. Box 51600 
Idaho falls, ID 83405-1600 
Scott R l<larren 
BrenL A Granado 
Wellman & Warren LLP 
2 4 4 11 Route , Su it e 2 0 0 
Hills, CJ';. 92653 
Curt R Thomsen 
Thomsen and St ens, P.A. 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
same to be placed 
caus ng he 




erk f the Distric Cour 
Bonneville County, Idaho 




EMENT OF POLICIES AND DEF IONS OF 
STATEMENT OF POLICIES 
Capitalized terms used in the StatemCnt of Policies have the meanings set forth in 
the Definitions of Terms. 
l. Beco:ming a Customer 
To become a Customer, a person must: (a) have an Enroller who has submitted 
an Independent Marketing Executive Agreement; (b) sign and submit a Cust0mer 
Meffibership Agree111enr1 marking either the "Direct Customer" or "Prderred 
Customer"' box; and (c) pay a membership fee for the cost of enrollment, product 
information, and other literarure thar Customers receive throughout the year. 
Preferred Customers receive a number of additional benefits and may purchase 
produce> directly from Melaleuca at 30% co 40% below rhe Regular Price. In return 
for this added discounr, Preferred Customers agree to purchase Melaleuca products 
totaling at least 35 Product Points each month. Customers arc not authorized to 
market or resell Melaleuca products unless they have also signed and submitted an 
Independent Marketing Executive Agreement. 
2. Beco:ming a Marketing Executive 
To become a Marketing Executive, a person must first {a) have an Enrollet· who has 
submitted an Independent Marketing Executive Agreement; 
(b) sign and submit an Independent Marketing Executive Agreement; and (c) 
purchase a Membership Kit. Once those sreps are completed the applicant is 
authorized to market and resell Mdalcuca products and ro enroll Cust0mers 
and Marketin'g Executives. However; an applicant does not become a Marketing 
Executive, until: (i) Melaleuca receives the applicant's Independent Marketing 
Executive Agrcementi (ii) the applicant has a Customer or Marketing Executive 
in his/her Marketing Organization; and (iii) the applicant receives his/her first 
commission check. Marketing Executives may purchase products direcrly from 
Mclalcuca at the Direct Cusrnmcr price. Marketing Executives may also choose 
to be Preferred Customers, in which case they may purchase products directly 
from Melaleuca at the Preferred Customer price. Purchase of a Membership Kit is 
optional in North Dakota. 
3. Individuals, Corporations, Tax Exempt Entities and Trusts 
Melaleuca will only consider for acceptance as Marketing Executives individuals or 
entities that fall into one of the following categories: 
(a) Individuals who are of the legal age. 
(b) Man-ied couples of which at least one is of legal age. 
(c) Corporations in good standing in the state, province, or country of their 
incorporation which have as their sole shareholder(s), director(s) and officer(s) 
either one unmarried individual or a married couple. 
(d) Tax exempt entities which arc registered and approved as tax exempt 
institutions under Section 50l(c)(3) of rbe United States Internal Revenue 
Code or under Section 248( l) of the Income Tax Act of Canada. 
(e) Trusts established in accordance with Mclaleuca guidelines. 
(f) Charitable giving corporations established in accordance with 
Melaleuca guidelines. 
4. Customer Numbers 
Customers and Marketing Executives may nor use ot' submit to Mclaleuca any Social 
Security Number, Social Insurance Number, portion of Social Insurance Number, 
Tax Revenue Number, Taxpayer Identification Number or Corporate Account 
Number other than the actual number assigned to the Customer or Marketing 
Executive by the proper governmental authoriry. 
5. Proper Completion of Documents 
All agreements must be completely and properly filled out and signed. No copies 
or alterations will be accepted. If any agreement is altered in any way the agreement 
will not be deemed accepted by Melaleuca except in its original unaltered form1 
regardless of passage of time or payment of commissions by Melaleuca. Melaleuca 
will not be responsible for loss of commissions or bonuses or for delays in 
Customet or Marketing Executive registrations or orders due to: (a) errors by 
Customers or Marketing Executives in preparing or sending agreements, orders 
or other documents; (b) delays or errors caused by the mail or fax transmission; 
(c) nonreceipr of documents by Melaleuca; (d) illegible or incomplere information 
on agreements, otde1·s or other documents; or (e) the inability of Customers or 
Marketing Executives to reach Mdaleuca by telephone or fa~ during busy 
calling periods. 
lv1elaleuca will process and credit orders and enrollments in the calendar 
month in which they are received by Mdaleuca. 
6.0rdering 
Mdaleuca encourages Customers to order early in the month. All orders are credited 
co the calendar month in which they are received by Meb.leuca. For purposes of 
product ordcrs1 the calendar month ends on the firsr day of the following month 
at 4:00:00 AM Mounrain Time and begins on the first day of the month at 4:00:01 
AM Mountain Time. Orders may be placed by telephone, mail, fax or the Internet. 
All telephone or fax orders must be paid by Visa, MasterCard, Discover/Novus 
(U.S. only), or electronic checking. Orders by mail may be paid by check, money 
order, Visa, MasterCard, Discover/Nevus (U.S. only) or electronic checking. When 
paying with a credit card1 the card number and expiration date must be included. 
Customers and Marketing Executives will be charged 
$10u8/$15CDN for checks returned for insufficient funds. 
Orders for products will usually be processed by Mclaleuca within 48 hours of 
receipt. Shipment will be by common carrier and delivery should be expected within 
3 to 10 days. Orders placed during the last week of the month may be delayed due t0 
the large volume of orders received at the end of the month. 
7. Customer Satisfaction Guarantee 
If for any reason any Customer is not completely satisfied with any product 
purchased by such Customer from Melaleuca, Melaleuca will replace it without 
charge or place a credit on the Customer's i'v1ela!euca account for the amount of 
rhe purchase price of rhe product or, upon receipt of a written rcquesr from the 
Customer together with a copy of the invoice from Melaleuca, refund the purchase 
price (less shipping and hancUing charges) upon its rerum within 60 days of purchase. 
Unless the Customer requests otherwise, Mclaleuca will credit the Cusromer's 
Melaleuca account for the purchase price of the returned product. This credit can 
be redeemed for Melaleuca merchandise at any time. If a Customer has unredeemed 
credit on account with Mclaleuca which is more rhan six months old, lYidaleuca will 
make an effort to locate the Customer and advise him/her in writing of the credit 
that is on account and will continue to make such attempts on a monthly basis. 
Melaleuca will charge the Customer's account a $1Q<!S/$15CDN service fee for each 
month's notification process. If a Customer requests a cash refund1 Melaleuca will 
send the Customer a refund check. Refund checks that remain uncasbed for more 
than 180 days will not be honored and rhe amount of rhe check (less a processing foe 
of$l5US/ $22.SOCDN and a bank cancellation/stop payment fee of$t0US/$l5CDN) 
will be credited to the Customer's account. This credit on account will be subject to 
the above notification process and associated service fees. 
8. Returns and Product Point Adjustments 
Career /Value Pack Returns: Individual products that are purchased as part of a 
Career, Value, or other''special" pack which is priced below the Preferred Customer 
price1 can be returned for an exchange but not for a refund unless the entire pack is 
returned. Career and Value Pack commissions will be deducted from the Markedng 
Executive's check in the month the Career or Value P:ick is returned by the 
Customer. 
Marketing Executives receive commissions ba.sed on actual sales of product 
ro End Consumers. When product is returned ro Mdalcuca, rhe commissions 
attributable to that product will be deducted from the commission checks of the 
Customer's Support Team in the month that the return occurs. If the return occurs 
within 6 months of rhc purchase dare, rhcn commissions will be deducted from the 
commission checks of the Support Team of the Marketing Organization that existed 
at the time of rhe purchase. Otherwise, commissions will be deducted from the 
commission checks of the Support Team of rhc current Marketing Organization. 
Melaleuca reserves the right to terminate the Independent Marketing 
Executive Agreement or cancel the Customer Membership Agreement of any 
Marketing Executive or Customer who abuses the: Mclalcuca Satisfaction Guarantee 
and Return Policy by excessively returning products. 
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9. Membership mt Refund 
\Vben a Marketing Executive applicant enrolls and purchases a Membership Kit, the 
Membership Kit number will be registered at Melaleuca in the applicant's name. If 
a Marketing Executive applicant cancels his/her Independent Marketing Executive 
Agreement and retums his/her purchased Membership Kit to MeWeuca within 120 
days after the Marketing Execurive applkanr's date of enrollment, Melaleuca will give 
such Marketing Executive applicant a full refund for the cost of the Membership Kit. 
A refund will only be sent to the Marketing Executive applicant in whose name the 
Membership Kit number is registered. This policy will apply whether the Marketing 
Executive applicant purchases the Membership Kit directly from Melakuca or from 
his/her Enroller. A Marketing Executive who purchases Membership Kies for resale 
to Marketing Executive applicants may return unsold kits to Melaleuca for a refund 
only if the Marketing Executive cancels his/her Independent Marketing Executive 
Agreement and returns the Membership Kits within 120 days after their date of 
purchase. Marketing Executives who purchase Membership Kits for resale may resell 
such kits for up to one year from rhcir dare of purchase from Mclalcuca. Mclalcuca 
encourages Marketihg Executives to keep such Membership Kits updated until they 
are sold. A Membership Kit may only be sold once. Melaleuca updates and revises 
Membership Kits from time to time. Marketing Executives arc encouraged m keep 
their Membership Kits current by purchasing update packers or new Membership 
Kits as they become available. Outdated or old Membership Kits may not be 
exchanged for current Membership Kits. 
1 O. Election to Cancel Agreements 
A Marketing Executive may cancel his/her Independent Marketing Executive 
Agreement, and a Customer may cancel his/her Customer Membership Agreement, 
for any reason at any time by sending a completed Melaleuca Cancellation Form 
or by giving written notice to Mdalcuca bearing his/her original signature, printed 
name, address, Customer Number and reason for canceling (to assist MebJeuca 
in improving its customer service). A Melaleuca cancellation form will help insure 
the accurate information necessary to process the cancellation is submitted. If an 
individual or emiry is a Preferred Customer and a Marketing Executive, the notice 
should specify which agreement(s) should be canceled. Written cancellations 
received by Melaleuca on or before the 25rh of the month will be effective the 
month received. Written cancellations received by Mcl.alcuca after the 25th of the 
month will be effective the following month. Cancellation notices must be mailed 
to: Melaleuca, 3910 S. Yellowstone Hwy., Idaho FaUs, ID 83402-6003 or faxed to 
1-888-528-2090. 
11. Cancellation Refund Policy 
Mclalcuca will repurchase from Marketing Executives who have canceled their 
Independent Marketing Executive Agreements all unencumbered products which 
are in resalable condition which were purchased by the Marketing Executive from 
Mdalcuca within the previous 12 momhs, at a price of not less rhan ninety percent 
(90%) of the original net cost to the Marketing Executive. All products or materials 
must be returned to Melalcuca with shipping prepaid by the Marketing Executive 
in order to receive the above refund. Mclaleuca will charge back all commissions, 
bonuses and rebates paid by Melaleuca relating to the purchases of those products. 
l Z. Cancellation Refund Policy (for Georgia Residents Only) 
Melaleuca will repurd1ase from Marketing Executives wl10 have canceled 
their Independent Marketing Executive Agreements pursuant to Policy 10 all 
unencumbered products, sales aids and literature which arc in reasonably resalable 
or reusable condition which were purchased by the Marketing Executive from 
Mclaleuca1 at a price of not less than ninety percent (90%) of the original net cost 
to the Marketing Executive. Goods shall be deemed ''resalable or reusable" if the 
goods are in an unused, commercially resalable condition at the time the goods are 
returned to Melaleuca. ln addition, Melaleuca will repay ninety percent (90%) of the 
fees paid by the Marketing Executive for services which have not been provided to 
the Marketing Executive at the time of cancellation. All products or materials must 
be returned to Melaleuca shipping prepaid by the Marketing Executive in order to 
receive the above refund. Melaleuca will charge back all commissions, bonuses and 
rebates paid by Mdaleuca relating to purchases of products or services for which 
refunds are given under this policy. 
13. Errors or Questions 
Marketing Executives should notify Melaleuca immediately of any errors or 
questions about commissions, bonuses, Monthly Business Reporrs, otders or 
charges. Mdaleuca will correct any errors reported to it within 60 days, but 
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Mdaleuca will not be responsible for any errors, omissions or problems not 
reported within 60 days. 
14. Joint Ownership of a Business 
Independent Melaleuca Businesses may only be owned by an individual or a married 
couple, or by corporations, tax exempt emitics or trusts that comply wirh Mclaleuca 
guidelines. If a couple who jointly own an Independent Mclaleuca Business divorce, 
they may apply to have the Independent Mclaleuca Business transferred to one of 
them as the sole ownet. The divorced couple must submit to Melalcuca a written 
request specifying to which person the Independent Melaleuca Business will be 
rransferred. The request mu.st either contain the notarized signature of both parties 
or contain the notarized signature of at least one party and include a certified copy 
of the court approved divorce decree or property settlement that designates to 
which parry the Independent Mclalcuca Business should be transferred. Mclalcuca 
is not bound by any such re(1uest or court decree and retains tbe right to approve or 
disapprove of such transfer request ar its sole discretion. If the transfer is approved, 
the person to whom the Independent Mclalcuca Business is being transferred must 
sign and submit to Mclaleuca a new Independent Marketing Executive Agreement. 
15. One Business per Person or Couple 
A 1\..1arkering Executive may not own, operate or have a financial interest in more 
tban one Independent tv1clalcuca Business without Mclalcuca's express written 
approval. Wirh regard to married couples and non~married cohabiting couples, both 
persons will be treated as a single Marketing Executive for purposes of Melaleuca'.s 
policics. Iherefore1 for cxample1 if one person owns an Independent 'tv1claleuca 
Business, the other person may not own, operate or have a financial interest in a 
separate Independent Melalcuca Business. Additionally, if the couple jointly owns 
an lndependent Melaleuca Business, neither person may own, operate or have a 
financial interest in a separate Independent Melalcuca Business. However, if rwo 
people who own separate Independent Melaleuca Busine.<Ses marry, they may each 
retain ownership of their businesses. 
16. Conduct of Household Members 
If any member of the Marketing Executive's lmmediate Household engages 
in any activity which, if performed by the Marketing Executive, would violate 
any Melaleuca policy or any provision of the Independent Marketing Executive 
Ag1·ccmenr, such acriviry will be deemed a violation by the Marketing Executive. 
17.Inheritance ofBusiness 
An Independent Melaleuca Business may be inherited hy a single person, 
a marded couple or a trust which complies with Mclalcuca's guidelines, pursuant 
to a valid will or other appropriate document, or in accordance with the intestacy 
laws of the state, province1 or country in which the Marketing Executive resides. A 
person who inherits an Independent Melaleuca Business must furnish tvlelaleuca 
with proper documentation that he/ she is the beneficiary and is authorized to 
represent the estate. He/ she must also execute a Customer Membership Agreement 
and an Independent Marketing Executive Agreement, fulfill all of the functions of a 
Marketing Executive and abide by the terms of Melalcuca's Statement of Policies. 
18. Sale or Transfer of Business 
Before a Marketing Executive can sell or transfer his/her Independent Mclaleuca 
Business (except for transfers by inheritance pursuant w Policy l 7) all of the 
following requirements must be mer: 
(a) The transfer must be approved in writing by Melalcuca as being in the 
best interest of all parties involvcd1 including the transferor, the transferee, 
Mdalcuca and the members of the Marketing Organization of the transferor. 
(b) The transfer must not constitute the purchase of status or position by the 
transferee. The Marketing Executive's acmal status must equal the potential 
status wbich the !vfarkering Executive could attain based on .his/her 
Organization Product Points at the time of the transfer and for a reasonable 
period prior w the transfer, and the transferor Marketing Executive must 
have been the actual Enroller of all Personal Enrollees and must have been 
actively involved in working with his/her personal directors. Marketing 
Executives may not contract or agree with or allow another person i:o work 
their Independent Melaleuca Business to bring it up to its potential Status or 
offer to sell their business to another person on the condition that such person 
bring the business up to its potential status. 
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(c) Completed original signed and notarized Organization Sale Request and 
Organization Purchase Request forms must be submitted to and accepted 
by Mdalcuca, 
(d) The transferee of the business must have completed and submitted to 
Melaleuca an Independent Marketing Executive Agreement. 
(e) The transferee of the business has undergone, or will agree to undergo, such 
training and orientation as Mdaleuca may require commensurate with the size 
of the business being purchased. 
(f) The transferor Marketing Executive and the Independent Mebleuca Business 
must have been in compliance with all of Mdaleuca's policies and the terms 
of the Independent Marketing Executive Agreement for the entire twelve 
month period preceding rhe transfer including the month in which the 
t1·ansfer occurs. 
(g) Independent Mdaleuca businesses that have or have had a total group volume 
of 5,000 Product Points or more may not be transferred to any other party as 
any such transfer would constitute the purchase of status or posidon. 
19. Transfer from Original Organization 
Marketing Executives and Customers may transfer from one Melaleuca organization 
to another only upon fulfillment of all of the following requirements: 
(a) The Marketing Executive or Customer seeking the organization change has 
submitted an Organization Change form with the original signatures of the 
Support Team Marketing Executives in the immediate seven generations 
above the Marketing Executive or Customer who have earned at least nvo 
Leadership Points over the previous six months; 
(b) A Marketing Executive seeking the organizadon change has no more than 
10 Customers in his/her existing Marketing Organization and will have no 
more than 10 Customets in the Marketing Organization inro which he/she is 
seeking to be moved; 
(c) The Marketing Executive or Customer seeking the organization change 
has paid to Melaleuca the applicable fee charged by Melaleuca for 
organization changes; 
(d) Melaleuca has approved the change in wricing, which approval Mebleuca may 
withhold in irs sole discretion. 
20. Non-Solicitation and Conflicts oflnterest 
!vfarketing Executives are independent contractors and may he active in other 
business ventures while they are Marketing Executives for Melaleur.::a. However, 
to qualify for compensation under Mclalcuca's Compensation Plan1 Markcring 
Executives have tbe ongoing responsibility to service, supervise, motivate, train 
and assist the Markcring Executives in their Marketing Organizations. They also 
have rhe responsibility to promote Mclalcuca products and the Meblcuca income 
opportunity. Melaleuca and its Marketing Executives have made a great investment 
in the establishment of organizations consisting of Customers and Marketing 
Executives. TI1is constitutes one of Mclaleuca's most valuable assets. Mclaleuca 
reserves the right to cease paying compensation ro any Marketing Executive who 
recruits any Melalcuca Customer or Marketing Executive to participate in another 
business venture. In order to protect the efforts of all Marketing Executives in 
building and maintaining their individual Marketing Organizations and Customer 
bases, and in order to protect Melaleuca's interest in the overall Customer base, 
Marketing Executives and all members of their Immediate Household arc required 
to abide by the following policies: 
(a) Non-Solicitation of Melaleuca Customers and Marketing Executives: 
(i) During the period that their Independent Marketing Executive 
Agreements are in force Marketing Executives and all members of their 
Immediate Household are prohibited from directly, indirectly or through 
a third party recruiting any Melaleuca Customers or Marketing Executives 
to p:irtidpate in any other business venture. 
(ii) For a period of twelve months after cancellation or termination for any 
reason of a Marketing Executive's Independent Marketing Executive 
Agreemem, the Marketing Executive and all members of his or her 
Immediate Household are prohibited from directly, indirectly or through 
a third party recruiting to participate in any other business venture any 
Mclaleuca Customers or Marketing Executives: 
( 1) who were in the Marketing Executive's Marketing Organization or 
Support Team at any time during the rerm of his or her association 
with Mclalcuca; 
(2) with whom the Marketing Executive had contact during the term of his or 
her association wfrh l'v1elaleuca; 
(3) whose contact information (name, address, phone number or email 
address, ere.) the Marketing Executive or membets of his or her ImmediJ.te 
Household bas obtained at any time during tbe term of his or her 
association with Mclaleuca; or 
( 4) whose contact information (n:ame, address, phone number or email 
address, etc.) chc Marketing Executive or members of his or her Immediate 
Household obtained at any time from another person who obtained the 
information because of ~my other person's association with Mclalcuca. 
The prohibitions under clauses (a)(i) and (ii) above include but are not limited 
to, presenting or assisting in the presentation of other business ventures to any 
Meb.lcuca Customer or Marketing Executive or implkirly ot expliddy encouraging 
any Melaleuca Customer or Markecing Executive to join any other business venrurcs. 
It is a violation of this policy to recruit a Mclaleuca Customer or Marketing 
Executive ro participate in another business venture even if the Marketing Executive 
docs not know that the prospect is also a Mclalcuca Customer or Marketing 
Execurive. It is the Marketing Executive's responsibility to first determine whether 
the prospecc is a Mdaleuca Customer or Marketing Executive before recruiting the 
prospect to parricipatc in another business venture. 
(Please refer specifically to the definition of"rccruit" in the Definitions of Terms at 
the end of these Policies.) 
(h) During the period chat their Independent Marketing Executive Agreements 
are in force1 and for a period of twelve months after the cancellation or 
termination thereof for any reason, M::irkcring Executives and all members of 
their Immediate Household are further prohibited from the following: 
(i) Producing any litcrature1 tapes or promotional material of any nature 
(including but not limited to websites dnd emails) which is used by the 
Marketing Executive or any third pcr.~on to recruit lv1eblcuca Cusrnmers 
or !vfo.rketing Executives to participate in anocher business venture; 
(ii) Selling, offering to sell, or promoting any competing products or services 
to Mclaleuca Customers; 
(iii) Offering any non~Melaleuca products, services or business ventures in 
conjunction with the offering of Mclaleuca products, services or income 
opportunity or at any Mclalcuca mecting1 seminar, bunch, convention, or 
other Melalcuca function. 
(c) (i) Violation of any provision of this Policy 20 constitutes a Marketing 
Executive's voluntary rcsign:ition and cancclLuion of his/her 
Independent M~u·kcting Executive Agi-ecmcm, effective as of the dJte 
of the violation, and the forfeiture by the Marketing Executive of all 
commissions or bonuses payable for and after the calendar month in 
which the viobtion occurred. 
(ii) If Melaleuca pays any bonuses or commissions to the Marketing 
Executive after the dare of the violation, all bonuses and commissions 
for and after the calendar month in which the violation occurred shall be 
refunded to Mclalcuca. 
(iii) l'v1cb..lcuca may seek and obtain from the violating Marketing Executive 
both injunctive relief and damages for violations of this Policy 20. 
Melaleuca, may, at its option, elect to enforce this Policy by lawsuit in a 
court of competent jurisdiction in Idaho rachcr th.m by arbitration. 
(iv) In addition to being entitled to a refund ofbonusc~ and commissions and 
to damages: as described above, in the event a person or entity violates 
this Policy 20, Mclalcuca and any Marketing Executive that cxpcric111;cs 
an adverse financial impact as a result of such person's or entity's violation 
of this Policy 20 shall be entitled to an accounting and repayment of all 
profits, compensation, commissions, remunerations or other benefits 
which the person or entity directly or indirectly receives and/ or ma.y 
receive as a result of, growing our of, or in connection with any violation 
of this Policy. Such remedy shall be in addition wand not in limitation 
of any danugcs, or injunctive relief or other rights or remedies ro which 
Mclaleuca is or may be emided at law or in equity. 
(d) Violations of this Policy 20 are especially detrimental to che growth and 
sa.les of mhcr Marketing Executives' Independent Mcla.lcuca Businesses 
and to !v1claleuc1's business. Consequently, Marketing Executives who have 
knowledge that any Marketing Exccurivc has violated this Policy must 
immediately report that inform_ation to Mclaleuca's Policy Administration 
Depanment. The failure of a Marketing Executive to report such information 
to Melaleuca will also constitute a violation of this Policy. 111c names of those 
reporting violations of this Policy 20 will be held in confidence. 
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21. Proprietary Information and Trade Secrets 
By executing the Independent Marketing Executive Agreement, the Marketing 
Executive acknowledges that all information which is contained in the Marketing 
Executive's Monthly Business Report, including names, addresses and telephone 
numbers of Markering Executives and Customers, and all idenrifying information 
relating to other Marketing Executives or customers that the Marketing Executive 
became aware of while conducting Melaleuca business in any way or while attending 
Mclaleuca related events, is Melaleuca's proprietary trade secret information. The 
Marketing Executive agrees nor to disclose such information to any third parry 
(except to existing or prospective Melaleuca Marketing Executives or Customers 
for the purpose of promoting Melalcuca products and business opportunity) 
or ro utilize such information for the purpose of promoting any other business 
opportunity ar any time, whether during the term of his/her association with 
Melaleuca or thereafter. The Marketing Executive acknowledges that such 
proprietary information is of such character as to render it unique and that 
disclosure or use thereof in violation of this provision will result in irreparable 
damage to Melaleuca and to Independent Melaleuca Businesses. Melaleuca and its 
Marketing Executives will be entitled to frYunctive relief to prevent violation of this 
policy. If litigation or arbitration is required to obtain injunctive relief or to recover 
d.amages, the prevailing parry shall be entitled to an award of attorney's fees 
and expenses. 
22. The Enroller 
(a) A Marketing Executive who is the Enrollet of a new Customer or Marketing 
Executive may nor list another Marketing Executive who did nor participate 
in rbe contact or the presentation as the EnroUer of such new Customer 
or Marketing Executive. Regardless of where a Customer or Marketing 
Executive is pl.aced in a Marketing Organization, the actual Enroller of ~uch 
Customer or Marketing Executive must be listed as the Enroller on the 
Customer Membership Agreement. 
(b) The Entailer and any other Marketing Executives involved in the 
recruiting and enrollment process may use only Mclaleuca's products and 
its compensation plan and their personal commitment to help the new 
Marketing Executive build his or her business as an inducement to enroll. 
Marketing Executives may not enter into special deals with an Enrollee, 
including, but not limited to, promises of the payment of money or roll ups. 
23. Supervisory and Leadership Functions 
Marketing Ex:ecurives' compensation is based on sales of product to the End 
Consumer. ~IO qualify for this compensation lvfarketing Executives have the 
ongoing responsibility to promote the Melaleuea business opportunity, to support 
Mclaleuca's polides, programs and personnel, and to service, supervise, motivate and 
train the Marketing Executives in their Marketing Organization to sell and marker 
Melaleuca products and promote the Mclaleuca business opporrunity. Any effort by 
a Marketing Executive to convince or entice any Customer or Marketing Executive 
to discontinue or diminish purchasing Mclaleuca products, to move from one 
Melaleuca Marketing Organization to anothcr1 to discontinue or diminish efforts 
to promote the Melaleuca business oppottunity1 or ro pmmotc or pursue another 
direct selling opportunity, or to disparage Melaleuca, or its products, marketing plan, 
management team or other personnel is a violation of the Marketing Execmive's 
leadership responsibility and a violation of this policy. 
24. Excess Inventory Purchases Prohiliited 
The Mclaleuta marketing program is built upon sales to the End Consumer. 
Products representing at least 70% of a Marketing Executive's monthly Organization 
Product Points must be sold to End Consumers each month. Any device or scheme 
whereby a Marketing Executive directly or through a third party purchases excess 
product solely for purposes of qualifying fo1· bonuses or commissions constitutes 
fraud on the part of the Marketing Executive. 
ZS. Selling in Stores 
Melaleuca is in strong support of home~based businesses and personal prodllct 
presentations. To maintain a standard of fairness, Marketing Executives may not 
display or sell Melaleuca products in drug stores, health food stores or grocery 
stores. Any display of Melaleuca products to the public must be tasteful and 
professional. A Marketing Executive may not display or sell Sci Bella products in 
any type of retail setting. 
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26.lVIediainqu:iries 
It is Melaleuca's policy to have a single spokesperson handle all inquiries from 
the media and all media relations. Therefore, Marketing Executives may not, for 
any reason, discuss their Independent Melaleuca Business with the media, nor 
act as spokespersons for Melaleuca nor talk to the media regarding Melaleuca1 its 
Compensation Plan, its products or services. It is a violation of this policy to provide 
any lnformarion to the media, regardless of whetber the information is positive 
or negative, accurate or inaccurate. All inquiries from the media (whether radio, 
television or prim) must be rdCrred to Mdalcuca. 
27. Checks and lVIonthly Business Reports 
Commission and bonus checks are generally mailed by Mclalcuca to Marketing 
Executives on or about the 15th day of each month for commissions and bonuses 
earned during the previous month. \Vhen the 15th day of the month falls on a 
weekend or holiday, checks will generally be mailed on the next business day. Each 
Marketing Executive qualifying for a commission or bonus will receive a Monthly 
Business Report showing rbe status of each Customer and Marketing Executive in 
his/her Marketing Organization. 
The Monthly Business Report will show the calculation of the Marketing 
Executive's commission and bonus. Marketing Executives should use tbeir Montbly 
Business Report as a tool to manage, supervise and train the members of their 
Marketing Organizations. The information contained in Business Reports is 
Melaleuca's proprietary trade secret information, and Marketing Executives are 
prohibited from disseminating the information t:ontaincd therein. Sec Policy 21 
for further detail regarding M:irketing Executives' obligarions with respect to such 
proprietary trade secret information. A Jata processing fee is charged each Marketing 
Execurive for generating and maintaining computerized Monthly Business Reports. 
Commission and honus chci.:ks which remain uncashcd for more than 
l80 days will not be honored and the amount of the check, less a processing 
fee of$15.0QUSl$22.5QCDN and a bank cancellation/stop payment fee of 
$10.0QUS/$15.00CDN, will be credited to the Marketing Executive's account, which 
credit may be used towards future purchases made by the Marketing Executive. If a 
Marketing Executive's a..:count is inactive and it is necessary to notify the Marketing 
Executive of the credit on account, a service charge of$10.0QUS/$15.00CDN will be 
deducted from the account for each notice sent. 
28. Purchases for Other Persons 
A Marketing Executive may not order or pay for products for Customers without 
such Customer's express authorization and agreement to reimburse tbe fv1arketing 
Exccmive for such product. 
29. Restrictions on International lVIarketing (United States 
and Canada) 
Marketing Executives enrolled m rhe United Scates and Canada are authorized to 
sell Mclaleuca products and to enroll Customers and Jvfarketing Executives in the 
United States and Canada. In all other countries in which Melalcuca or its affiliates 
arc authori-zed ro conduct business Marketing Executives may only enroll Customer:> 
and Marketing Executives pursuant to Mclaleuca's International Sponsorship 
Program. Marketing Executives and Customers may not ship or sell Mclaleuca 
products across any international border for the purpose of resale, except the U.S./ 
Canadian border ptovidcd the products arc appropriately labeled for the country of 
their dcsti11ation. I\r1arkcting Executives and Customers may not sell, give, transfer, 
import, export or distribute Mdaleuca products or sales aids in any country, other 
than the United States and Canada1 nor provide products to any individual who 
the Marketing Executive or Customer knows or has reason to believe is exporting 
products to another country. 
29.l. Restrictions on International lVIarketing (lVIelaleuca of the 
Caribbean) 
I'vlarketing Executives enrolled under Melaleuca of the Carihhean are authorized 
to enroll Customers and Marketing Executives in any country in which Mclaleuca 
of the Caribbean is authorized to conduct business. In all other countries in which 
Melaleuca or its affiliates are authorized to conduct business, Marketing Executives 
may only enroll Customers and Marketing Executives pursuant to Mdalcuca's 
International Sponsorship Program. Marketing Executives and Cusromcrs may 
not ship or sell Melaleuca products across any international border for rhe purpose 
of resale. Marketing Executives and Customers may not sell, give, transfer .. import, 
export or disrributc Melaleuca products or sales aids in any other country, nor 
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provide products to any individual or entity who the Marketing Executive or 
Customer knows or has reason to believe is exporting products to another country. 
30. Trademark, Service Mark and Trade Name Restrictions 
Customers and Marketing Executives may not use, reproduce or disseminate the 
Mclalcuca trade name or logo or any Mclalcuca trademark or service mark except in 
the use and dissemination of literature published and made available by Melaleuca 
and except on srationery and business cards produced and authorized by Melaleuca. 
This includes, bur is not limited to, the formatives "Mela" and "Mel;' the term 
"Mclaleuca," chc le:if and drop logo1 and all marks or slogans designating products or 
services offered by Melaleuca. 
31. Rules regarding Advertising, Internet Usage and Sale of 
Materials 
(a) Markering Executives may not: 
(i) create, publish, sell, use, display or distribute any literature, audio or 
video recording, Internee web site, telephone ad message, Internet bulletin 
board message, mass or bulk email message (including auto~responsc 
messages), infomercial or other print, audio, visual, clccrronic media or 
social networking sites which represents Melaleuca, its produces, services, 
Compcnsatlon Plan or business oppormnity other than as spcdfically 
permitted pursuant to this Policy and Melalcuca's Guidelines on Internet 
Usage or that which is produced and provided by Melaleuca; 
(ii) copy or reproduce any materials produced by Mclalcuca except as 
specifically permitted pursuant ro this policy; 
(iii) use the lv1clalcuca name or logo or the name or logo of any ofMclalcuca's 
products or services in any notice, display, advertisement or promotion, 
including, but not limited to, newspaper, magazine, radio, television 
or Internet or email advertisetnents, or telephone, Internet or other 
directories (except a Marketing Executive may have a directory listing in 
the following format: "Mclaleuca It1dependent Marketing Executive-
[ name of Marketing Executive]"); 
(iv) display, advertise or promote Mclaleuca's products, services or business 
opportuniry at county fairs, craft fairs, business fairs, trade shows, flea 
markers or any similar event, including the use of boorhs, without the 
express prior writren approval of Mclaleuca; 
(v) charge for Melaleuca-relared meetings performed or arranged by a 
Marketing Executive except to rhc cxrcnt necessary to cover the actual our.-
of.-pocker expenses incurred. 
(b) Marketing Executives may use websites and email messages only in 
accordance with Mclalcuca's Guidelines on Internet Usage as the same arc 
published on Melaleuca's website, and which may be revised and modified 
from time to time at Mclaleuca1s sole discretion. Melaleuca will rake 
rcasonahlc measures to publish notice of any changes to the guidelines on its 
wehsite, however it is the Marketing Executives' responsibility to review these 
guidelines periodically to be informed of and comply with any changes. 
(c) Marketing Exccurives may only use websites produced by Melalcuca's 
approved website vendors. 
( d) Melaleuca will have the right1 in its absolute discretion, to require that any 
Mclaleuca related website be taken down and char any Mdalcuca related email 
message be discontinued. A Marketing Executive's failure co comply with any 
provision of this policy may result in forfeiture of commissions and bonuses, 
fines, and/or in termination of the Marketing Execmivc's Independent 
Marketing Executive Agrcemem. 
32. Income Claims 
Marketing Executives are prohibited from making false, misleading or inaccurate 
claims about their Ol" ocher persons' compensation received under tbe Melaleuca 
Compensation Plan. 1£ when presenting the Mclaleuca business opportunity, 
a Marketing Executive makes any claim regarding his/her compensation from 
Melaleuca, or the potential compensation payable under Melaleuca's Compensation 
Plan, the Marketing Executive must also show the person(s) receiving rhe presemarion 
Mehleuca's current Marketing Executives Annual Income Statistics sheet. 
33. Product Claims and Warranties 
Marketing Exccurivcs may not make any product claims, weight loss or health 
benefit claims, or product warramies other than tbose published in Official 
Melaleuca Material. Marketing Executives shall nor publish or distribute information 
relating to uses of Melalcuca products ocher than those which arc sec forth in 
Official Melalcuca Material. Marketing Executives may nor utilize Official Melaleuca 
.Material which is approved for use in one country to make product claims or 
promote Melaleuca products in another country. 
34. Ethical Sales Practices 
Marketing Executives shall: 
+ Conduct themselves in a professional, courteous ;md considerarc m;mncr; 
+ Represent Meblcuca products in a sincere :md honesc manner and will honor 
Mdaleuca's Customer Satisfaction Guarantee; 
• Repecsem rhe Mel<1leuca Compensation Plan only as prescribed by Official 
Melaleuca Material; 
+ Become familiar Wtth and utilize s<J.les techniques, McLileuc;l:'> Compcns;uion 
Plan and Statement of Policies, and ocher materials as prescribed by Mcla.lcuca; 
• Present rhe Melalcuc;:i business opportunity in a manner which is consistent 
wirh Official Melaleuca Material; and 
• Provide training, motivacian ,md support to Marketing Executives m 
their organizadon 
Marketing Executives shall not: 
+ Engr1gc in <Wy deceptive, unlawful, or unethical husincss or recruiting pr<1t.:ticc; 
+ Eng;:igc in any high pressure selling or recruiting practices; 
+ Enroll minors or persons who are not capable of m<J.king ;u1 informeJ 
decision with respect co entering into a Customer Membership Agreement or 
Independent Marketing Executive Agreement; 
+ OrJer Melaleuca proJucts for other Customers or Marketing Exccutivt:s 
without the express permission of such persons; or 
~ Seek in any way to violate or circumvent McLlleucls policies 
35. Policy Disclosure Requirement 
Prior to enrolling a prospective Marketing Executive, Marketing Executives shall 
provide co and review with the prospective Marketing Executive a current copy of 
Mclaleuca's Statement of Policies ,md Definitions of Terms. 
36. Voluntary Resignation Due to Inactivity 
Ir is the I'vfarkedng Executive's responsibiliry to lead his/her Marketing Organization 
with the proper example in producrion of Personal Product Pomts, Wirhour this 
proper example and leadership, rhc Marketing Executive will lose his/her right to 
receive commissions and bonuses from his/her lv1arketing Organizarion. Therefore, 
Marketing Executives who produce less than the minimum Personal Produce Poims 
required to maintain their currem Commission Rate during a month, as set fonh 
in the Compensation Plan, will not receive the commission or bonus attributable to 
such status for the sales generated through their Marketing Organiz;::i.cion for that 
month. Failure to meet Personal Product Poim requirements for two consecutive 
months constitutes the Marketing Executive's voluntary resignarion. A Marketing 
Executive who has voluntarily resigned will lose all his/her Personal Enrollees and 
his/her Marketing Organization. The resignation shall become effective on the day 
following the last day of the second month of inactiviry. 
37. Reactivation and Reenrollment Requirements 
(a) When a Marketing Execmive who has been deemed to have volumanly 
resigned due to inactiviry under Policy 36 becomes rc:J.ctivated, he/she will 
reenter his/her previous Marketing Organization in rhe first availJ.ble position 
below bis/her original Marketing Executive orber rhan the position left vacam 
by such Marketing Executive, 
(b) Former 
(i) Customers and Marketing Execunves with the Scams of Markering 
Exccmivc II I or below 
( 1) may re~cnroll as new Customers and Marketing Executives with their 
odginal Enroller and their original Marketing Executive at any time, bur 
each such rccnrollmcnt will constitute a new cnroUmcnt for the Enroller 
only if the newly reenrolled Customer has been cancelled or inaccive for 
12 consecutive months or longer prior co rcenrolling. 
(2) who have not been enrolled with Mcbleuca for ar least the previous 
six consecutive months may reenroll as new Customers and Markcring 
Executives wich the Enroller and Marketing Executive of their choice. 
(ii) Marketing Exet.:urives with the Status of Director and above 
(l) may rccnroll as new Customers and Marketing Executives with their 
original Enroller and their original Marketing Executive at any rime, but 
each such reenrollment will constitute a new enrollment for the Enroller 
only if the newly recnrollcd Customer has been cancelled or inacrive for 
l2 consecutive months or longer prior to reenrolling. 
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(2) Marketing Executives with a Status of Director or above must be inactive 
for one yc_ar before they Can reenroll with an enroller and Marketing 
Executive'of their choice. 
(3) may reenroll with an enroller of his or her choice after 6 months of 
inactivity if he or she has not been an Commission Rate Director or 
above during the 12 months prior co the first month of inactivity. 
(c) If a former Customer or Marketing Executive desires to reenroll in a new 
Marketing Organization in which any Marketing Executive in the new 
Support Team was also in his/her previous Support Team, such former 
Cusromer or Marketing Executive may reenroll no sooner than twelve months 
following the date that such Support Team Marketing Executive became 
inactive in his/her previous Marketing Organization. Any individual involved 
in the violation of this policy will be subject to corrective measures pursuant 
to Policy 42, including fines and/ or cancellation of his or her Independent 
Marketing Executive Agreement. 
( d) Former Customers or 'Marketing Executives who reenroll pursuant to this 
Policy 37 will not be eligible to roll up pursuant ro Policy 39. 
38. Titles Not Fo:rfeited 
A Markering Executive can lose his/her Matketing Execurive II1 Marketing 
Executive III, Director, Senior Director, Executive Director or Corporate Director 
status and therefore the right to participate in the corresponding commission and 
bonus if he/ she no longer qualifies for the commission or bonus pertaining to such 
status. However, as long as cl Marketing Executive remains active, he/she will nor 
forfeit the title of rhe highest status he/she has achieved. 
39. Roll-Up Policy 
(a) When a vacancy occurs in a Marketing Organization due to the inactiviry, 
voluntary resignation or involuntary termination of a Marketing Executive 
{a "Canceled Marketing Executive"), each Marketing Executive in the first 
generation below the Canceled Markcdng Executive (a "First Gencr-ation 
Marketing Executive") will have the opportunity to qualify to roll up into the 
position of the Canceled Marketing Executive. In order to qualify for such 
roll~up, the following requirements must be met: 
(i) If the Canceled Marketing Executive's Organization Product Points 
were less than 2,500 in the Canceled Marketing Executive's first month 
of inactivity, tbc Firsr Generation Marketing Executive with the highest 
Commission Rate in the Canceled Marketing Executive's second month of 
inactivity will roll up to the position of the Canceled Marketing Executive 
in the month following the Canceled Marketing Executive's second month 
of inacrivity. In the event of a rie, the following criteria will be applied1 in 
the order listed, to the First Generation Marketing Executives involved in 
the tic until the tic is broken: 
(l) who has the largest number of personally enrolled Directors; 
(2) who has the largest number of personally enrolled Preferred Customers; 
(3) whose Marketing Organization has the largest number of 
Preferred Customers; 
( 4) whose Marketing Organization has the highest average Product Point 
order per Customer; and 
(5) who has the highest Personal Product Points. 
(6) who enrolled first. 
(ii) If the Canceled Marketing Executive's Organization Product Points were 
equal ro or greater than 2500 in the Canceled Marketing Executive's firfit 
month of inactivity, the First Generation Marketing Executive who has 
or first attains the status which corresponds to the Canceled Marketing 
Executive's Organb;;,ttion Product Points in the firsr month of inactivity 
will roll up to the position of the Canceled Marketing Executive the month 
following the month the First Generation Marketing Executive has or 
attains such status, but in no event sooner than the monrh following rhe 
Canceled Marketing Executive's second month of inactivity. If two or more 
First Generation Marketing Executives qualify for the roll~up in the same 
month, the tic will be broken by application of the criteria set forth in 
subparagraph (i) above. 
(b) The Enroller of a Canceled Marketing Executive will inherit the Canceled 
Marketing Executive's Personal Enrollees as follows: 
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(i) For each Personal Enrollee that is a Customer (with no Marketing 
Organization) or that had the Commission Rate of a Marketing 
Executive and had less rhan 2,500 Organization Product Points in the 
Canceled Marketing Executive's first month of inactivity the Enroller will 
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automatically inherit the Personal Enrollee in the Canceled Marketing 
Executivc1s third month of in.activity. 
(ii) For each Personal Enrollee who had the Commi.<sion Rare of a Marketing 
Executive II or above and had less than 2, 500 Organization Product 
Points in the Canceled Marketing Executive's first month of inactivity, 
the Enrnller will inherit such Personal Enrollee in the month foUowing 
the month the Personal Enrollee has advanced one srntus above the 
Commission Rare the Personal Enrollee had in the Canceled Marketing 
Executive's first momh of inactivity. 
(iii) For each Personal Enrollee who had Organization Product Points of 
2,500 or IT1ore in the Canceled Marketing Executive's first month of 
inactivity, the Enroller will inherit such Personal Enrollee in the month 
following the month the Personal Enrollee has advanced one status level 
above the Volume Status rhar the Personal Enrollee had in the Canceled 
Marketing Executive's first month of inactiviry. 
{iv) If the personal enrollee had Organizatinal Product Points ofS0,000 
or more or a status of Execurive Director or higher in the cancelled 
Marketing Executive's first monrh of inacrivity, the enroller cannot inherit 
such personal enrollee. However, in the case of terminacion, Marketing 
Executives who bad organizarion produce points of 501000 or mote or 
who had a status of Executive Director or above at the time of their 
enrollers termination may be inherited when each of the following occur: 
a) The potenrial enroller helps the potential Personal Enrollee advance 
to one status above the volume stacus tha.t tbc potential Personal 
Enrollee had in the terminated Marketing Executive's first month of 
inactivity; and 
b) The potential enroller helps a Personal Enrollee advance to Executive 
Director for the first time after the Cancelled Marketing Executive':; 
first month of inactivity. The advancing Personal Enrollee must be 
an actual Personal Enrollee of the potential enrollei-, nor an inherited 
Personal Enrollee. 
c) All other inheritance rules apply. 
d) If a potential enroller inherits a potential enrollee, the PEG volume 
from the inherited potential enrollee's organization will replace the 
PEG volume from the tenninated Marketing Executive's organization. 
--nicrfore, the potential enroller will no longer receive PEG volume from 
the terminated Marketing Execurivc's organization. 
(v) No Enroller can inherit a Personal Enrollee whose Status is higher than his/ 
her own, unless neither has a Starus higher than Director II. 
(vi) \Vhen a !v1arkcring Executive has their Independent Marketing Executive 
Agreement cancelled due to any reason including a policy violation; in 
the month rhat the cancellation/ termination occursi target statuses for 
the personal enrollees will be set and inheritances will occur based in 
acco1·dance with all other existing policies. 
(c) If the Canceled Marketing Executive had the Commission Rate of Senior 
Director or above in his/her last month of activity and (i) was terminated by 
Melaleuca for a policy violation or (ii) voluntarily resigned or went inactive 
while under investigation fo1· a policy violation, rhe Enroller of such Canceled 
Marketing Executive will continue to receive credit for having a Personal 
Enrollee with the_same status (Senior, Executive or Corporate Director) to 
count cowards the Enroller:s status for twelve consecutive months from the 
month following the termination or resignation of the Canceled Marketing 
Executive. For each month after the initial rwdve months, the Enroller of 
such Canceled Marketing Executive will receive credit for having a Personal 
Enrollee with the status (Senior, Executive or Corporate Director) attributable 
pursuant to the Compen.sarion Plan to rbc Organization Volume of the 
Marketing Organb:ation of the Canceled Marketing Executive. However, such 
credit cannot apply at the same rime with respect to rwo Personal Enrollees. 
Therefore, the credit wiU expire in the first month in which one of the 
following have occurred: (x) a Personal Enrollee of the Canceled Marketing 
Executive rolls up into the position previously held by the Canceled Marketing 
Executive, and the Enroller of the Canceled Marketing Executive it1hctits or 
has inherited such Personal Enrollee of the Canceled Marketing Executive, 
and (y) rhe enroller of the Cancelled Marketing Executive has inherited a 
potential Personal Enrollee who has or achieves Executive Director status or 
the status of the Cancelled Marketing Executive at the time of canellation. 
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(d) To qualify for any rnll-up or inheritance, the Marketing Executive who will be 
receiving the roll~up or who will be inheriti11g Personal Enrollees must have 
been in compliance with Melaleuca's policies for the preceding 12 months. 
40. Obligations oflndependent Contractors 
As an independent contractor, it is a Marketing Executive's responsibility to: 
(a) Abide by any and all fedet·al, state, provincial, county and local laws, rules and 
regulations pertaining to the acquisition, receipt, holdingi selling, distributing 
or advertising ofMelalcuca products and services and the prnmotion of the 
Melaleuca business opportunity; 
(b) At the Marketing Executive's own expense, make, execute or file all such reports 
and obtain such licenses as are required by law or public authority with respect: 
to his/her Independent Melaleuca Business and/ or the receipt, holding, selling, 
distributing or promoting of Mclaleuca products; 
(c) Be solely responsible for declaration and payment of all local, scare, provincial, 
federal and general sales taxes and fees as may accrue because of the Marketing 
Executive's activities in conjunction with his/her Independent 
Melaleuca Business; 
(d) Supply all of his/her own equipment and tools for operating his/her business, 
such as telephone, transportation, professional services, office equipment, and 
office supplies; and 
( e) Provide his/her own place of business and determine his/her own work hours. 
41. Marketing Executives Are Not Corporate Representatives 
Marketing Executives a.re nor corporate represenrarives of Melaleuca and are nor 
authorized to incur any debt, expense or obligarion on behalf of or for Melalcuca, nor 
bind Mdalcuca to any agreement or contract. 
42. Corrective Measures 
All of the policies in this Statement of Policies, the provisions of the Independent 
Marketing Executive Agreement, the Corporate Entity Application and Agreemenr1 
the Tax Exempt Entity Application and Agreement and any other agreements entered 
into by and between Melaleuca and Marketing Executives arc material terms to the 
agreement between Melaleuca and Marketing Executives. A Marketing Executive's 
violation of any of the terms and conditions of any of these agreements or the 
Statement of Policies or any illegal, fraudulenr, deceptive or unethical conduct by 
a Marketing Executive may result, at Melaleuca's discretion, in one or more of the 
following corrective measures: 
(a) issuance of a written warning or admonition; 
(b) imposition of a fine, which may be imposed immediately or withheld from 
future commission and/ or bonus cbecksi 
(c) reassignment of all or part of his/her Marketing Organization; 
( d) ,u,pen,ion of hi,/her Independent Marketing Executive Agreement for one or 
more months; 
(e) cancellation of his or her Independent Marketing Executive Agreement; or 
(f) any other measure expressly stated within any of the policies set forth in the 
Statement of Policies or any provision of the Marketing Executive Agreement, 
the Corporate Entity Application and Agreement, or the Tax Exempt Entity 
Application and Agreement. 
Mclaleuca bas the right to withhold from a Marketing Executive all bonuses 
and commissions during the period that Melaleuca is investigating the alleged 
violative conduct of the Marketing Executive. If a Marketing Executive's Independent 
Marketing Executive Agreement is canceled due to a violation preceding the 
investigation, the Marketing Executive will not be entitled to any commissions or 
bonuses withheld by Mclaleuca during the investigation period. 
43.Fo:rfeiture of Rights to Bonuses and Cornm.issions 
So long as a Marketing Executive is complying with all policies and terms of 
the Independent Marketing Executive Agreement:, Mclaleuca is obligated to pay 
commissions and bonuses to such Marketing Executive in accordance with the 
Compensation Plan. A Marketing Executive's commissions and bonuses constitute the 
entire consideration for all of the Marketing Executive's efforts in generacing sales1 and 
the Marketing Executive's right to receive commissions and bonuses from Melaleuca 
constitutes the entire value attributable to the Marketing Executive's Marketing 
Organization. Following a Marketing Executive's resignation, cancellation for 
inactivity, or voluntary or involuntary cancellation of his/her Independent Marketing 
Executive Agreement, such former Marketing Executive shall have no right, title, claim 
or interest to the Marketing Organization. The former Marketing Executive shall 
have no claim for compensation for the Marketing Organization or fot bonuses or 
commissions stemming from sales generated within or by the Marketing Organization 
or for car bonus amounts held in escrow by 1v1clalcuca. Following voluntary or 
involumary cancellation of his/her Independent Marketing Executive Agreemem, the 
former Marketing Executive shall not hold himself/herself out as a Melaleuca Marketing 
Executive and shall not h;ive rhc right to sell Mebleuca products or services. 
44. Amendments to Compensation Plan, Statement of Policies, and/ 
or Independent Marketing Executive Agreement 
Upon noriftcation to Marketing Executives, Mclaleuca may, at its sole discretion, 
amend the Compensation Plan 1 Statement of Policies, Definitions of Terms and/ 
or the terms of the Independent Marketing Executive Agreement and any other 
agreements entered into by and between Mdaleuca and the Marketing Executives. By 
signing the Independent Marketing Executive Agreement, Marketing Executives agree 
to abide by any such amendments. 'The continuation of an Independent Mclalcuca 
Business or a Marketing Executive's acceptance of commissions and/ or bonuses 
&om Melaleuca constitutes his/her acceptance of any such amendments. Marketing 
Executives will be bound by the most current versions of the Compensation Plan, the 
Statement of Policies, the Definitions of Terms, the Independent Marketing Executive 
Agreement and any other agreements entered into by and between Mclaleuca and the 
Marketing Executives. 
MELALEUCA DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 
The following terms will have the meanings set forth herein when used in Melaleuca's 
Statement of Policies, Compensation. Plan and/or Independent l'Vfarketing Executive 
Agreement and other Otlicial Melaleuca Material. 
Active Customer: Any Customer who purchases at leasr 29 Product Points 
each month. 
Active Marketing Executive: A Marketing Executive who personally produces 
the number of Product Points each month that are required to qu;ilify ac his/her 
Commission Race pursuant to che Compensation Plan. 
Annual Income Statistics: A summary of income stati;;;rics published by Mebleuca 
setting forth information regarding average, high and low income received by 
Marketing Executives on an annual basis. 
Assist: A Marketing Executive who belps another Marketing Executive ro present the 
Mclalcuca program may be designated as the"A"i't" on the Independent Marketing 
Executive Agreement form. The Marketing Executive designated as rhe '/\ssist'' receives 
the Value Pack and Career Pack commission on the Gest Value Pack or Career Pack 
ordered by the new Customer or Marketing Executive. 
Average Retention Index: An average of the percentages of customers remaining 
in an organization from the past 5 enrollment months. Your ARI is used to dccerminc 
your Retention Facror1 multiplier in the Leadership Pool Formula, and (if you are a 
Senior Director or above) determines your participation in the Leadership 
Growch Bonus. 
Backup Order: A preselected package of Mdaleuca products which is automatically 
shipped to Preferred Customers if they fail to order rhe minimum monthly Produce 
Points agreed upon in their Customer Membership Agreement. Those who select the 
Preferred Customer option in rhe Cusmmer Membership Agreement preauthorize 
Mclalcuca to send a Backup Order and to make an automatic withdrawal from their 
checking account, or a charge to their credic card to pay for each Backup Order. 
Business Kit (Membership Kit): The Mclalcuca product and bu,iness opportunity 
information portfolio purchased by a new Marketing Executive pursuant to the terms 
of the Independent Marketing Executive Agreement which includes product and 
marketing informatio11 and other Official Melalcuca Material. 
Commission Rate: The development position or leadership status of a Marketing 
Executive as of the most recent month end ot business reporting period. 
Compensation Plan: The plan o£fered by Melaleuca that sets forth 
the compensation provided to Marketing Exccucivcs for the continuing building, 
promoting, training, motivation, servicing and devclopmenr of their Independent 
Melaleuca Businesses. 
Corporate Entity Application and Agreement: The addendum to the 
Independent Marketing Executive Agreement that must be completed by corporate 
entities that arc ;ipplying to become Marketing Executives. 
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Customer: A person who has an Enroller, has completed, executed and delivered 
to Melaleuca a Cusrnmcr Membership Agreement and bas paid to Mdalcuca the 
appropriate membership fee. Customers are either Direct Customers or 
Preferred Customers. 
Customer Membership Agreement: The agreemenr which must be completed, 
signed, received and accepted by Melaleuc.a before a person may become a Customer. 
Customer Number: A unique number assigned by Melaleuca to each Customer co 
facilitate internal record keeping by Melaleuca with respect to the Customer. 
Direct Customer: A Customer who is aurho11zed to purchase pmducr from 
Melalcuca ar Direct Customer prices pursuant to a Customer Membership Agreement. 
Electronic Checking: A payment method by which a Customer authorizes 
Mclaleuca to deduct payment for orders directly from his/her checking account (nor 
yet permitted in Jamaica or Bahamas). 
End Consumer: A person who purchases Melalcuca products for the purpose of 
consuming them rather than for resale to someone dse. 
Enroll: To enlist, sponsor or sign up an individual or entity into a program 
or organization. 
Enrollee: A Cusromer or Marketing Executive. 
Enroller: The Marketing Executive who is listed on the Customer Membership 
Agreement as the enroller. The Enroller must be the person who introduced the new 
Customer to Melaleuca and helped him/her become a Customer or who played an 
active role in the presentation of Mclaleuca products or business opportunity to the 
new Customer. 
Immediate Household: Married couples and persons residing in the same home, 
and with respect to Marketing Executives and Customers which are entities (e.g., 
corpotations, tax exempt entities, trusrs1 etc.) rather than individuals, Immediate 
Household means the shareholders, owners, directors, officers, trustees, responsible 
parries, etc. of such entities and persons married to or residing in tbc same home with 
the persons who are the shareholders, owners, directors, officers, trustees, responsible 
parries, etc. of such entities. 
Inactive Customer: A Customer becomes inactive if he/ she fails to purchase a 
minimum of 29 Product Points for two consecutive months. 
Inactive Marketing Executive: A Marketing Executive becomes inactive if he/ 
she fails to personally produce the number of Product Points that are required to 
qualify at his/her Commission Rare level pursuant to the Compensation Plan for two 
consecutive months. 
Independent Marketing Executive Agreement: The agreement which must 
be completed, signed, received and accepted by Mclaleuca as one of the prerequisites 
to becoming a 1Vfarketing Executive. 
Independent Melaleuca Business: l11e business organization consisting of 
a Marketing Executive and those persons and entities that purchase Mdalcuca 
products or generate sales of Melaleuca products from which the Markedng 
Executive is entitled to receive commissions. 
Marketing Executive: A person who has an Enroller, has completed, executed 
and delivered to Melaleuca an Independent Marketing Executive Agreement, has 
purchased a Business Kit, has at least one Customer and has received his/her first 
commission check. 
Marketing Organization: Tbc Cuscorners and Marketing Executives who 
comprise the group of individuals or entities from which rhe Marketing Executive is 
entitled to receive commissions based upon the collective sales volume of the group 
and the status of certain Marketing Executives within the group pursuant to the Plan 
of Compensation. 
MelaCom ™: Mclalcuca's long .. distance telephone service as marketed by Mclalcuca, 
regardless of the imerexchangc carrier fot" such service. 
Melaleuca: Mclaleuca, Inc., Mclaleuca of Canada, Inc., and/ or Mclaleuca of the 
Caribbean, Inc. 
Melaleuca International Sponsorship Program: The program offered by 
Melaleuca with regard to sponsorship by Marketing Executives in one country 
of Customers and Marketing Executives in foreign countries where Mclaleuca is 
authorized to do business. 
Monthly Business Reports: Reports produced by Melaleuca on a monthly basis 
and provided ro Marketing Executives which contain information relating co the 
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activity of the Marketing Executive's Marketing Organization. The Monthly Business 
Reports contain trade secret info1111ation that is proptietary to N1elaleuca. 
Official Melaleuca Material: Material in any form which is aud10rized, published, 
and disseminated by Mclaleuca. This includes, bur is not limited to, pdnted material, 
audio and visual materials, satelllte broadcasts, fax and electronic communications 
and Internet communications. 
Organization Product Points: The total Product Points attributable ro Melaleuca 
products which a Marketing Executive's Marketing Organization purchased or 
produced in a calendar month, including the Marketing Executive's Personal Product 
Points. For each month that a Marketing Executive has an active Mclaleuca Credit 
Card, his or her Organization Product Points for dur month will include Product 
Points attributable to Melaleuca Credit Card usage by the lvfarketing Executive's 
Marketing Organization in that calendar month. 
Organization PCs: The total net Preferred Cusromers in a Marketing ExecuriveS 
organization in a given month. 
Organization Volume: The total Product Points from products and services 
purchased in a Marketing Executive's organization in a calendar month. 
PEG Volume: Pe.-sonal Enrollee Gi-oup (PEG) Volume is the total organization 
Product Point volume of a Marketing Executive's Personal Enrollees in any 
given month. 
Personal Product Points: The total monthly Product Points personally produced 
by a Marketing Executive. 
Personal Customer: A person who purchases product directly from Mclaleuca 
using a Marketing Executive's account number. 
Personal Enrollee: An Enroller's Enrollee to whom rhe Enroller has personally 
introduced !v1elaleuca and/ or has played an active role in the presentation of 
Melalcuca products or business opportunity. 
Personal Director: A Personal Enrollee with the Commission Rate of 
Director or above. 
Personal Sales: Sales that a Marketing Executive makes to a Personal Cusromer. 
Preferred Customer: A Customer who is authorized to purchase products from 
Mclaleuca at Preferred Customer prices and who has committed to purchase each 
month products totaling at least 35 Product Points. 
Product Points: A value assigned to each Mclaleuca product or service upon which 
commissions and bonuses arc calculated. 
Product Point Production: To produce Product Points, a Marketing Executive 
must create sales to end consumers other than customers in the Marketing 
Executive's Marketing Organization. These sales must be products the consumer 
actually desires or needs as opposed ro enticing consumers to purchase products in 
order for the Marketing Executive to qualify for a commission. 
Recruit: 1) To attempt to enroll, enlist, or solicit an individual or entity to }oin 
a business, program or organization; or 2) to arrempt to promote, influence or 
encourage an individual or entity to join a business1 program or organization; or 
3) to present, or participate or assist in the presentation of. a business, program1 
organization or its products. To constitute rccruidngi such efforts or attempts may be 
performed either directly through personal contact or indirectly through a tbird parry. 
Statement of Policies: The policies published by Mdalcuca, as amended from 
time to time, which set forth 1 among orher things, the requirements for operating an 
Independent Mclaleuca Business. 
Status: TI1e highest leadership position ever achieved with Melalcuca. 
Support Team: The Marketing Executives above an individual in a Marketing 
Organization who have the potential to receive commissions based upon the 
purchases of such individual. 
Tax Exempt Entity Application and Agreement: 'The addendum ro tbe 
Independent Marketing Executive Agreement which must be completed by tax 
exempt entities rhat are applying to become Marketing Executives. 
VFL.com: Mclaleuca's vitality website to help track fitness and wcllnc.ss goals. 
Volume Status: All advancements in status of Director II or above require a 
minimum volume of Organization Product Points. The status corresponding to each 
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vs. ) Case No. 09-CV-572-WFD 
) 
MAX INTERNATIONAL, LLC, a Utah ) 
limited liability company, KEN DUNN, an ) 
individual, DOES 1 through 25, and ) 
DOES 26 through 50, ) 
) 
Defendant(s). ) 
ORDER GRANTING TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER AND PRELIMINARY 
INJUNCTION 
This matter comes before the Court on Plaintiff's Motion for Temporary Restraining 
Order ("TRO") and Preliminary Injunction (Doc. 7). The Court, having reviewed the parties' 
briefs and having heard oral argument, hereby FINDS: 
I. Background 
Plaintiff Melaleuca, Inc., is an international consumer goods company based in 
Idaho Falls, Idaho and operates in approximately 15 countries. Melaleuca is a direct 
marketing business, meaning that the company formulates, manufactures, and markets 
over three hundred and fifty nutritional, personal care, and household products and then 
sells these products directly to consumers using independent contractors called "Marketing 
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Executives." These Marketing Executives earn commissions by referring customers to 
Melaleuca and by training, motivating, and supporting other Marketing Executives. 
Melaleuca refers to these relationships as "Marketing Organizations," and the company 
records and tracks the status of these Marketing Organizations. Marketing Executives are 
bound by covenants not to solicit Melaleuca customers or Marketing Executives to 
participate in any other business venture. These covenants apply during the term of each 
Marketing Executive's agreement with Melaleuca, and in some cases, these agreements 
continue on for up to twelve months after a Marketing Executive terminates its relationship 
with Melaleuca. 
Like Melaleuca, Defendant Max International is also a direct marketing company. 
Melaleuca alleges that eight of its former associates have left Melaleuca to join Max. 
Melaleuca alleges further that these eight associates have recruited or attempted to recruit 
current Marketing Executives away from the company in violation of their non-solicitation 
agreements. Max denies this assertion, and contends that it discouraged the solicitation 
of Melaleuca associates and even has gone so far as to take steps to prevent any future 
solicitation of Melaleuca's Marketing Executives. In addition to denying that it has solicited 
Melaleuca's Marketing Executives, Max also contends that a TRO is not the appropriate 
remedy against it, but rather, Melaleuca should enforce the injunctions it already has 
against others in state court against the respective persons. Furthermore, Max contends 
that Melaleuca can not meet its burden to obtain a TRO by demonstrating that it will suffer 
-2-
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irreparable harm. 
II. Discussion 
ll(a). Standard of Review 
"A temporary restraining order is designed to preserve the status quo until there is 
an opportunity to hold a hearing on the application for a preliminary injunction." Brown v. 
Jordan Intern., Inc. v. Mind's Eye, 236 F.Supp.2d 1152, 1154 (D. Haw. 2002). "The 
standard for issuing a temporary restraining order is identical to the standard for issuing 
a preliminary injunction." Id. "A plaintiff seeking a preliminary injunction must establish that 
he is likely to succeed on the merits, that his likely to suffer irreparable harm in the absence 
of the preliminary relief, that the balance of the equities tips in his favor, and that an 
injunction is in the public interest." Reed v. Town of Gilbert, Ariz., 587 F.3d 966, 973-74 
(9th Cir. 2009) (citing Winter v. Natural Res. Def Council, Inc., - - U.S. - -, 129 S. Ct. 365, 
374 (2008)). 
ll(b). Individual Factors 
1. Success on the Merits 
Melaleuca bases its claim against Max on several theories including tortious 
interference with its non-solicitation agreements. To succeed on a claim of tortious 
interference plaintiff must show that (1) there was a contract in existence; (2) the defendant 
knew of the contract; (3) the defendant intentionally interfered with the contract causing a 
breach, and (4) the plaintiff was injured as a result of the breach. See Magic Valley Truck 
-3-
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Brokers, Inc. v. Meyer, 133 Idaho 110, 116 (Id. Ct. App. 1999). The crux of the matter in 
this case as it pertains to the instant motion is whether the defendant intentionally 
interfered with the contract causing a breach of the non-solicitation agreements. Melaleuca 
contends that Max has enrolled eight of Melaleuca's previous associates in Max's 
associate membership in violation of non-solicitation agreements. Melaleuca also 
contends that Max encouraged these eight people to recruit Melaleuca's customers in 
violation of the non-solicitation agreements. 
Max, on the other hand, asserts its innocence and claims that at no time did it 
intentionally interfere with Melaleuca's non-solicitation agreements. In support of this 
contention, Max offers evidence that it expressly prohibited any Max employee from 
participating in a recruitment function scheduled for November 21, 2009. Max also asserts 
that Melaleuca has failed to proffer any evidence that supports their contention that Max 
intentionally interfered with its business and that individuals Melaleuca claims to be acting 
on behalf of Max are actually independent contractors for whom Max is not liable. Max 
contends additionally that the affidavit of Mr. Chandler contains inadmissible hearsay and 
as such the Court cannot rely on those statements as support for plaintiff's motion for TRO. 
The Court, however, finds that enough evidence has been offered to support a prima facie 
case of tortious interference against Max and that Max has failed to rebut this claim at this 
stage of the case. Accordingly, the Court finds that Melaleuca has demonstrated its 
likelihood to succeed on the merits. 
-4-
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2. Irreparable Harm 
Melaleuca contends that Max has and continues to recruit associates away from its 
operation in violation of non-solicitation agreements. Melaleuca further contends that 
absent a TRO, Max will continue its recruiting campaigns, eventually recruiting substantial 
numbers of associates and that its business will suffer irreparable injury in the form of lost 
revenue because of those recruiting actions. 
Max rebuts Melaleuca's contentions and asserts that it has not engaged in any 
recruiting activity against the plaintiff. Max asserts that even though it is not under a 
contractual obligation with Melaleuca, it has taken the extraordinary measure of ensuring 
that no Melaleuca associates are in attendance at Max recruiting events. Max also 
contends that Melaleuca has delayed seeking a TRO and therefore imputes a lack of 
urgency to Melaleuca. Max relies on the fact that Melaleuca waited twelve months to file 
its complaint in federal court. Finally, Max contends that any potential harm can be 
addressed by Melaleuca's already established remedies, i.e., enforcement of the state-
court TROs already in place against ex-Melaleuca Markering Executives. 
The Court finds that if the allegations against Max are true, and if Max is 
unrestrained and permitted to continue to recruit Melaleuca's associates, Melaleuca will 
suffer irreparable harm. Intrinsic to the success of the direct-marketing business model is 
the network of customers each Marketing Executive builds. Should Max be shown to have 
-5-
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recruited top-selling members of these networks, they will undoubtedly take the lower-level 
branches with them when they depart Melaleuca. This would have a devastating and 
irreparably harmful impact on Melaleuca. 
2. Balancing the Inequities 
In balancing the inequities, courts "must consider the competing claims of injury and 
must consider the effect on each party on granting or withholding of the requested relief. 
"Winter v. Natural Res. Def. Council, 129 S.ct. 365, 376-77 (2008). In its memorandum, 
Max contends that it will be significantly harmed if the TRO is granted but that it has not 
solicited Melaleuca's Marketing Executives. As noted above, Melaleuca contends that 
absent the injunction, it will suffer irreparable harm. Interestingly in this case, Max's 
contention that it is not recruiting Melaleuca's associates conflicts with its contention that 
it will be significantly harmed if an injunction is issued. This notion defies logic. Were 
Max's assertions that it is not recruiting Melaleuca's associates true, no harm can come 
from being enjoined from doing so in the near future. Accordingly, the Court finds the 
balance of inequities tips in favor of Melaleuca. 
3. Public Interest 
"In exercising their sound discretion, courts of equity should pay particular regard 
for the public consequences in employing the extraordinary remedy of injunction." Johnson 
v. Couturier, 572 F.3d 1067, 1082 (9th Cir. 2009) (quoting Winter, 129 S.Ct. at 376-77). 
Melaleuca asserts that the public has a strong interest "protecting the integrity of 
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contractual obligations ... " Pl.s' Mem. In Support of TRO and Prelim. lnjunct. at 8. In 
response, Max seems to contend that if the TRO is granted, thousand of its customers who 
are members of the public, will be harmed. The Court finds, however, that any harm to 
Max's customers incurred from being enjoined from not recruiting Melaleuca's associates 
in violation of its non-solicitation agreements are heavily outweighed by the public's interest 
in the strength and validity of contract. Accordingly, the public interest is served in this 
case more by granting the TRO than by denying the TRO. 
Ill. Conclusion 
The Court finds that the plaintiff has met its burden for a TRO and preliminary 
injunction by demonstrating the likelihood that it will succeed on the merits, the 
irreparable harm it will incur, and that the balance of the inequities and the public 
interest tip sharply in its favor. Accordingly, Plaintiff's Motion for TRO and Preliminary 
Injunction is hereby Granted. Furthermore, Defendant Max International is hereby 
ENJOINED from accepting as Max business associates, former Marketing Executives 
of Melaleuca who are in the downlines of any current Max associate who is currently or 
has been in the last twelve months a Melaleuca Marketing Executive. It is further 
ORDERED that for any Max business associate proposed to be accepted in the 
downlines of Rick or Natalie Foeller, Gwen or Ledell Miles, Chuck or Cheryl Alimena, 
and Raymond and Laurie Agren, Defendant Max shall obtain a certification from that 
proposed business associate stating the associate has not been a Melaleuca Marketing 
-7-
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Executive in the previous twelve months and was not solicited directly or indirectly by 
any of the above named individuals or by any other person who has been a Melaleuca 
Marketing Executive with the previous twelve-month period. 
DATED this 7th day of January, 2010. 
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These Policies and Procedures, in their present form and as amended at the sole discretion of Max, Inc. (hereafter "Max" 
or the "Company"), are incorporated into, and form an integral part of, the Max Associate Agreement. Throughout these 
Policies, when the term "Agreement" is used, it collectively refers to the Max Associate Application and Agreement, 
these Policies and Procedures, the Max Marketing and Compensation Plan, and the Max Business Entity Application (if 
applicable). These documents are incorporated by reference into the Max Associate Agreement (all in their current form 
and as amended by Max). It is the responsibility of each Associate to read, understand, adhere to, and ensure that he 
or she is aware of and operating under the most current version of these Policies and Procedures. When sponsoring 
or enrolling a new Associate, it is the responsibility of the sponsoring Associate to ensure that the applicant is provided 
with, or has online access to, the most current version of these Policies and Procedures and the Max Marketing and 
Compensation Plan prior to his or her execution of the Associate Agreement. 
1.2 - Purpose of Policies 
Max is a direct sales company that markets its products through Independent Associates. It is important to understand 
that your success and the success of your fellow Associates depends on the integrity of the men and women who market 
our products and services. To clearly define the relationship that exists between Associates and Max, and to explicitly set 
a standard for acceptable business conduct, Max has established the Agreement. 
Max Associates are required to comply with all of the Terms and Conditions set forth in the Agreement, as well as all 
federal , state, and local laws governing their Max business and their conduct. Because you may be unfamiliar with 
many of these standards of practice, it is very important that you read and abide by the Agreement. Please review the 
information in this manual carefully. It explains and governs the relationship between you, as an independent contractor 
and the Company. If you have any questions regarding any policy or rule, do not hesitate to seek an answer from Max. 
1.3 - Changes to the Agreement 
Because federal, state, and local laws, as well as the business environment, periodically change, Max reserves the 
right to amend the Agreement and its prices in its sole and absolute discretion. By signing the Associate Agreement, 
an Associate agrees to abide by all amendments or modifications that Max elects to make. Amendments shall be 
effective 30 days after publication of notice that the Agreement has been modified. Notification of amendments shall be 
published by one or more of the following methods: (1) posting on the Company's official web site; (2) electronic mail 
(e-mail); (3) inclusion in Company periodicals; (4) inclusion in product orders or bonus checks; or (5) special mailings. 
The continuation of an Associate's Max business or an Associate's acceptance of bonuses or commissions constitutes 
acceptance of any and all amendments. 
1.4- Delays 
Max shall not be responsible for delays or failures in performance of its obligations when performance is made 
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commercially impracticable due to circumstances beyond its reasonable control. This includes, without limitation, strikes, 
labor difficulties, riot, war, fire, death, curtailment of a party's source of supply, or government decrees or orders. 
1.5 - Policies and Provisions Severable 
If any provision of the Agreement, in its current form or as may be amended, is found to be invalid, or unenforceable for 
any reason, only the invalid portion(s) of the provision shall be severed and the remaining terms and provisions shall 
remain in full force and effect. The severed provision, or portion thereof, shall be reformed to reflect the purpose of the 
provision as closely as possible. 
1.6 - Waiver 
The Company never gives up its right to insist on compliance with the Agreement and with the applicable laws governing 
the conduct of a business. No failure of Max to exercise any right or power under the Agreement or to insist upon strict 
compliance by an Associate with any obligation or provision of the Agreement, and no custom or practice of the parties 
at variance with the terms of the Agreement, shall constitute a waiver of Max's right to demand exact compliance with 
the Agreement. Waiver by Max can be effectuated only in writing by an authorized officer of the Company. Max's waiver 
of any particular breach by an Associate shall not affect or impair Max's rights with respect to any subsequent breach. 
nor shall it affect in any way the rights or obligations of any other Associate. Nor shall any delay or omission by Max to 
exercise any right arising from a breach affect or impair Max's rights as to that or any subsequent breach. 
The existence of any claim or cause of action of an Associate against Max shall not constitute a defense to Max's 
enforcement of any term or provision of the Agreement. 
SECTION 2 - BECOMING A DISTRIBUTOR 
2.1 - Requirements to Become an Associate 
To become a Max Associate, each applicant must: 
Be of the age of majority in his or her state of residence; 
Reside in the United States or U.S. Territories or country that Max has officially announced is open for business; 
Have a valid Social Security or Federal Tax ID number; 
Purchase a Max Starter Kit (optional in North Dakota); 
Submit a properly completed Associate Application and Agreement to Max either in hard copy or online format; 
Associates enrolling as a business entity must complete and submit a business entity Application and Agreement. 
2.2 • Starter Kit and Product Purchases 
No person is required to purchase Max products to become an Associate. In order to familiarize new Associates with Max 
products, services, sales techniques, sales aids, and other matters, the Company requires that they purchase a Starter 
Kit (optional in North Dakota). Max will repurchase resalable kits from any Associate who terminates his or her Associate 
Agreement pursuant to the terms of Section 7.4. 
2.3 - Associate Benefits 
Once an Associate Application and Agreement has been accepted by Max, the benefits of the Marketing and 
Compensation Plan and the Associate Agreement are available to the new Associate. These benefits include the right to: 
Sell Max products and services; 
Participate in the Max Marketing and Compensation Plan (receive bonuses and commissions, if eligible); 
Sponsor other individuals as Customers or Associates into the Max business and thereby, build a marketing 
organization and progress through the Max Marketing and Compensation Plan; 
Receive periodic Max literature and other Max communications; 
Participate in Max-sponsored support, service, training, motivational and recognition functions. upon payment of 
appropriate charges, if applicable; and; 
Participate in promotional and incentive contests and programs sponsored by Max for its Associates. 
2.4 -Term and Renewal of Your Max Business 
The term of the Associate Agreement is one year from the date of its acceptance by Max (subject to reclassification for 
inactivity after six months pursuant to Section 10.2.) Associates must renew their Associate Agreement each year by 




fee is not paid within 30 days after the expiration of the current term of the Associate Agreement, the Associate Agreement 
will be canceled. Associates may elect to utilize the Automatic Renewal Program ("ARP"} . Under the ARP, the renewal fee 
will be charged to the Associate's credit card on file with the Company. 
SECTION 3 -OPERATING A MAX BUSINESS 
3.1 ·Adherence to the Max Marketing and Compensation Plan 
Associates must adhere to the terms of the Max Marketing and Compensation Plan as set forth in official Max literature. 
Associates shall not offer the Max opportunity through, or in combination with, any other system, program, or method of 
marketing other than that specifically set forth in official Max literature. Associates shall not require or encourage other 
current or prospective Customers or Associates to participate in Max in any manner that varies from the program as 
set forth in official Max literature. Associates shall not require or encourage other current or prospective Customers or 
Associates to execute any agreement or contract other than official Max agreements and contracts in order to become 
a Max Associate. Similarly, Associates shall not require or encourage other current or prospective Customers or 
Associates to make any purchase from, or payment to, any individual or other entity to participate in the Max Marketing 
and Compensation Plan other than those purchases or payments identified as recommended or required in official Max 
literature. 
3.2 - Advertising 
3 .2. 1 - General 
All Associates shall safeguard and promote the good reputation of Max and its products. The marketing and promotion 
of Max, the Max opportunity, the Marketing and Compensation Plan, and Max products shall be consistent with the public 
interest, and must avoid all discourteous, deceptive, misleading, unethical or immoral conduct or practices . 
To promote both the products and services, and the tremendous opportunity Max offers, Associates must use the sales 
tools and support materials produced by Max. Max has carefully designed its products, product labels, Marketing and 
Compensation Plan, and promotional materials to ensure that each aspect of Max is fair, truthful, substantiated . and 
complies with the vast and complex legal requirements of federal and state laws. If Max Associates develop their own 
sales tools and promotional materials, or to promote Max's products or the Max opportunity on blog sites, social networks, 
or other forums, notwithstanding their integrity and good intentions, there is a considerable likelihood that they would 
unintentionally violate any number of statutes or regulations affecting a Max business. These violations, although they 
may be relatively few in number, would jeopardize the Max opportunity for all Associates. Accordingly, Associates must 
not produce their own literature, advertisements, sales tools and promotional materials, or Internet web pages. 
3 .2.2 -Associate Web Sites 
If an Associate desires to utilize an Internet web page to promote his or her business. he or she must use an official 
Max replicated website. No websites other than Max provided replicated websites are permitted . Team Sites used for 
information and training are exempt. 
3 .2. 3 - Online Auctions and other Online Forums 
Associates may not sell Max's products through online auction, barter, or brokerage sites, including but not limited to 
Craig's List and ebay. 
3.2.4 - Domain Names 
Associates may not use or attempt to register any of Max's trade names, trademarks, service names, service marks, 
product names, the Company's name, or any derivative thereof, for any Internet domain name, URL or email address. 
3.2.5 - Trademarks and Copyrights 
Max will not allow the use of its trade names, trademarks, designs. or symbols by any person, including Max Associates, 
without its prior, written permission . Associates may not produce for sale or distribution any recorded Company events 
and speeches without written permission from Max nor may Associates reproduce for sale or for personal use any 
recording of Company-produced audio or video tape presentations. 
3.2.6 - Media and Media Inquiries 
Associates must not attempt to respond to media inquiries regarding Max, its products or services, or their independent Max 
business. All inquiries by any type of media must be immediately referred to Max's Compliance Department. This policy is 




3.2.7 ·Unsolicited Email 
Max does not permit Associates to send unsolicited commercial emails unless such emails strictly comply with applicable 
laws and regulations including, without limitation, the federal CAN SPAM Act. Any email sent by an Associate that 
promotes Max, the Max opportunity, or Max products and services must comply with the following : 
i. There must be a functioning return email address to the sender. 
ii. There must be a notice in the email that advises the recipient that he or she may reply to the email , via the functioning 
return email address, to request that future email solicitations or correspondence not be sent to him or her 
(a functioning "opt-out" notice) . 
iii. The email must include the Associate's physical mailing address. 
iv. The email must clearly and conspicuously disclose that the message is an advertisement or solicitation. 
v. The use of deceptive subject lines and/or false header information is prohibited. 
vi. AH opt-out requests, whether received by email or regular mail, must be honored. If an Associate receives an opt-out 
request from a recipient of an email, the Associate must forward the opt-out request to the Company. 
Max may periodically send commercial emails on behalf of Associates. By entering into the Associate Agreement, 
Associate agrees that the Company may send such emails and that the Associate's physical and email addresses will be 
included in such emails as outlined above. Associates shall honor opt-out requests generated as a result of such emails 
sent by the Company. 
3.2.8 - Unsolicited Faxes 
Except as provided in this section , Associates may not use or transmit unsolicited faxes or use an automatic telephone 
dialing system relative to the operation of their Max businesses. The term "automatic telephone dialing system" means 
equipment which has the capacity to: (a) store or produce telephone numbers to be called, using a random or sequential 
number generator; and (b) to dial such numbers. The terms ·unsolicited faxes" means the transmission via telephone 
facsimile of any material or information advertising or promoting Max, its products, its compensation plan or any other 
aspect of the company which is transmitted to any person, except that these terms do not include a fax or e-mail: (a) to 
any person with that person's prior express invitation or permission : or (b) to any person with whom the Associate has an 
established business or personal relationship. The term "established business or personal relationship" means a prior or 
existing relationship formed by a voluntary two way communication between an Associate and a person, on the basis of: 
(a) an inquiry, application, purchase or transaction by the person regarding products offered by such Associate; or (b) a 
personal or familial relationship, which relationship has not been previously terminated by either party. 
3.2. 9 - Business Cards, Telephone Book Listings 
The name of Max and other names as may be adopted by Max are proprietary trade names, trademarks and service 
marks of Max. As such, these marks are of great value to Max and are supplied to Associates for their use only in an 
expressly authorized manner. Use of Max name on any item not produced by the Company is prohibited except as 
follows: 
Associate's Name 
Independent MAX Associate 
All Associates may list themselves as an "Independent Max Associate" in the white or yellow pages of the telephone 
directory under their own name. No Associate may place telephone directory display ads using Max's name or logo. 
Associates may not answer the telephone by saying "Max". "Max Incorporated", or in any other manner that would lead 
the caller to believe that he or she has reached corporate offices of Max. 
3.3 - Bonus Buying Prohibited 
Bonus buying is strictly and absolutely prohibited. "Bonus buying" includes: (a) the enrollment of individuals or entities 
without the knowledge of and/or execution of an Independent Associate Application and Agreement by such individuals 
or entities; (b) the fraudulent enrollment of an individual or entity as an Associate or Customer; {c) the enrollment or 
attempted enrollment of non-existent individuals or entities as Associates or Customers ("phantoms"); (d) Purchasing Max 
products or services on behalf of another Associate or Customer, or under another Associate's or Customer's l.D. number, 
to qualify for commissions or bonuses; (e) purchasing excessive amounts of goods or services that cannot reasonably be 
used or resold in a month; and/or (f) any other mechanism or artifice to qualify for rank advancement, incentives, prizes, 
commissions or bonuses that is not driven by bona fide product or service purchases by end user consumers. 
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3.4 • Business Entitles 
A corporation, partnership or trust (collectively referred to in this section as a "Business Entity") may apply to be a Max 
Associate by subm~tting a properly completed Business Entity Application and Agreement. Business Entity Applications 
must be submitted in hard copy and must bear the original signature of all partners, members, shareholders, or other 
individuals with any ownership interest in the Max business; business entities may not enroll entirely online. A Max 
business may change its status under the same sponsor from an individual to a partnership, corporation or trust, or from 
one type of entity to another. There is a $25.00 fee for each change requested, which must be included with the written 
request and the completed Associate Application and Agreement. The Business Entity Registration form must be signed 
by all of the shareholders, partners or trustees. Members of the entity are jointly and severally liable for any indebtedness 
or other obligation to Max. 
To prevent the circumvention of Section 3.26 (regarding transfers and assignments of Max business), if an additional 
partner, shareholder, member, or other business entity affiliate is added to a business entity, the original applicant must 
remain as a party to the original Associate Application and Agreement. If the original Associate wants to terminate his or 
her relationship with the Company, he or she must transfer or assign his or her business in accordance with Section 3.26. 
If this process is not followed, the business shall be canceled upon the withdrawal of the original Associate. All bonus 
and commission checks will be sent to the address of record of the original Associate. Please note that the modifications 
permitted within the scope of this paragraph do not include a change of sponsorship. Changes of sponsorship are 
addressed in Section 3.5 below. There is a $25.00 fee for each change requested, which must be included with the 
written request and the completed Associate Application and Agreement. Max may, at its discretion, require notarized 
documents before implementing any changes to a Max business. Please allow thirty (30) days after the receipt of the 
request by Max for processing. 
3.4.1 - Changes to a Business Entity 
Each Associate must immediately notify Max of all changes to type of business entity they utilize in operating their 
businesses and the addition or removal of business associates. Changes shall be processed only once per year. All 
changes must be submitted by November 30 to become effective on January 1 of the following year. 
3.5 - Change of Sponsor 
To protect the integrity of all marketing organizations and safeguard the hard work of all Associates, Max strongly 
discourages changes in sponsorship. Maintaining the integrity of sponsorship is critical for the success of every Associate 
and marketing organization. Accordingly, the transfer of a Max business from one sponsor to another is rarely permitted. 
Requests for change of sponsorship must be submitted in writing to the Associate Services Department, and must include 
the reason for the transfer. Transfers will only be considered in the following three circumstances: 
3.5.1 - Misplacement 
In cases in which the new Associate is sponsored by someone other than the individual he or she was led to believe 
would be his or her Sponsor, an Associate may request that he or she be transferred to another organization with his or 
her entire marketing organization Intact. Requests for transfer under this policy will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis 
and must be made by 5:00 pm, Mountain Time, on or before the third business day following the date of the application. 
The request must be submitted to Max on the 72-Hour Correction Request Form, available at www.maxgxl.com/forms. 
The Associate requesting the change has the burden of proving that he or she was placed beneath the wrong sponsor. It 
is up to Max's discretion whether the requested change will be implemented. 
3.5.2 ·Cancellation and Re-Application 
An Associate may legitimately change organizations by voluntarily canceling his or her Max business and remaining 
inactive (i.e., no purchases of Max products for resale, no sales of Max products, no sponsoring, no attendance at any 
Max functions, participation in any other form of Associate activity, or operation of any other Max business) for six (6) full 
calendar months. Following the six month period of inactivity, the former Associate may reapply under a new sponsor, 
however, the former Associate's downline will remain in their original line of sponsorship. 
3.5.3 • Waiver of Claims for Unauthorized Organization Changes 
In cases wherein the appropriate sponsorship change procedures have not been followed, and a downline organization 
has been developed in the second business developed by an Associate, Max reserves the sole and exclusive right to 




that has developed under an organization that has improperly switched sponsors is often extremely difficult. Therefore, 
ASSOCIATES WAIVE ANY AND ALL CLAIMS AGAINST MAX, ITS OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, OWNERS. AGENTS 
AND EMPLOYEES THAT RELATE TO OR ARISE FROM MAX's DECISION REGARDING THE DISPOSITION OF ANY 
DOWNLINE ORGANIZATION THAT DEVELOPS BELOW AN ORGANIZATION THAT HAS IMPROPERLY CHANGED 
LINES OF SPONSORSHIP. 
3.6 - Unauthorized Claims and Action 
3.6.1 - Indemnification 
An Associate is fully responsible for all of his or her verbal and written statements made regarding Max products, services, 
and the Marketing and Compensation Plan which are not expressly contained in official Max materials. Associates agree 
to indemnify Max and Max's directors, officers, employees, and agents. and hold them harmless from any and all liability 
including judgments, civil penalties, refunds, attorney fees, court costs, or Jost business incurred by Max as a result of 
the Associate's unauthorized representations or actions. This provision shall survive the termination of the Associate 
Agreement. 
3 .6.2 - Product Claims 
No claims (which include personal testimonials) as to therapeutic, curative or beneficial properties of any products 
offered by Max may be made except those contained in official Max literature. In particular, no Associate may make 
any claim that Max products are useful in the cure, treatment, diagnosis, mitigation or prevention of any diseases. Such 
statements can be perceived as medical or drug claims. Not only so such claims violate Max policies, but they potentially 
violate federal and state laws and regulations, including the federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and Federal Trade 
Commission Act. 
3.6.3 - Income Claims 
In their enthusiasm to enroll prospective Associates, some Associates are occasionally tempted to make income claims 
or earnings representations to demonstrate the inherent power of network marketing. This is counterproductive because 
new Associates may become disappointed very quickly if their results are not as extensive or as rapid as the results 
others have achieved. At Max, we firmly believe that the Max income potential is great enough to be highly attractive, 
without reporting the earnings of others. 
Moreover, the Federal Trade Commission and several states have laws or regulations that regulate or even prohibit 
certain types of income claims and testimonials made by persons engaged in network marketing. While Associates may 
believe it beneficial to provide copies of checks, or to disclose the earnings of themselves or others, such approaches 
have legal consequences that can negatively impact Max as well as the Associate making the claim unless appropriate 
disclosures required by law are also made contemporaneously with the income claim or earnings representation. 
Because Max Associates do not have the data necessary to comply with the legal requirements for making income claims, 
an Associate, when presenting or discussing the Max opportunity or Marketing and Compensation Plan to a prospective 
Associate, may not make income projections, income claims, or disclose his or her Max income (including the showing of 
checks, copies of checks, bank statements, or tax records). 
3. 7 • Commercial Outlets 
Associates may not sell Max products from a commercial outlet, nor may Associates display or sell Max products in any 
retail or service establishments where competitive products are displayed or sold. 
3.8 - Trade Shows, Expositions and Other Sales Forums 
Associates may display and/or sell Max products at trade shows and professional expositions. Before submitting a 
deposit to the event promoter, Associates must contact the Associate Services department in writing for conditional 
approval, as Max's policy is to authorize only one Max business per event. Final approval will be granted to the first 
Associate who submits an official advertisement of the event, a copy of the contract signed by both the Associate and 
the event official, and a receipt indicating that a deposit for the booth has been paid. Approval is given only for the event 
specified. Any requests to participate in future events must again be submitted to the Associate Services Department. 
Max further reserves the right to refuse authorization to participate at any function which it does not deem a suitable forum 
for the promotion of its products, services, or the Max opportunity. Approval will not be given for swap meets, garage 
sales, flea markets or farmer's markets as these events are not conducive to the professional image Max wishes to 
portray. 
3.9 - Conflicts of Interest 
3.9.1 - Nonsolicitation 
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Max Associates are free to participate in other multilevel or network marketing business ventures or marketing 
opportunities (collectively "network marketing"). However, during the term of this Agreement, Associates may not directly 
or indirectly recruit other Max Associates or Customers for any other network marketing business. 
Fallowing the cancellation of an Associate's Independent Associate Agreement, and for a period of six calendar months 
thereafter, with the exception of those Associates who are personally sponsored by the former Associate, a former 
Associate may not Recruit any Max Associate or Customer for another network marketing business. Associates and the 
Company recognize that because network marketing is conducted through networks of independent contractors dispersed 
across the entire United States and internationally, and business is commonly conducted via the internet and telephone, 
an effort to narrowly limit the geographic scope of this non-solicitation provision would render it wholly ineffective. 
Therefore, Associates and Max agree that this non-solicitation provision shall apply to all markets in which Max conducts 
business. 
The term "Recruit" means the actual or attempted sponsorship, solicitation, enrollment. encouragement, or effort to 
influence in any other way, either directly, indirectly, or through a third party, another v Associate or Customer to enroll or 
participate in another multilevel marketing, network marketing or direct sales opportunity. 
3 .9.2 - Sale of Competing Goods or Services 
Associates must not sell, or attempt to sell, any competing non-Max programs. products or services to Max Customers or 
Associates. Any program, product or services in the same generic categories as Max products or services is deemed to 
be competing, regardless of differences in cost, quality or other distinguishing factors. 
3.9.3 - Associate Participation in Other Direct Selling Programs 
If an Associate is engaged in other non-Max direct selling programs, it is the responsibility of the Associate to ensure that 
his or her Max business is operated entirely separate and apart from any other program. To this end, the following must 
be adhered to: 
Associates shall not display Max promotional material , sales aids, products or services with or in the same location 
as, any non-Max promotional material or sales aids, products or services. 
Associates shall not offer the Max opportunity, products or services to prospective or existing Customers or 
Associates in conjunction with any non-Max program. opportunity, product or service. 
Associates may not offer any non-Max opportunity, products, services or opportunity at any Max-related meeting, 
seminar or convention, or within two hours and a five mile radius of the Max event. If the Max meeting is held 
telephonically or on the internet, any non-Max meeting must be at least two hours before or after the Max meeting, 
and on a different conference telephone number or internet web address from the Max meeting. 
Max Associates cannot serve as a supplier, vendor or consultant for goods and services to Max International. 
Max Associates understand that Max Corporate decisions will be made by majority and no one owner or manager can 
make policy decisions or approval. Associates will not solicit one or more corporate officers or managers for special 
favors or exceptions. 
3 .9.4 - OownlineActivity (Genealogy) Reports 
Max may, in its discretion, provide Associates with a downline genealogy report in conjunction with an Associate's 
replicated website. Access to a genealogy report is a privilege, and not a right. Max reserves the right to deny Associates' 
access to a genealogy report at its sole discretion. 
All Downline Activity Reports and the information contained therein are confidential and constitute proprietary information 
and business trade secrets belonging to Max. Downline Activity Reports are provided to Associates in strictest confidence 
and are made available to Associates for the sole purpose of assisting Associates in working with their respective 
Down line Organizations in the development of their Max business. Associates should use their Downline Activity Reports 
to assist, motivate, and train their downline Associates. The Associate and Max agree that, but for this agreement of 
confidentiality and nondisclosure, Max would not provide Downline Activity Reports to the Associate. Therefore, if a 
Downline Activity Report is provided to an Associate, the Associate shall not, on his or her own behalf, or on behalf of any 
other person, partnership, association, corporation or other entity: 
Directly or indirectly disclose any information contained in any Downline Activity Report to any third party; 
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Directly or indirectly disclose the password or other access code to his or her Downline Activity Report; 
Use the information to compete with Max or for any purpose other than promoting his or her Max business; 
Recruit or solicit any Associate or Customer of Max listed on any report , or in any manner attempt to influence or 
induce any Associate or Customer of Max, to alter their business relationship with Max; or 
Use or disclose to any person, partnership, association, corporation. or other entity any information contained in any 
Downline Activity Report. 
Upon demand by the Company, any current or former Associate will return the original and all copies of Downline 
Activity Reports to the Company. 
3.10 - Targeting Other Direct Sellers 
Max does not condone Associates specifically or consciously targeting the sales force of another direct sales company 
to sell Max products or to become Associates for Max, nor does Max condone Associates solicitation or enticement of 
members of the sales force of another direct sales company to violate the terms of their contract with such other company. 
Should Associates engage in such activity, they bear the risk of being sued by the other direct sales company. If any 
lawsuit, arbitration or mediation is brought against an Associate alleging that he or she engaged in inappropriate recruiting 
activity of its sales force or customers, Max will not pay any of Associate's defense costs or legal fees, nor will Max 
indemnify the Associate for any judgment, award, or settlement. 
3.11 - Cross-Sponsoring 
Actual or attempted cross sponsoring is strictly prohibited. "Cross sponsoring" is defined as the enrollment of an individual 
who or entity that already has a current Customer or Associate Agreement on file with Max, or who has had such an 
agreement within the preceding six calendar months, within a different line of sponsorship. The use of a spouse's or 
relative's name, trade names, DBAs, assumed names, corporations, partnerships, trusts, federal ID numbers, fictitious ID 
numbers, any straw-man or other artifice to circumvent this policy is prohibited . Associates shall not demean, discredit or 
defame other Max Associates in an attempt to entice another Associate to become part of the first Associate 's marketing 
organization. This policy shall not prohibit the transfer of a MAX business in accordance with Section 3.5. 
If Cross Sponsoring is discovered , it must be brought to the Company's attention immediately. Max may take disciplinary 
action against the Associate that changed organizations and/or those Associates who encouraged or participated in the 
Cross Sponsoring. Max may also move all or part of the offending Associate's downline to his or her original downline 
organization if the Company deems it equitable and feasible to do so. However, Max is under no obligation to move 
the Cross Sponsored Associate's downline organization, and the ultimate disposition of the organization remains 
w ithin the sole discretion of Max. Associates waive all claims and causes of action against Max, its officers, directors, 
owners, agents, and employees arising from or relating to the disposition of the Cross Sponsored Associate 's downline 
organization . 
3.12 - Errors or Questions 
If an Associate has questions about or believes any errors have been made regarding commissions, bonuses, Downline 
Activity Reports, or charges, the Associate must notify Max in writing within 60 days of the date of the purported error 
or incident in question. Max will not be responsible for any errors, omissions or problems not reported to the Company 
within 60 days. 
3.13 - Governmental Approval or Endorsement 
Neither federal nor state regulatory agencies or officials approve or endorse any direct selling or network marketing 
companies or programs. Therefore, Associates shall not represent or imply that Max or its Marketing and Compensation 
Plan have been "approved," "endorsed" or otherwise sanctioned by any government agency. 
3.14 - Holding Applications or Orders 
Associates must not manipulate enrollments of new applicants and purchases of products. All Associate Applications and 
Agreements, and product orders must be sent to Max within 72 hours from the time they are signed by an Associate or 
placed by a customer, respectively. 
3.15 - Identification 
All Associates are required to provide their Social Security Number, or a Federal Employer Identification Number to Max 
on the Associate Application and Agreement. Upon enrollment, the Company will provide a unique Associate Identification 
Number to the Associate by which he or she will be identified. This number will be used to place orders, and track 
commissions and bonuses. 
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3.16 - Income Taxes 
Each Associate is responsible for paying local, state, and federal taxes on any income generated as an Independent 
Associate. If a Max business is tax exempt, the Federal tax identification number must be provided to Max. Every year, 
Max will provide an IRS Form 1099 MISC (Non-employee Compensation) earnings statement to each U.S. resident who: 
1) Had earnings of over $600 in the previous calendar year; or 2) Made purchases during the previous calendar year in 
excess of $5,000. Max reserves the right to make appropriate withholdings from any Associate's income if they provide an 
inaccurate social security number or Federal Tax Identification number. 
3.16.1 - Non-U.S. Citizens Associates 
If an Associate is not a United States citizen, the Associate must submit a form W8-BIN. Otherwise Max will withhold the 
maximum amount allowed under the Internal Revenue Code or IRS Regulation. 
3.17 - Independent Contractor Status 
Associates are independent contractors, and are not purchasers of a franchise or a business opportunity. The agreement 
between Max and its Associates does not create an employer/employee relationship, agency, partnership, or joint venture 
between the Company and the Associate. Associates shall not be treated as an employee for his or her services or for 
Federal or State tax purposes. All Associates are responsible for paying local, state, and federal taxes due from all 
compensation earned as an Associate of the Company. The Associate has no authority (expressed or implied), to bind 
the Company to any obligation. Each Associate shall establish his or her own goals, hours, and methods of sale, so long 
as he or she complies with the terms of the Associate Agreement, these Policies and Procedures, and applicable laws. 
3.18 - Insurance 
You may wish to arrange insurance coverage for your business. Your homeowner's insurance policy does not cover 
business-related injuries, or the theft of or damage to inventory or business equipment. Contact your insurance agent to 
make certain that your business property is protected. This can often be accomplished with a simple "Business Pursuit" 
endorsement attached to your present home owner's policy. 
3.19 - International Marketing 
Max has published or will publish a policy manual for each country In which it conducts or will conduct business. 
Associates operating outside of the United States must comply with the policies of each country in which they operate. 
Copies of the international policy manuals are or will be available at www.maxgxl.com. 
3.20 - Inventory Loading 
Associates must never purchase more products than they can reasonably use or sell to retail customers in a month, and 
must not influence or attempt to influence any other Associate to buy more products than they can reasonably use or sell 
to retail customers in a month. 
3.21 - Adherence to Laws and Ordinances 
Associates shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws and regulations in the conduct of their businesses. Many 
cities and counties have laws regulating certain home-based businesses. In most cases these ordinances are not 
applicable to Associates because of the nature of their business. However, Associates must obey those laws that do 
apply to them. If a city or county official tells an Associate that an ordinance applies to him or her, the Associate shall be 
polite and cooperative, and immediately send a copy of the ordinance to the Compliance Department of Max. In most 
cases there are exceptions to the ordinance that may apply to Max Associates. 
3.22 - Minors 
A person who is recognized as a minor in his/her state of residence may not be a Max Associate. Associates shall not 
enroll or recruit minors into the Max program. 
3.23 - One Max Business per Associate and per Household 
An Associate may operate or have an ownership interest, legal or equitable, as a sole proprietorship, partner, shareholder, 
trustee, or beneficiary, in only one Max business. No individual may have, operate or receive compensation from more 
than one Max business. Individuals of the same family unit may not enter into or have an interest in more than one Max 
Business. A "family unit" is defined as spouses and dependent children living at or doing business at the same address. 
In order to maintain the integrity of the Max Marketing and Compensation Plan, husbands and wives or common-law 
couples (collectively "spouses") who wish to become Max Associates must be jointly sponsored as one Max business. 
Spouses, regardless of whether one or both are signatories to the Associate Application and Agreement, may not own 
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or operate any other Max business, either individually or jointly, nor may they participate directly or indirectly {as a 
shareholder, partner, trustee, trust beneficiary, or any other legal or equitable ownership) in the ownership or management 
of another Max business in any form. 
'."n exception to the one business per Associate rule will be considered on a case by case basis if two Associates marry or 
m cases of an Associate receiving an interest in another business through inheritance. Requests for exceptions to policy 
must be submitted in writing to the Compliance Department. 
3.23.1 - Spouses With Separate Businesses Pre-Dating March 1, 2009 
Spouses that each owned a Max business prior to March 1, 2009 may retain their separate businesses. Notwithstanding 
this exemption. spouses may have a shared or joint interest in only one MAX business. 
3.23.2 -Adult Children in the Household 
The children of an Associate who have reached the age of 18 and who reside in the household of an Associate may have 
their own business. However, such child must be the bona fide owner and operator of the business, and all orders and 
fees must be paid through a credit card that is in the name of the child . 
3.24 ·Actions of Household Members or Affiliated Individuals 
If any member of an Associate's immediate household engages in any activity which, if performed by the Associate. 
would violate any provision of the Agreement, such activity will be deemed a violation by the Associate and Max may 
take disciplinary action pursuant to the Statement of Policies against the Associate. Similarly, if any individual associated 
in any way with a corporation, partnership, trust or other business entity (collectively "affiliated individual") violates the 
Agreement, such action(s) will be deemed a violation by the business entity, and Max may take disciplinary action against 
the entity. Likewise, if an Associate enrolls in Max as a business entity, each shareholder, officer, member, partner, or 
other individual or entity with an ownership interest or management responsibility in the independent business shall be 
personally and individually bound to. and must comply with, the terms and conditions of the Agreement, and Max may 
take disciplinary action jointly and severally against each such individual with an ownership interest. 
3.25 • Requests for Records 
Any request from an Associate for copies of invoices, applications, downline activity reports , or other records will require 
a fee of $1 .00 per page per copy. This fee covers the expense of mailing and time required to research files and make 
copies of the records. 
3.26 - Sale, Transfer, Assignment or Alteration of Ownership Interest of Max Business 
Although a Max business is a privately owned. independently operated business, the sale, transfer, assignment, or 
alteration of ownership interest {e.g. adding a partner) of a Max business is subject to certain limitations. If an Associate 
wishes to sell his or her Max business, the following criteria must be met: 
Protection of the existing line of sponsorship must always be maintained so that the Max business continues to be 
operated in that line of sponsorship. 
The buyer or transferee must become a qualified Max Associate. If the buyer is an active Max Associate, he or she 
must first terminate his or her Max business before acquiring any interest in a different Max business. 
Before the sale, transfer or assignment can be finalized and approved by Max, any debt obligations the selling 
Associate has with Max must be satisfied. 
The selling Associate must be in good standing and not in violation of any of the terms of the Agreement in order to be 
eligible to sell, transfer or assign a Max business. 
A Max business can be sold as long as the following criteria are met: 
a. Max business must be at a silver or higher rank for three consecutive months immediately prior to the sale. 
b. The Max business for sale cannot have a qualified Gold or higher executive in the downline enrollment tree. 
While Max will not withhold approval of sale or transfer unreasonably, Max reserves the right to prevent such sale if 
sale imperils Max business and/or to negotiate transfer or sale of Associate's position to Max itself. 
Prior to selling a Max business, the selling Associate must notify Max's Associate Services Department of his or her 
intent to sell the Max business. No changes in line of sponsorship can result from the sale or transfer of a Max 
business. An Associate may not sell, transfer or assign individual business centers ; if a business is sold, transferred 
or assigned, all business centers must be included in the transaction . The selling Associate must submit a properly 




3.27 • Separation of a Max Business 
Max Ass.ociates sometimes operate their Max businesses as husband-wife partnerships, regular partnerships, 
corporatr?~s. or trusts. ~t such time as a marriage may end in divorce or a corporation. partnership or trust (the latter 
three ent1t1es are collectively referred to herein as "entities") may dissolve, arrangements must be made to assure that 
any separation or division of the business is accomplished so as not to adversely affect the interests and income of other 
businesses up or down the line of sponsorship. If the separating parties fail to provide for the best interests of other 
Associates and the Company in a timely fashion, Max will involuntarily terminate the Associate Agreement. 
During the divorce or entity dissolution process. the parties must adopt one of the following methods of operation: 
3.27.1 - One of the parties may, with consent of the other(s), operate the Max business pursuant to an assignment in 
writing whereby the relinquishing spouse. shareholders, partners or trustees authorize Max to deal directly and solely with 
the other spouse or non-relinquishing shareholder, partner or trustee. 
3.27.2 - The parties may continue to operate the Max business jointly on a "business-as-usual" basis, whereupon all 
compensation paid by Max will be paid according to the status quo as it existed prior to the divorce filing or dissolution 
proceedings. This is the default procedure if the parties do not agree on the format set forth above. 
Under no circumstances will the Downline Organization of divorcing spouses or a dissolving business entity be divided. 
Similarly, under no circumstances will Max split commission and bonus checks between divorcing spouses or members of 
dissolving entities. Max will recognize only one Downline Organization and will issue only one commission check per Max 
business per commission cycle. Commission checks shall always be issued to the same individual or entity. In the event 
that parties to a divorce or dissolution proceeding are unable to resolve a dispute over the disposition of commissions 
and ownership of the business in a timely fashion as determined by the Company, the Associate Agreement shall be 
involuntarily canceled. 
If a former spouse has completely relinquished all rights in the original Max business pursuant to a divorce, he or she 
is thereafter free to enroll under any sponsor of his or her choosing without waiting six calendar months. In the case of 
business entity dissolutions, the former partner, shareholder, member, or other entity affiliate who retains no interest in the 
business must wait six calendar months from the date of the final dissolution before re-enrolling as an Associate. In either 
case however, the former spouse or business affiliate shall have no rights to any Associates in their former organization 
or to any former retail customer. They must develop the new business in the same manner as would any other new 
Associate. 
3.28 • Sponsoring 
All active Associates in good standing have the right to sponsor and enroll others into Max. Each prospective Customer 
or Associate has the ultimate right to choose his or her own Sponsor. If two Associates claim to be the Sponsor of the 
same new Associate or Customer. the Company shall regard the first application received by the Company as controlling. 
3.29 ·Succession 
Upon the death or incapacitation of an Associate, his or her business may be passed to his or her heirs. Appropriate legal 
documentation must be submitted to the Company to ensure the transfer is proper. Accordingly, an Associate should 
consult an attorney to assist him or her in the preparation of a will or other testamentary instrument. Whenever a Max 
business is transferred by a will or other testamentary process, the beneficiary acquires the right to collect all bonuses 
and commissions of the deceased Associate's marketing organization provided the following qualifications are met. The 
successor(s) must: 
Execute an Associate Agreement; 
Comply with terms and provisions of the Agreement; and 
Meet all of the qualifications for the deceased Associate's status. 
Bonus and commission checks of a Max business transferred pursuant to this section will be paid in a single check 
jointly to the devisees. The devisees must provide Max with an "address of record" to which all bonus and 
commission checks will be sent; 
If the business is bequeathed to joint devisees, they must form a business entity and acquire a federal taxpayer 
identification number. Max will issue all bonus and commission checks and one 1099 to the business entity. 
3.29.1 - Transfer Upon Death of an Associate 




~n origi_nal death certificate ;_ (2) certified letters testamentary or a letter of administration appointing an executor; (3) 
instructions from the authonzed executor to Max specifying to whom the business and income should be transferred· and 
(4) a completed Associate Agreement executed by the beneficiary. ' 
3.29.2 - Transfer Upon Incapacitation of an Associate 
To effectuate a transfer of a Max business because of incapacity, the successor must provide the following to Max: 
(1) a notarized copy of an appointment as trustee; (2) a notarized copy of the trust document or other documentation 
establishing the trustee's right to administer the Max business; and (3) a completed Associate Agreement executed by the 
trustee. 
3.30 - Telemarketing Techniques 
The Federal Trade Commission and the Federal Communications Commission each have laws that restrict telemarketing 
practices. Both federal agencies (as well as a number of states) have "do not call" regulations as part of their 
telemarketing laws. Although Max does not consider Associates to be "telemarketers" in the traditional sense of the word 
these government regulations broadly define the term "telemarketer" and "telemarketing" so that your inadvertent action ~f 
calling someone whose telephone number is listed on the federal "do not call" registry could cause you to violate the law. 
Moreover, these regulations must not be taken lightly, as they carry significant penalties (up to $11,000.00 per violation) . 
Therefore, Associates must not engage in telemarketing in the operation of their Max businesses. The term 
"telemarketing" means the placing of one or more telephone calls to an individual or entity to induce the purchase of 
a Max product or service, or to recruit them for the Max opportunity. "Cold calls" made to prospective customers or 
Associates that promote either Max's products or services or the Max opportunity constitute telemarketing and are 
prohibited. However, a telephone call(s) placed to a prospective customer or Associate (a "prospect") is permissible under 
the following situations: 
If the Associate has an established business relationship with the prospect. An "established business relationship" 
is a relationship between an Associate and a prospect based on the prospect's purchase, rental, or lease of goods or 
services from the Associate, or a financial transaction between the prospect and the Associate , within the eighteen 
(18) months immediately preceding the date of a telephone call to induce the prospect's purchase of a product or 
service. 
The prospect's personal inquiry or application regarding a product or service offered by the Associate, within the three 
(3) months immediately preceding the date of such a call . 
If the Associate receives written and signed permission from the prospect authorizing the Associate to call. The 
authorization must specify the telephone number(s) which the Associate is authorized to call. 
You may call family members, personal friends, and acquaintances. An "acquaintance" is someone with whom you 
have at least a recent first-hand relationship within the preceding three months. Bear in mind, however, that if you 
engage in "card collecting· with everyone you meet and subsequently calling them, the FTC may consider this a form 
of telemarketing that is not subject to this exemption. Thus, if you engage in calling "acquaintances," you must make 
such calls on an occasional basis only and not make this a routine practice. 
In addition, Associates shall not use automatic telephone dialing systems relative to the operation of their Max 
businesses. The term "automatic telephone dialing system" means equipment which has the capacity to: (a) store or 
produce telephone numbers to be called, using a random or sequential number generator; and (b) to dial such 
numbers. 
SECTION 4 ·RESPONSIBILITIES OF DISTRIBUTORS 
4.1 • Change of Address, Telephone, and Email Addresses 
To ensure timely delivery of products. support materials, and commission checks, it is critically important that the Max's 
files are current. Street addresses are required for shipping since UPS cannot deliver to a post office box. Associates 
planning to change their e-mail address or move must send their new address and telephone numbers to Max's Corporate 
Offices to the attention of the Associate Services Department. To guarantee proper delivery, two weeks advance notice 
must be provided to Max on all changes. 
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4.2 - Continuing Development Obligations 
4 .2.1 - Ongoing Training 
• 
Regardless of their level of achievement, Associates have an ongoing obligation to continue to personally promote sales 
by generating new customers and servicing their existing customers. 
4 .2.2 - Increased Training Responsibilities 
As Associates progress through the various levels of leadership, they will become more experienced in sales techniques, 
product knowledge, and understanding of the Max program. They will be called upon to share this knowledge with lesser 
experienced Associates within their organization. 
4 .2.3 - Ongoing Sales Responsibilities 
Regardless of their level of achievement, Associates have an ongoing obligation to continue to personally promote sales 
through the generation of new customers and through servicing their existing customers. 
4.3 - Nondisparagement 
Max wants to provide its independent Associates with the best products, compensation plan, and service in the industry. 
Accordingly, we value your constructive criticisms and comments. All such comments should be submitted in writing 
to the Associate Services Department. Remember, to best serve you, we must hear from you! While Max welcomes 
constructive input, negative comments and remarks made in the field by Associates about the Company, its products, or 
compensation plan serve no purpose other than to sour the enthusiasm of other Max Associates. For this reason, and to 
set the proper example for their downline, Associates must not disparage, demean, or make negative remarks about Max, 
other Max Associates, Max's products, the Marketing and Compensation plan. or Max's directors, officers, or employees. 
4.4 - Providing Documentation to Applicants 
Associates must provide the most current version of the Policies and Procedures and the Compensation Plan to 
individuals whom they are sponsoring to become Associates before the applicant signs an Associate Agreement. 
Additional copies of Policies and Procedures can be downloaded from Max's website. 
4.5 - Reporting Policy Violations 
Associates observing a Policy violation by another Associate should submit a written report of the violation directly to the 
attention of the Max Compliance Department. Details of the incidents such as dates, number of occurrences, persons 
involved, and any supporting documentation should be included in the report 
SECTION 5 - SALES REQUIREMENTS 
5.1 - Product Sales 
The Max Marketing and Compensation Plan is based on the sale of Max products and services to end consumers. 
Associates must satisfy the Personal Commissionable Volume requirements associated with their rank as specified in the 
Max Marketing and Compensation Plan. "Personal Commissionable Volume" includes purchases made by the Associate 
and purchases made by the Associate's personal customers and Preferred Customers. 
5.2 - No Territory Restrictions 
There are no exclusive territories granted to anyone. No franchise fees are required. 
5.3 - Sales Receipts 
All Associates must provide their retail customers with two copies of a sales receipt at the time of the sale. Associates 
must maintain all retail sales receipts for a period of two years and furnish them to Max at the Company's request. 
Records documenting the purchases of Associates' Preferred Customers will be maintained by Max. 
Remember that customers must receive two copies of the sales receipt. In addition, Associates must orally inform the 
buyer of his or her cancellation rights . 
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SECTION 6 - BONUSES AND COMMISSIONS 
6.1 - Bonus and Commission Qualifications 
An Associate must be active and in compliance with the Agreement to qualify for bonuses and commissions. so long 
as an Associate complies with the terms of the Agreement, Max shall pay commissions to such Associate in accordance 
with the Marketing and Compensation plan. The minimum amount for which Max will issue a check is $1O.00. If an 
Associate's bonuses and commissions do not equal or exceed $10.00, the Company will accrue the commissions and 
bonuses until they total $10.00. A check will be issued once $10.00 has been accrued . 
6.2 - Adjustment to Bonuses and Commissions 
6 .2.1 -Adjustments for Returned Products 
Associates receive bonuses and commissions based on the actual sales of products and services to end consumers. 
When a product is returned to Max for a refund or is repurchased by the Company, the bonuses and commissions 
attributable to the returned or repurchased product(s) will be deducted, in the month in which the refund is given , and 
continuing every pay period thereafter until the commission is recovered, from the upline Associates who received 
bonuses and commissions on the sales of the refunded products. 
6.3 - Reports 
All information provided by Max in online or telephonic downline activity reports, including but not limited to Personal 
Commissionable Volume (or any part thereof), and downline sponsoring activity is believed to be accurate and reliable. 
Nevertheless, due to various factors including but not limited to the inherent possibil ity of human and mechanical error; the 
accuracy, completeness, and timeliness of orders; denial of credit card and electronic check payments: returned products: 
credit card and electronic check charge-backs; the information is not guaranteed by Max or any persons creating or 
transmitting the information. 
ALL PERSONAL ANO GROUP SALES VOLUME INFORMATION IS PROVIDED "AS JS" WITHOUT WARRANTIES, 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, OR REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER. IN PARTICULAR BUT WITHOUT 
LIMITATION THERE SHALL BE NO WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE, OR 
NON INFRINGEMENT. 
TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMISSIBLE UNDER APPLICABLE LAW, MAX AND/OR OTHER PERSONS CREATING 
OR TRANSMITIING THE INFORMATION WILL IN NO EVENT BE LIABLE TO ANY DISTRIBUTOR OR ANYONE ELSE 
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES THAT ARISE 
OUT OF THE USE OF OR ACCESS TO PERSONAL AND GROUP SALES VOLUME INFORMATION (INCLUDING 
BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOST PROFITS, BONUSES, OR COMMISSIONS, LOSS OF OPPORTUNITY, AND DAMAGES 
THAT MAY RESULT FROM INACCURACY, INCOMPLETENESS, INCONVENIENCE, DELAY, OR LOSS OF THE USE 
OF THE INFORMATION), EVEN IF MAX OR OTHER PERSONS CREATING OR TRANSMJTIING THE INFORMATION 
SHALL HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITIED 
BY LAW, MAX OR OTHER PERSONS CREATING OR TRANSMITIING THE INFORMATION SHALL HAVE NO 
RESPONSIBILITY OR LIABILITY TO YOU OR ANYONE ELSE UNDER ANY TORT, CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, 
STRICT LIABILITY, PRODUCTS LIABILllY OR OTHER THEORY WITH RESPECT TO ANY SUBJECT MATIER OF 
THIS AGREEMENT OR TERMS AND CONDITIONS RELATED THERETO. 
Access to and use of Max's online and telephone reporting services and your reliance upon such information is at 
your own risk. All such information is provided to you "as is". If you are dissatisfied with the accuracy or quality of the 
information, your sole and exclusive remedy is to discontinue use of and access to MAX's online and telephone reporting 
services and your reliance upon the information. 
SECTION 7 - PRODUCT GUARANTEES, RETURNS AND INVENTORY REPURCHASE 
7.1 - Product Guarantee 
Max offers a 30-day money-back satisfaction guarantee (less shipping charges and fees) to all Customers and 
Associates. If for any reason a Customer or Associate is dissatisfied with any Max product, he or she may return the 
unused portion of the product to max for a full refund (less shipping charges) within 30 days from the date of purchase. 
Following this 30 day period, returned items must be in Resalable (see definition of 'Resalable" in Section 11) condition 




and does not apply to starter kits or sales aids purchased by Associates. Starter Kits and sales aids are subject to the 
refund provisions in Section 7.4, below. 
If an Associate returns $300.00 ~r more of merchandise for a refund in any 12 consecutive month period (excluding 
damaged merchandise, which will be replaced), the retum(s) constitute an inventory repurchase and Max will repurchase 
the goods pursuant to the terms of Section 7.4. and cancel the Associate Agreement. 
7.2 • Returns by Retail Customers 
Max offers, through its Associates, a 100% 30 day money-back guarantee to all retail customers. Every Associate is 
bound to honor the retail customer guarantee. If, for any reason, a retail customer is dissatisfied with any Max product, 
the retail customer may return the unused portion of the product to the Associate from whom it was purchased, within 30 
days, for a replacement, exchange or a full refund of the purchase price (including shipping costs) . 
7.3 - Right of Rescission 
A retail customer who makes a purchase of $25.00 or more from an Associate has three business days (72 hours, 
excluding Sundays and legal holidays) after the sale or execution of a contract to cancel the order and receive a full 
refund consistent with the cancellation notice on the order form (5 business days for Alaska residents). When an 
Associate makes a sale, enrolls a new Associate, or takes an order from a retail customer who cancels or requests a 
refund within the 72 hour period, the Associate must promptly refund the customer's money as long as the products and/ 
or sales kit are returned to the Associate in substantially as good condition as when received. Additionally, Associates 
must orally inform customers of their right to rescind a purchase or an order within 72 hours (5 business days for Alaska 
residents), and ensure that the date of the order, enrollment, or purchase is entered on the order form and/or Associate 
Application and Agreement. All retail customers must be provided with two copies of a sales receipt at the time of the 
sate. 
7.4 - Return of Inventory and Sales Aids by Associates Upon Cancellation 
Upon cancellation of an Associate's Agreement, the Associate may return his or her Starter Kit and any products and 
sales aids held in his or her inventory for a refund. Associates may only return Starter Kits, products and sales aids that 
he or she personally purchased from Max (purchases from other Associates or third parties are not subject to refund) and 
which are in Resalable (see Definition of"Resalable" in Section 11) condition and which have been purchased within one 
year prior to the date of cancellation. Upon receipt of a Resalable Starter Kit and/or Resalable products and sales aids, 
the Associate will be reimbursed 90% of the net cost of the original purchase price(s). Shipping charges incurred by an 
Associate when the Starter Kit, products or sales aids were purchased will not be refunded. If the purchases were made 
through a credit card, the refund will be credited back to the same account. If an Associate was paid a commission based 
on a product(s) that he or she purchased, and such product(s) is subsequently returned for a refund, the commission that 
was paid based on that product purchase wlll be deducted from the amount of the refund. 
7.4.1 - Montana Residents 
A Montana resident may cancel his or her Associate Agreement within 15 days from the date of enrollment, and may 
return his or her starter kit for a full refund within such time period. 
7 .5 - Procedures for All Returns 
The following procedures apply to all returns for refund, repurchase. or exchange: 
All merchandise must be returned by the Associate or customer who purchased it directly from Max. 
All products to be returned must have a Return Authorization Number which is obtained by calling the Associate 
Services Department. This Return Authorization Number must be written on each carton returned. 
The return is accompanied by: 
A completed and signed Consumer Return Form; 
A copy of the original dated retail sales receipt; and 
The unused portion of the product in its original container. 
Proper shipping carton(s) and packing materials are to be used in packaging the product(s) being returned for 
replacement, and the best and most economical means of shipping is suggested. All returns must be shipped to Max 
shipping pre-paid. Max does not accept shipping-collect packages. The risk of loss in shipping for returned product 
shall be on the Associate. If returned product is not received by the Company's Distribution Center, it is the 
responsibility of the Associate to trace the shipment. 
If an Associate is returning merchandise to Max that was returned to him or her by a personal retail customer, the 




mer~handise to the Associate, and must be accompanied by the sales receipt the Associate gave to the customer at 
the time of the sale. 
No refund or replacement of product will be made if the conditions of these rules are not met. 
SECTION 8 - DISPUTE RESOLUTION AND DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDINGS 
8.1 - Disciplinary Sanctions 
Violation of the Agreement, these Policies and Procedures, violation of any common law duty, including but not limited 
to any applicable duty of loyalty, any illegal, fraudulent, deceptive or unethical business conduct, or any act or omission 
by an _As_sociate that, in the sole discretion of the Company may damage it's reputation or goodwill (such damaging act 
or om1ss1on need not be related to the Associate's Max business). may result, at Max's discretion, in one or more of the 
following corrective measures: 
Issuance of a written warning or admonition; 
Requiring the Associate to take immediate corrective measures; 
Imposition of a fine, which may be withheld from bonus and commission checks; 
Loss of rights to one or more bonus and commission checks; 
Max may withhold from an Associate all or part of the Associate's bonuses and commissions during the period that 
Max is investigating any conduct allegedly in violation of the Agreement. If an Associate 's business is canceled for 
disciplinary reasons, the Associate will not be entitled to recover any commissions withheld during the investigation 
period; 
Suspension of the individual's Associate Agreement for one or more pay periods; 
Involuntary termination of the offender's Associate Agreement: 
Suspension and/or termination of the offending Associate's Max website or website access; 
Any other measure expressly allowed within any provision of the Agreement or which Max deems practicable to 
implement and appropriate to equitably resolve injuries caused partially or exclusively by the Associate's policy 
violation or contractual breach; 
In situations deemed appropriate by Max, the Company may institute legal proceedings for monetary and/or equitable 
relief. 
8.2 - Grievances and Complaints 
When an Associate has a grievance or complaint with another Associate regarding any practice or conduct in relationship 
to their respective Max businesses, the complaining Associate should first report the problem to his or her Sponsor who 
should review the matter and try to resolve it with the other party's upline sponsor. If the matter involves interpretation 
or violation of Company policy, it must be reported in writing to the Associate Services Department at the Company. The 
Associate Services Department will review the facts and attempt to resolve it. 
8.3 - Mediation 
Prior to instituting an arbitration, the parties shall meet in good faith and attempt to resolve any dispute arising from or 
relating to the Agreement through non-binding mediation. One individual who is mutually acceptable to the parties shall 
be appointed as mediator. The mediator's fees and costs, as well as the costs of holding and conducting the mediation. 
shall be divided equally between the parties. Each party shall pay its portion of the anticipated shared fees and costs at 
least 1 O days in advance of the mediation. Each party shall pay its own attorneys fees, costs. and individual expenses 
associated with conducting and attending the mediation. Unless otherwise agreed by the parties. mediation shall be held 
in Salt Lake City, and shall last no more than two business days. 
8.4 - Arbitration 
If mediation is unsuccessful, any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to the Agreement, or the breach thereof, 
shall be settled by arbitration administered by the American Arbitration Association under its Commercial Arbitration Rules, 
and judgment on the award rendered by the arbitrator may be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof. Associates 
waive all rights to trial by jury or to any court. All arbitration proceedings shall be held in Salt Lake City, Utah. All parties 
shall be entitled to all discovery rights pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. There shall be one arbitrator, 
an attorney at law, who shall have expertise in business law transactions with a strong preference being an attorney 
knowledgeable in the direct selling industry, selected from the panel which the American Arbitration Panel provides. Each 
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party to the arbitration shall be responsible for its own costs and expenses of arbitration, including legal and filing fees. 
The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on the parties and may, if necessary, be reduced to a judgment 
in any court of competent jurisdiction. This agreement to arbitration shall survive any termination or expiration of the 
Agreement. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing in these Policies and Procedures shall prevent Max from applying to and obtaining 
from any court having jurisdiction a writ of attachment, a temporary injunction, preliminary injunction, permanent injunction 
or other relief available to safeguard and protect MAX's interest prior to, during or following the filing of any arbitration or 
other proceeding or pending the rendition of a decision or award in connection with any arbitration or other proceeding. 
8.5 - Governing Law, Jurisdiction and Venue 
Jurisdiction and venue of any matter not subject to arbitration shall reside exclusively in Salt Lake County, State of Utah. 
The Federal Arbitration Act shall govern all matters relating to arbitration. The law of the State of Utah shall govern all 
other matters relating to or arising from the Agreement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, and the arbitration provision in 
Section 8.4 residents of the State of Louisiana shall be entitled to bring an action against Max in their home forum and 
pursuant to Louisiana law. 
SECTION 9 " PAYMENT AND SHIPPING 
9.1 - Returned Checks 
All checks returned by an Associate's bank for insufficient funds will be re-submitted for payment. A $25.00 returned 
check fee will be charged to the account of the Associate. After receiving a returned check from a customer or an 
Associate, all future orders must be paid by Credit Card, money order or cashier's check. Any outstanding balance owed 
to Max by an Associate for NSF checks and returned check fees will be withheld from subsequent bonus and commission 
checks. 
9.2 - Restriction on Third Party Use of Credit Cards and Checking Account Access. 
Associates shall not permit other Associates or customers to use his or her credit card, or permit debits to their checking 
accounts, to enroll or to make purchases from the company, without written permission submitted to the company. 
Credit Card Abuse or credit card charge backs, Associate Agreement may be immediately cancelled. 
9.3 - Sales Taxes 
In designing the Max opportunity, one of our guiding philosophies has been to free Associates from as many 
administrative, operational, and logistical tasks as possible. In doing so. Associates are free to concentrate on those 
activities that directly affect their incomes, namely product sales and enrollment activities. To these ends, Max relieves 
Associates of the burdens of collecting and remitting sales taxes, filing sales tax reports, and keeping records relative to 
sales taxes. 
By virtue of its business operations, Max is required to charge sales taxes on all purchases made by Associates and 
Customers, and remit the taxes charged to the respective states. Accordingly, Max will collect and remit sales taxes on 
behalf of Associates, based on the suggested retail price of the products, according to applicable tax rates in the state 
or province to which the shipment is destined. If an Associate has submitted, and Max has accepted, a current Sales 
Tax Exemption Certificate and Sales Tax Registration License, sales taxes will not be added to the invoice and the 
responsibility of collecting and remitting sales taxes to the appropriate authorities shall be on the Associate. Exemption 
from the payment of sales tax is applicable only to orders which are shipped to a state for which the proper tax exemption 
papers have been filed and accepted. Applicable sales taxes will be charged on orders that are drop-shipped to another 
state. Any sales tax exemption accepted by Max is not retroactive. 
Preferred Customers are not allowed to resale product and agree that they are the end consumer of the product. 
SECTION 10- INACTIVITY AND CANCELLATION 
10.1 - Effect of Cancellation 
So long as an Associate remains active and complies with the terms of the Associate Agreement and these Policies and 
Procedures, Max shall pay commissions to such Associate in accordance with the Marketing and Compensation Plan. An 
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Associate's bonuses and commissions constitute the entire consideration for the Associate's efforts in generating sales 
and all activities related to generating sales (including building a downline organization) . Following an Associate's non-
renewal of his or her Associate Agreement, cancellation for inactivity, or voluntary or involuntary cancellation of his or her 
Associate Agreement (all of these methods are collectively referred to as "cancellation"). the former Associate shall have 
no right, title, claim or interest to the marketing organization which he or she operated, or any commission or bonus from 
the sales generated by the organization. An Associate whose business is cancelled will rose all rights as an Associate. 
This includes the right to sell v products and services and the right to receive future commissions, bonuses, or other 
income resulting from the sales and other activities of the Associate's former downline sales organization . In the event of 
cancellation, Associates agree to waive all rights they may have, including but not limited to property rights, to their former 
downline organization and to any bonuses, commissions or other remuneration derived from the sales and other activities 
of his or her former downline organization. 
Following an Associate's cancellation of his or her Associate Agreement, the former Associate shall not hold himself 
or herself out as a Max Associate and shall not have the right to sell Max products or services. An Associate whose 
Associate Agreement is canceled shall receive commissions and bonuses only for the last full pay period he or she was 
active prior to cancellation (less any amounts withheld during an investigation preceding an involuntary cancellation). 
10.2 • Cancellation Due to Inactivity 
If an Associate has not purchased product or have qualifying (PV) personal volume for six consecutive months (and thus 
become "inactive"), his or her Associate Agreement shall be canceled for inactivity. 
10.3 • Involuntary Cancellation 
An Associate's violation of any of the terms of the Agreement, including any amendments that may be made by Max in its 
sole discretion, may result in any of the sanctions listed in Section 8.1, including the cancellation of his or her Associate 
Agreement. Cancellation shall be effective on the date on which written notice is mailed. faxed, or delivered to an express 
courier, to the Associate's last known address (or fax number). or to his/her attorney, or when the Associate receives 
actual notice of cancellation, whichever occurs first. 
10.4 • Voluntary Cancellation 
A participant in this network marketing plan has a right to cancel at any time, regardless of reason. Cancellation must 
be submitted in writing to the Company at its principal business address. The written notice must include the Associate's 
signature, printed name, address, and Associate l.D. Number. 
10.5 • Non·renewal 
An Associate may also voluntarily cancel his or her Associate Agreement by failing to renew the Agreement on its 
anniversary date. The Company may also elect not to renew an Associate's Agreement upon its anniversary date. 
SECTION 11 - DEFINITIONS 
Active Associate -An Associate who satisfies the minimum Personal Commissionable Volume requirements , as set 
forth in the Max Plan, to ensure that he or she is eligible to receive bonuses and commissions. To remain an Active 
Associate, the Associate must have made a product purchase at least once every six consecutive months. 
Active Rank- The term "active rank" refers to the current rank of an Associate, as determined by the Max Plan , for any 
month. To be considered "active" relative to a particular rank, an Associate must meet the criteria set forth in the Max Plan 
for his or her respective rank. 
Agreement - The contract between the Company and each Associate includes the Associate Application and 
Agreement, the Max Policies and Procedures. the Max Marketing and Compensation Plan , and the Business Entity 
Application and Agreement (where appropriate). all in their current form and as amended by Max in its sole discretion. 
These documents are collectively referred to as the "Agreement.· 
Cancel - The termination of an Associate's business. Cancellation may be either voluntary, involuntary, through non-
renewal or inactivity. 
Downline Activity Report -A report generated by Max, and available on in an Associate's replicated website, that 
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provides critical data relating to the identities of Associates, sales information, and enrollment activity of each Associate's 
Marketing Organization. This report contains confidential and trade secret information which is proprietary to Max. 
Level - The layers of downline Customers and Associates in a particular Associate's Marketing Organization. This term 
refers to the relationship of an Associate relative to a particular upline Associate , determined by the number of Associates 
between them who are related by sponsorship. For example, if A, sponsors B, who sponsors C, who sponsors D, who 
sponsors E, then E is on A's fourth level. 
Official Max Material - Literature, audio or video tapes, and other materials developed, printed, published and 
distributed by Max or its authorized re-sellers to Associates. 
Personal Production - Moving Max products or services to an end consumer for personal use. 
Personal Commissionable Volume (PSV)- The commissionable value of products sold in a calendar month: (1) by the 
Company to an Associate; and (2) by the Company to the Associate's personally enrolled Customers. 
Rank - The "title" that an Associate has achieved pursuant to the Max Marketing and Compensation Plan. 
Recruit - For purposes of Max's Conflict of Interest Policy (Section 3.10), the term "Recru it" means the actual or 
attempted sponsorship, solicitation, enrollment, encouragement, or effort to influence in any other way, either directly, 
indirectly, or through a third party, another Max Associate or Customer to enroll or participate in another multilevel 
marketing, network marketing or direct sales opportunity. 
Resalable - Products and Sales aids shall be deemed "resalable" if each of the following elements is satisfied: 1) they 
are unopened and unused; 2) packaging and labeling has not been altered or damaged; 3) they are in a condition such 
that it is a commercially reasonable practice within the trade to sell the merchandise at full price; 4) it is returned to Max 
within one year from the date of purchase. Any merchandise that is clearly identified at the time of sale as nonreturnable, 
discontinued, or as a seasonal item, shall not be resalable. 
Retail Customer -An individual who purchases Max products from an Associate but who is not a participant in the Max 
Plan. 
Retail Customer -An individual or entity that purchases Max products or services, but who is not an Associate. or an 
immediate household family member of an Associate. 
Retail Sales - Sales to a Retail Customer. If a sale is made to a customer who subsequently submits a Max Associate 
Agreement within 30 days from the date of the sale, or if an immediate household family member of the Customer submits 
a Max Associate Agreement within 30 days of the sale, such sale shall not constitute a Retail Sale. An Associate's 
personal purchases from Max do not constitute Retail Sales. 
Sponsor -An Associate who enrolls a Customer or another Associate into the Company, and is listed as the Sponsor on 
the Associate Application and Agreement. The act of enrolling others and training them to become Associates is called 
"sponsoring." 
Starter Kit -A selection of Max training materials and business support literature that each new Independent Marketing 
Associate is required to purchase (optional in North Dakota). The Starter Kit is sold to Associates at the Company's cost. 
Upline - This term refers to the Associate or Associates above a particular Associate in a sponsorship line up to the 
Company. Conversely stated, it is the line of sponsors that links any particular Associate to the Company. 
NOTES 
1. Every page of a genealogy report (downline activity report) should have a header or footer that indicates the 
confidential nature of the report. For example: 
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Alf Associate genealogy reports are confidential, proprietary information of Max, and constitute a business trade 
secret belonging to Max. Genealogy reports may only be used in accordance with and for the limited purposes set 
forth in the Max Policies and Procedures. 
If your printer has the ability to print the header in a different color, like red, it would be a good idea to do so. If not, 
perhaps you can alter the size or type style of the font (e.g., bold and italics} to draw attention to the clause. 
2. You need to implement a procedure to ensure that notice of all modifications of the Policies and Procedures is given 
to all Associates. Otherwise, any changes that are made will not be enforceable. 
3. If you will not require Associates to purchase a Starter Kit, you must ensure that they receive a copy of these Policies 
and Procedures when they execute an Associate Application and Agreement. 
4 . On all forms containing Social Security numbers or credit card purchases (e.g., Associate Application, AutoShip 
Agreements, and Order Forms}, ensure that only the forms going to the Company contain Social Security numbers or 
credit card information. The remaining copies should have those boxes "blacked-out." 
5 . Ensure that MIS programs the order entry and AutoShip screens to check for the existence of the same credit card or 
checking account. 
6 . Ensure that MIS programs the new Associate screen to check for the existence of the same address. 
7 . Ensure that MIS programs the system to recapture commissions paid out if products are returned. 
8 . If you are using a binary compensation plan, make sure that the term "Business Center" is defined in the marketing 




Brent V. Manning, Esq., ISB #2359 
MANNING, CURTIS, BRADSHAW & BEDNAR LLC 
170 South Main Street, Suite 900 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Telephone: (801) 363-5678 
Facsimile: (801) 364-5678 
Michael L. LaClare, Esq., ISB #7924 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
3910 South Yellowstone Ave. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Telephone: (208) 522-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 534-2063 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF IDAHO, EASTERN DIVISION 
MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
- vs 
MAX INTERNATIONAL, LLC, a Utah limited 
liability company, KEN DUNN, an individual, 
DOES 1 through 25, and DOES 26 through 50, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) SS. 
County of Bonneville ) 
Case No. 4:09-cv-00572-BL W 
SECOND DECLARATION OF JOSHUA 
K. CHANDLER IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER 
JOSHUA K. CHANDLER, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. My name is Joshua K. Chandler. I am an attorney licensed to practice law before 
the Idaho Supreme Court and the United States District Court for the District of Idaho, and I am 
employed by the plaintiff in the above-captioned matter as Associate General Counsel. 
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2. I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth in this Affidavit, and if I were 
called to testify, I could and would truthfully testify thereto. 
3. In connection with a lawsuit now pending in Idaho state court (Melaleuca Inc. v. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller, Case No. CV-09-2616), Max International, LLC ("Max) has produced 
certain documents to Melaleuca subject to a Stipulated Protective Order governing that lawsuit. 
4. I am providing this declaration to Manning, Curtis, Bradshaw & Bednar LLC with 
the understanding that it will be used only in ways that are consistent with the requirements of 
the Protective Order. 
5. Among the documents produced by Max are reports bearing the heading 
"Personally Enrolled Associates" that appear to list, for certain Max Associates, the names and 
enrollment dates of every person those Max Associates have personally enrolled with Max 
("Reports," or each individually a "Report"). 
6. I have reviewed the Reports for the following fonner Melaleuca Marketing 
Executives who are now Max Associates: Rick and Natalie Foeller, Gwen and Ledell Miles, 
Chuck and Cheryl Alimena, and Raymond and Laraine Agren. I noticed that some of the 
personal enrollees listed for these four married couples are current and/or fonner Melaleuca 
Marketing Executives. I then worked other Melaleuca Legal Department personnel to check the 
name of each personal enrollee on the Reports for these four couples against Melaleuca's 
database of current and fonner Melaleuca Marketing Executives. In this manner, we were able 
to detennine which of these four couples' personal enrollees at Max are current and/or fonner 
Melaleuca Marketing Executives. 
7. All of the Reports for the four couples listed above appear to have been generated 
on September 17, 2009. 
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8. Our analysis of those four Reports shows that out of the 44 people who had been 
personally enrolled into Max by the Foellers as of September 17, 2009, 23 (over 50%) of them 
are current andior fonner Melaleuca Marketing Executives. The relevant Report also shows that 
the Foellers personally enrolled a current or fonner Melaleuca Marketing Executive into Max as 
recently as August 27, 2009. 
9. Similarly, of the 45 people who had been personally enrolled into Max by the 
Miles, 32 (over 70%) of them are current andior fonner Melaleuca Marketing Executives. And, 
the Miles personally enrolled a cmTent or fonner Melaleuca Marketing Executive into Max as 
recently as September 3, 2009. 
10. Of the 25 people who had been personally enrolled into Max by the Alimenas, 16 
(over 60%) of them are current andior forn1er Melaleuca Marketing Executives. And, the 
Alimenas personally enrolled a current or fonner Melaleuca Marketing Executive into Max as 
recently as September 8, 2009. 
11. Of the 11 people who had been personally enrolled into Max by the Agrens, 7 
(over 60%) of them are current and/or fonner Melaleuca Marketing Executives. And, the Agrens 
personally enrolled a current or fonner Melaleuca Marketing Executive into Max as recently as 
July 27, 2009. 
12. Attached to this declaration as Exhibit A is the Report for the Foellers, together 
with printouts from Melaleuca's files showing the individuals who appear to be identical. 
Exhibit B provides the same information as to the Miles, Exhibit C as to the Agrens, and Exhibit 
D as to the Alimenas. 
13. The concept of personally sponsored associate is separate from the placement of 
the associate in the marketing matrix. The tenn "enroll" or "sponsor" is generally understood in 
network marketing to refer to people who were personally contacted and convinced to become a 
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customer and/or distributor by the individual denoted as the "enroller" or "sponsor." It does not 
refer to the placement of the individual relative to other individuals in the matrix used by the 
particular compensation plan at issue. For example, one could be the "sponsor" or "enroller" of 
a person that does not appear in one's marketing organization chart until three or four 
generations down. Accordingly, the Reports are very good barometers of the actual "recruiting" 
personally undertaken by the Foellers, Alimenas, Miles, and Agrens. 
14. Melaleuca requested, but did not receive from Max, infom1ation regarding all of 
the customers and associates in the marketing organizations of the Foellers, Miles, Agrens, and 
Alimenas. As set forth in paragraph 13, the infonnation reflected in Exhibits A-D relates only to 
the individuals personally sponsored in Max by the Foellers, Miles, Agrens, and Alimenas. It is 
likely that a full report of their business organizations would show that many more current or 
former Melaleuca Marketing Executives have been recruited. Such discovery is needed to 
establish with any precision the full scope of the recruitment that has taken place. 
15. I hereby declare under penalty of perjury oflaws of the United States of America 
that the foregoing is true to the best of my lrnowledge, infonnation, and belief. 
By: 
ls/Joshua K. Chandler 
Joshua K. Chandler, Esq. 
Date: November 17, 2009 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thel 7th day of November, 2009, I filed under seal the 
foregoing SECOND DECLARATION OF JOSHUA K. CHANDLER IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER electronically through 
the CM/ECF system. AND I FURTHER CERTIFY that on such date I served the foregoing on 
the following persons in the manner indicated (understanding that filing under seal would not 
cause these persons to be served by electronic means): 
Via e-mail and overnight courier, addressed as follows: 
John N Zarian 
Brook Bernard Bond 
Zarian Midgley & Johnson PLLC 
960 S. Broadway Ave., Suite 250 
Boise, ID 83706 
Email: bond(ll1zarianmidgley.com 
Counsel for Max Int'l 
I did not serve a copy of this document on Defendant Dunn or his attorney. At this time, 
no appearance has been entered by Mr. Dunn. In the absence of such an appearance, I believe it 
would be improper to serve upon Mr. Dunn or his attorney any documents required by the Court 
to be filed under seal. 
/s/ Joshua K. Chandler 
Joshua K. Chandler, Attorney for Plaintiff 
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1 that but I do recall not wanting there to be 1 Q. And you personally enrolled them In Max. 
2 discussion that I came from Melaleuca. 2 A. We did. 
3 Q, And with whom did you have those 3 Q. And you now subsidize their Max income. 
4 communications? 4 A. We have helped them, yes. 
5 A. I don't remember who it was. I'm 5 Q. let's go back to the July fly-in. 
6 thinking -- it might have been Chuck and lamb la me 6 A. Uh-huh. 
7 in a but I don't remember who it was. I do remember 7 Q. Who, other than Mr. Dunn and the two 
8 there was somebody. 8 people you identified in Max, did you have any 
9 Q. Chuck and Cheryl Alimena are people you 9 communications with concerning a July fly-in? 
10 learned of through Melaleuca. 10 A. I don't believe anybody else. 
11 A. Chuck and Cheryl Alimena were best 11 Q. Well, you invited the people that you 
12 friends with Laraine Agren. I was friendly with 12 identified previously. 
13 them but wasn't -- they were close friends. 13 A. Right. 
14 Q. And you learned about them through your 14 Q. Tell me what you told them. 
15 affiliation with Melaleuca? 15 A. I told them that I was looking at Max 
16 A. I met them in Melaleuca. 16 International as a business. These were people that 
17 Q. And you enrolled them in your Max 17 knew of my success in Melaleuca and that I was 
18 downline? 18 nervous about considering another business but 
19 A. No, I did not enroll them in my Max 19 feeling that if I was going to make a change, it 
20 downline. 20 needed to be done now, not when I'm 60 years old. 
21 Q. Laraine Agren enrolled them in your Max 21 And--
22 downline. 22 Q. Don't denigrate people who are 60. 
23 A. Yes. 23 A. My husband is 60. 
24 Q. And you profit from their purchases. 24 Q. So am I. 
25 A. I do, 25 A. But I wasn't about to make a change at 
113 115 
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1 Q. And Ms. Agren is someone you met through 1 that stage of my life. And that I was -- I wanted a 
2 Melaleuca? 2 few people's opinion if they could -- if they saw in 
3 A. Yes. 3 it what I was seeing, because I didn't know if it 
4 Q. And you enrolled Ms. Agren In your 4 was just that financially we were in a bad place, 
5 downline? 5 our income was down a lot. Was I seeing something1 
6 A. Yes. 6 you know, from not clear glasses, so I asked them to 
7 Q. And the Miles are someone you've learned 7 come and evaluate it with. 
8 of through your affiliation with Melaleuca? 8 Q. And these were all experienced network 
9 A. Yes. 9 marketing people. 
10 Q; And you enrolled them? 10 A. Yes. 
11 A. I did. 11 Q. Some of whom were in Melaleuca. 
12 Q. And they're in your downline? 12 A. I believe two of them were in Melaleuca. 
13 A. Yes. 13 The rest were not. 
14 Q. And you profit from their purchases in 14 Q. And you have now given me previously, 
15 Max? 15 Identified everybody --
16 A. Ido. 16 A. I believe so but you said you'd show me 
17 MR. ARMSTRONG: Objection. Vague as to 17 the documents so I --
18 profit. 18 Q. I don't have any documents about a July 
19 Q. Did you agree to subsidize the Miles in 19 fly-in. 
20 Max? 20 A. Oh. I believe I have presented, told 
21 A. No. Not initially. We have helped 21 you everybody that was at that fly-in. 
22 Miles. Once we -- once they asked for some help. 22 Q. There would be -- you submitted to Max 
23 There was no -- we were not involved in Miles being 23 a --
24 introduced to Max but, once they were in Max, they 24 A. Ken probably submitted, because I was 
25 did ask for help, yes. 25 still too new. He probably submitted to Max. 
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1 Q. In your downline. 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And you get compensation as a result of 
4 their purchases and efforts. 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Did you get any information from 
7 Alimenas about others who may be interested in 
8 joining Max? 
9 MR. ARMSTRONG: At this meeting? 
10 Q. Then or at any time. 
11 A. Not to my recollection but we've spoken 
12 many, many times. I did -- I met with a couple of 
13 people on behalf of Chuck and Cheryl when I was 
14 there. 
15 Q. Who? 
16 A. I met with a gentleman who was with a 
17 comp13ny called Juice Plus. I don't remember his 
18 name. I met with somebody who was a next-door 
19 neighbor. I don't know the names of the people but 
20 I met with a few people. 
21 Q. Melaleuca people? 
22 A. No, not Melaleuca people. These were 
23 just a couple of neighbors. And this networker was 
24 a guy from Juice Plus. And I spoke with somebody 
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not a former Melaleuca person. 
Q, Or a current Melaleuca person. 
A. Or current, no. Not former or current, 
no. 
Q. And did you meet with anybody else when 
you were in California? 
A. I don't believe so, no. 
Q. You were telling me about your 
9 communications with Laraine Agren from the time you 
10 joined Max until the time she quit Melaleuca. We 
11 
12 
had gotten to the point about the conversation with 
Jeff La Chapelle. 
A. Yes. We had had one or two 
1 Q. And after you personally enrolled her, 
2 you took considerable steps to keep her enrollment 
3 In Max quiet? 
4 A. To keep -- considerable steps to keep 
5 her enrollment quiet. 
6 MR. ARMSTRONG: Foundation. Misstates 
7 the evidence. 
8 A. I didn't try to keep her quiet from Max. 
9 I was trying to protect it outside of Max. 
10 Q. But one of the things that you said is 
11 that you can't publicize within Max the fact that 
12 Laraine is in Max or that she ls advancing in Max. 
13 A. No. It was not to protect the 
14 information from Max. It's because they publicize 
15 it on a website. I didn't want it public to other 
16 people outside of Max. 
17 Q. Because you didn't want her to risk her 
18 Melaleuca check, right? 
19 A. Exactly. 
20 Q. And you sent some very heated e-mails 
21 and she sent some heated e·mails about the fact 
22 that, notwithstanding your efforts, Max had 
23 publicized that she had achieved certain ranks in 
24 Max, right? 
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MR. ARMSTRONG: Objection. Vague. 
And the reason that she had achieved 
3 certain ranks is because she was enrolling people, 
4 right? 
5 A. Right. 
6 Q. And at least half of the people she 
7 enrolled were Melaleuca people, right? 
203 
8 MR. ARMSTRONG: Objection. Foundation. 
9 A. I'm not sure about that but, perhaps. I 
10 don't know. 
11 Q. And she could have been in Max and she 
12 could have enrolled in Max and she could have built 
13 
14 
13 a business in Max without contacting any Melaleuca 
person and there was nothing Melaleuca could have conversations, probably two conversations with Jeff 14 
15 but just in relation to Laraine being completely 
16 perplexed by why Jeff was being put through this. 
17 So she just three-wayed on Jeff to, you know, just 
18 to say, "Can you believe this is what he's going 
19 through?" That kind of conversation. 
20 Q. And she enrolled in Max quite sometime 
21 before she resigned from Melaleuca, correct? 
22 A. I think -- yes. I'm not sure when she 
23 resigned. I would say three month, maybe. 
24 Q. And you personally enrolled her? 
25 A. Yes. 
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15 done about that, right? 
16 MR. ARMSTRONG; Objection. Compound. 
17 A. I don't believe that to be the case but 
18 that is what -- we know a couple that were 









Miles. For not --
And you got all of your information 
24 about Miles from Miles? 
25 A. Yes. But --
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By endorsing, depositing or cashing 
this check I affirm that I am currently 
in compliance with, and reaffirm and 
agree to be bound by and to comply 
with, all terms and conditions of my 
Independent Marketing Executive 
Agreement and Melaleuca's Policies, 
as amended from time to time. 
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